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Looking Over vs. Overlooking
Native American Languages:
Let's Void the Void
Brian Darrel Stubbs
Abstract: The time-depth of the Romance language family (ca
2,000 years) yields an abundance of similarities among languages
descended from Latin: Spanish, French. Italian, and so forth. llle
time-depth of Lehi is not much greater (2,600 years), yet no similar abundance of accepted linguistic evidence for Lchi's presence in
the Americas has emerged. Is this because of a lack of evidence or a
lack of looking? We cannot know umil we look. The relative
absence of effort in Native American languages relevant to Book of
Mannon research is a huge void in Lancr-day Saint scholarly
endeavor. This paper discusses the value of and need to void this
existing void, and presents from one Native American language

family an example of the possibilities.
Our traditional approach to language-related research
regarding the Book of Mormon has been fairly thorough and
productive in traditional directions, but an established imbalance
in that approach has left a void in what should be an important
sphere of Latter-day Saint research: linguistic analysis of Native
American languages. Though the void is understandable for the
past- because of limited data and too few scholars-both limits
are now changing sufficiently to allow efforts toward voiding this
void.
As believers in the Book of Mannon, we adhere to the actuality that parties accompanying Lehi and Mulek left Jerusalem and
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arrived in the Americas some 2600 years ago and that their
descendants are among the Nalive Americans. The writings of
John Sorenson and others suggest that descendants of those
immigrant parties and the geographical locations they originally
occupied were much less than the pan-American assumptions of
earlier generations. 1 The immense linguistic variety in the Americas suggests the same. Some 2,000 Native American languages
comprise nearly 100 separate language families. That diversity
leaves little doubt that many peoples besides the groups of Lehi
and Mulek contributed to pre-Colombian populations and languages. Nevertheless, whatever the original parameters of geography and language for the Book of Mormon peoples, it is not
unreasonable to expect that evidences of Hebrew or possibly
Egyptian may survive in some languages of the Americas.
Thus far the focus of Book of Mormon language research has
been Hebrew, Egyptian, and the translated English text. This logical starting place, subject to careful thought and study, has yielded
enlightening results; nevertheless, another dimension awaits atten tion. Though the number of Latter-day Saint scholars knowing
Hebrew, Egyptian, or related languages has increased, we hardly
suffer from an overabundance of those knowledgeable in ancient
Near Eastern languages. In terms of employability or marketability of that knowledge, some individuals may feel part of an overabundance, but in a strict academic sense for collective research
purposes, in light of what remains to be done. our resources are
still fairly limited, especially if we consider the other sphere of
research that remains quite untouched: Native American languages.
What was the language of Mormon and Moroni? Debates
among Latter-day Saint scholars center on Hebrew and Egyptian;
however, both may be near misnomers for the Lehi languages of
A.D. 400. Between Lehi and Moroni was a span of approximately
1,000 years, and between Moroni and European contact was a IitSec particularly John L. Sorenson, An Ancient American Selling for
the Book of Mormon (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and FARMS, 1985); and
John L. Sorenson, "When Lehi's Pany Arrived in the Land, Did They Find Others
There?" Journal of Book of Monnon Srudies III (1992): 1-34. These two
sources delineate evidence suggesting much-Jess-than-hemisphcric limits to
Book of Mormon geography and populations.
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tie more than I ,000 years. Thus Moroni was about midway
between Lehi and European contact. The extent that Book of
Mormon groups had been in contact with or had mixed with non·
Hebrew speakers by Moroni's time would likely parallel the
degree of change in the languages of Lehi's posterity by A.D.
400. No known Native American language is very similar to
Hebrew (or Egyptian). Suppose that the American language(s)
most similar to Hebrew were identified and that the amount of
change from Hebrew was interpolated over the more than two
millennia since Lehi's arrival. If the Lehi languages of A.D. 400
had undergone about half the lexical and grammatical change
observable in the Native American language(s) most similar to
Hebrew, that amount of change would leave Moroni's and the
Lamanites' language(s) of A.D. 400 more significantly different
from either Hebrew or Egyptian than most suspect. Old English,
largely because of foreign influences over the last 1,000 years, is
essentially a foreign language to modem English speakers, though
both forms are called "English"; and the language differences
between Lehi's Hebrew and the languages of his posterity 1,000
years later may have exceeded the changes in English in a similar
length of time. Therefore, if Native American languages are not
much further removed in time from Moroni than was Lehi, maybe
the contemporary end of the timeline can provide as many clues
as Lehi's end, if not a greater number and clearer clues. Thus why
not investigate both ends of the language spectrum?
In any case, we know practically nothing about the languages
in Moroni's day, but we do know something about the Hebrew
and Egyptian of the Old World that Lehi left, and we have hun·
dreds of languages in the New World where he arrived. Why is
nearly all of our Book of Mormon·related language research con·
fined 10 only one of two ends of the language spectrum? The two-language end is certainly easier to deal with than the 2,000·
language end, but that cannot be perpetual justification for a body
of scholars in search of truth 10 ignore indefinitely a huge reser·
voir of research potential-Native American languages. An
adjustment now seems desirable. In fact, the present may be an
optimum time for some to consider this larger sphere of research,
since just now substantive quantities and qualities of data are
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accumulating for comparative research in many Native American
languages.
Since research in this "larger picture" requires a combination
not common in scholarly preparation, most interested persons
would need to expand their backgrounds. Three prerequisites- a
knowledge of Hebrew or other Near Eastern languages, a foundation in historical linguistics, and a knowledge of a Native American language family-qualify one for the work, so to speak. For
those who already know Hebrew, adding a background in historical linguistics would allow investigation of a Native American language family with some potential for results. For linguists accomplished in Native American languages, adding Hebrew or related
languages to their language repertoire would provide a similar
package of prerequisites. Perhaps this oblique invitation might
better apply to young prospective scholars still in the stage of
preparation than to established scholars already set in research
specialities.
Though I want to encourage, I must also. in all fairness. first
caution against romanticized expectations of swift results. The
realm of research in Native American languages is infinitely fascinating. but for mortals possessing a mere lifetime, infinite fascinations can also be frustrations. Though most scholarly accomplishment requires sizable portions of a lifetime. contrast the
required language base for research endeavor in the ancient Near
East vs. the Americas. A knowledge of half a dozen languages
(HebrewlPhoenician. Arabic. Aramaic, Egyptian or Coptic,
Akkadian, and Greek) provides one with a fairly complete array
of ancient Near Eastern languages. Would that six languages
could do the same for a specialist in Uto-Aztecan, Hokan, or
Penutian (each consisting of ca. 30 languages), or for one interested in proposed relationships between Uto-Aztecan, Penutian,
and Kiowa-Tanoan (involving three language families totaling
more than 60 languages), or for one like myself interested in a
dozen language families, totaling a few hundred languages .
A second caution worth mentioning is that one not assume
that Native American languages are less complex or easier to learn
than Hebrew, Arabic, or Egyptian. Let me express my own opin-
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ion on the matter. 2 Though Arabic (but not necessarily Hebrew)
may have a richer lexicon than what has been preserved or
recorded for most Native American languages, the structural complexities (phonological, morphological, and syntactic) of many. if
not most, Native American languages leave Hebrew, Arabic, and
Egyptian easier to learn than, for example, Navajo (or any other
Athapaskan language), Ute. Cora. most Hokan. most Penutian, or
Kiowa-Tanoan languages. On the other hand. not all Native
American languages are so complex: for example. Hopi, Tarahumara, Quechua. and Muskoguean languages are no more difficult
and probably easier to learn than Arabic or Egyptian.
A third caution not to be overlooked is that Native American
language families are, for the most part, linguistically more complex than Semitic. Few language families on earth are so neat,
clear-cut, and problem-free as Semitic. Though every language
family has unresolved problems (e.g., exceptions to sound correspondences, etc.), such problems apply to perhaps less than 10%
of the Semitic lexicon, while 50% of the Uto-Aztecan cognate sets
are complicated by departures from the understood sound correspondences (cognates are words in related languages descended
from the same word in a former parent language). Hokan and
Penutian are still hypotheses. since no one has yet been able to
produce a convincing system of sound correspondences for either
group. Though most linguists see sufficient similarity within each
2 This opinion is based upon the following experience: two years on a
Navajo-speaking mission; five years of Hebrew; three years of Spanish; three
years of Arabic; two years of Gennan; one year each of Ancient Egyptian,
Aramaic, and Sanskrit. Beyond languages backed by college crcdit. I am also
presently compiling the largest Tewa dictionary in existence and a dictionary on
the White Mesa Ute dialect. I have also studied to varying degrees Tarahumara.
Hopi , Papago. Nahuatl, Quechua, Choctaw, and Samoan, and I have engaged in
brief perusals of dozens of other languages. As a Uto-Aztecanist, I have
published 'The Labial Labyrinth in Uto-Aztecan," in The International Journal
0/ American Linguis/ics 61/4 (1995): 394-420; ''The Comparative Value of
Tubar in Uro-Aztecan" is scheduled to be published in a memorial volume for
Professor Wick Miller; I have a third article 'The Elusive Liquids of Uto-Aztecan"
in preparation for /JAL ; and I am presently completing a book enlitled A
Comparative Vocabulary of Uto-Aztecan Languages, which will be the largest
work on comparative UA linguistics, adding comment and cognate sets to all
noticed thus far in Ihe literature; and I have started another book entitled The
Language Puzzle of the Ancient Pueblo or Anasazi.
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group to think that they are separate groups of related languages,
neither is yet a proven language family. I recently heard Margaret
Langdon, the foremost Hokanist for decades, say, "Some days I
wonder if Hokan is a fantasy ." As for elusiveness from definitive
linguistic analysis, Indo-European is somewhere between Semitic
and most Native American language families. One difference is
that a virtual army of linguists has contributed solutions to IndoEuropean over the last century and a half, while Native American
language families typically attract perhaps len to twenty linguists
working on individual languages and three or four interested in
comparative work on the language family as a whole.
These observations hint at the volume of data and difficulties
an Americanist faces; and in an effort to be both an Americanist
and a Semitist. which I see as the only total approach to Book of
Monnon language malters, one can feel overwhelmed and wonder
at the imbalance-that nearly all interested Latter-day Saint
scholars seem to focus on the two-language end, while ignoring
the equally important 2,OOO-language end.
In any case, we must be cautious in our expectations of what
we might find and in our interpretations of those findings. Even if
a connection between Hebrew (or Egyptian) and a Native American language family were established, it would not necessarily
prove the Book of Mormon, since a Semitic element, if found,
could possibly have arrived independent of Lehi and Mulek. On
the other hand, a lack of a connection would not necessarily disprove it either, since lack of a Near East language element could
be because of language loss or change among a people, as has
happened often in the histories of language groups. For example.
Aramaic had replaced Hebrew as the common vernacular among
the Jews by Jesus' time, and the Iberian populations adopted Latin
under Roman rule. Yet the language of a conquering people does
not aJways prevail. In the Iberian Peninsula the Gennanic
Visigoths actually adopted the language of the people they conquered, speaking later fonns of Latin. Most Native Americans now
speak English or Spanish, though hardly of Indo-European
ancestry. Many more examples could be cited. In other words,
language and lineage mayor may not have much to do with each
other.
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Nevertheless, a language element traceable to Northwest
Semitic found among American languages would only strengthen
the plausibility of the sacred record's historicity in ancient America. Beyond that, if some tribal names or place names were found
to match Hebrew fonns of Book of Monnon peoples or places, or
if written records were discovered and deciphered, and their language found to be something linguistically between Old World
Semitic and New World languages, or their deciphered contents
were to align with events or peoples mentioned in the Book of
Mormon text, then it would be refreshing to have some answers
and a new set of questions.
In any case, we are admonished to "study and learn, and
become acquainted ... with languages, tongues, and people"
(D&C 90: 15), and comparative linguistic research among Native
American groups should hold a higher priority among Latter-day
Saint scholars than it has, since those efforts can apply or relate to
so many interests relevant to Book of Mormon scholarship. Yet it
seems fair to say that serious comparative linguistic investigation
with respect to the Book of Monnon has been a void in Latter-day
Saint endeavor. Not only is it relevant to the other disciplines
focusing on the Book of Monnon, but comparative linguistic
research may prove to be the very key to answers thus far evading
other modes of investigation. It has the potential of giving us the
basic vocabulary of certain ancient American groups; relative percentages of Hebrew and Egyptian; possible identification of dialects, ethnic compositions, and places of departure; and more.
Also worth noting is the relative strength of comparative linguistic evidence. The nature of comparative linguistic evidence
provides large bodies of data-several thousand words per language- that is nonforgeable. Ruins and buildings yield some
facts, though who built them is not always one of the facts
revealed. Words of a translation can be debated endlessly, and
written records can feasibly be forged, but no one can fabricate a
language family of several Native American tribes speaking a
variety of related languages.
In spite of the potential, it is important to note that no American Indian language has yet been shown to descend from or relate
to a Near Eastern language, at least to the satisfaction of the linguistic community. My research of over a hundred languages and
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several language families thus far has convinced me that no Native
American language so obviously and solely descends from
Hebrew or Egyptian in the way that Spanish, French, and Italian so
clearly descend from Latin. Nevertheless, even though no pervasive appearance of Hebrew in the Americas has surfaced, hints of
Hebrew occur in a number of language families.
Some language families contain more similarities to Hebrew
than could be attributed to chance, while other language families
tease with enough promising leads to merit further investigation.
However, in all such cases, if a Near Eastern linguistic element
should prove verifiable, it seems clear that this element has mixed
heavily with other languages quite dissimilar to Hebrew or Egyptian. because all Native American languages have many features
very different from Hebrew and Egyptian. This accords well with
Sorenson's views of "others in the land."3 Nonetheless, some
languages may comain a Hebrew component. Because of the
immensity of American linguistic diversity, the nature of responsible linguistic investigation, and a current severe shortage of those
interested and prepared to investigate, progress in rigorously sifting and tracing the leads will necessarily be slow. Nonetheless, an
example of the possibilities is in order.
The language family that I have dealt with most is VtoAztecan (UA). in which I have identified substantial similarities
with Hebrew. A short preview of the growing case for a Hebrew
element in VA seems appropriate for students of the Book of
Mormon. Let me emphasize the word element, for VA languages
are very different from Hebrew in many ways. In other words, in
addition to a Hebrew element in VA, any Hebraist learning or
reading a VA language can readily see more differences than
similarities, supporting the other half of my thesis, that this
Hebrew element is mixed heavily with non-Near Eastern elements.
In addition to numerous lexical similarities, some features of
Northwest Semitic morphology are still productive in UA, i.e., are
still functionally active, such as the masculine plural suffix and
niq~al prefix, while much more is fossilized, i.e., nonfunctional
"frozen" patterns are detectable such as the feminine plural, qine1

3 Sorenson, "When Lehi's Pany Arrived in the Land, Did They Find
Others ThereT' 1-34.
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foons, hiq~il and huq~al forms, etc. With that in mind, consider a
few of some 1,000 identified similarities between Hebrew and VtoAztecan. 4

A Hebrew Element in Uto-Aztecan
The VA language family consists of the following languages:

Branch

Language (abbreviation)

Locale

North VA
Western
Numic
Central
Numic

Southern
Numic
Takic
singlelanguage
branches

Mono (Mn); Northern Paiute (NP)

CA,OR,NV

Panamint (Pn);
Shoshone (Sh);

NV

Comanche (Cm)
Kawaiisu (K); Chemehuevi (Ch);
Southern Paiute (SP); Ute (V)
Cahuilla (Ca); Luiseiio (Ls); Serrano
(Sr); Cupeiio (Cp); Gabrielino (Gb)
Tubatulabal (Tb)
Hopi (Hp)

NY,VT,ID,
Wi

TX
S. CA
UT,CO
S. CA
S. CA
AZ

South VA
Tepiman
Cahitan

<Yodham/PapagolPima (Od)
Northern Tepehuan (NT)
Southern Tepehuan (ST)
Yaqui (Yq); Mayo (My)

AZ. Mex
Mex
Mex
Mex

4 Among Latter-day Saint scholars are a few Semitisls, 10 whom queries
regarding the validity of the Semitic data can be directed. As for Latter-day Saint
Uto-Aztecanists, I know of no others besides myself. Therefore, because it may
be difficult for nonspecialists to assess the merit of proposed linguistic
connections, it may be well to mention that I have privately shared this material
with five Uto-Aztecanists (linguists who have studied and published in UA
linguistics) and four of the five were quite overwhelmed at the quantity and
quality of the evidence--two spoke very highly of it; two. in surprise, could
hardly speak at all after seeing it; and the fifth did not like the proposal
generally, bm offered no substantive refutations. For publications in UI"
Aztecan linguistics. see n. 2_
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Sonoran

earachol

Aztecan

Tarahumara (Tr); Guarijio (Wr)
Tubar (The); Eudeve (Eu)
Cora (Cr); Huichol (Hch)
Nahuatl (N)

Mex
Mex
Mex
Mex

For a pronunciation guide to the sounds as represented in this
paper, see the appendix. Orthography and Pronunciation (pages
43-45), which I encourage the reader to consult now. Abbrevia·

tions other than those listed above are found at the end of the
appendix. Sources for lexical items from the various Native
American and Semitic languages are listed in the bibliography. A
proto-language is a hypothesized parent language from which a
group of related languages descended; an asterisk (*) before a
form or word signifies that it has been reconstructed by linguists
as an unattested ancient or intermediate form in the parent Ian·
guage on the basis of comparisons of related words (cognates) in
the descendant languages.
Among the most interesting discoveries are certain similarities
of UA forms to archaic voweling patterns in Northwest Semitic,
the branch to which Hebrew belongs.

VA

Hebrew
I.

2.
3.

plural suffix
passive/rf1Jrcp prefix
perfect of ysb

·im
nJ-

sit/dwell

yasa!]

*·ima
*na·
*yasipa

UA morphemes show some similarity with Masoretic Hebrew,
though nothing exact: -im and -'-ma; ni- and na-; yiisaQ and
yasipa. However, the facts that Hebrew Aim came from an earlier
*-lma; the Hebrew niq~al (or nigCal) prefix ni- from an earlier
*na-; and Hebrew yasal! from an earlier *yasiba, all establish a
nearly perfect identity between pre-Hebrew (proto-Northwest
Semitic) and proto-UA forms:
NWSem
plural suffix
reflexi ve/reciprocal prefix
sit, dwell

*-lma
*na*yasiba

UA
*-ima
*na*yasipa5

5
*.7mal"'.jma: For NW Scm *-Ima, see Sabatino Moscati. ed., An
IntroductiON- to the Comporative SlUdy of the Semitic Languages (Wicsbadcn:

II
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Harrassowitz, 1964), 88 and 97, and John Huehnergani, Ugoritic Vocabulary in
Syllabic TrollScriplion, ed. Frank Moore Cross (Alianta: Scholars Press, 1987),
296. For UA, the plural suffixes in a representative sample of UA languages are
as follows:

Cp
C.
Yq and My
W,

·im

Hp

·,m

S,
Tb,

-im
-ima

·m
·m
·m

N

·me < "·rna

H,'

·roo

K

·mr

All UA languages having this suffix show m; some show a vowel aner the m (0,
and some show a high front vowel (i, e) before the m. Yq and My have -m
suffixed to words ending in a vowel and -im suffixed to words ending in a
consonant. UA languages tend toward CVCV paltems; thus, two adjacent vowels
usually level to something between the two or the second often is eliminated,
which process would explain the reduction of -im 10 -m after vowels, Something
similar probably happened in the other UA languages that have no vowel before
In, leaving -In or -mY in most VA languages. However, the presence of a high
front vowel in at least four UA languages is a reality to be reckoned with that
Ulo-Azteeanists have ignored. If the vowel before m were excrescent in some
way, a round vowel (0, u) would be more likely, but not i or c. The presence of a
high front vowel before m strongly suggests an original high front vowel before
m that was lost in the other languages. A reconstruction of "-;1110 seems most
plausible since all variations from that can be attributed to vowel levelingfinal 0 lowering i to e in Ca; nod preceding i raising a 10 e or)' in some languages.
As for N, Karen Dakin, "Phonological Changes in Nahuatl: The Tense, Aspect,
Mood Systems," lntunationaJ Journal of American Linguistic.J 45/1 (1979): 4871, demonstrated that N -me carne from an earlier ·-InO, Wr has pairs like the
following (morpheme divisions are Wick Miller's in "Guarijio: Gramatica,
Textos y Vocabulario:' 1989):

e, i);

sg. su'ka-ni
5g. neha-ni
5g. ola-ni

pl. su'ki-ma
pi, nehi-ma
pl.oti-ma

to sew
to hand over
to shell com

A morpheme division that includes the preceding vowel (which seems at
least as reasonable) would yield 5g. -ani and pI. -imo.
·na-: Joshua Blau, A. Grammar of Biblical Hebrew (Wiesbaden:
Harrassowitz, 1976). perhaps the foremost Hebrew linguist-grammarian, renders
the earlier voweling of the niqlal prefix as OQ- rather than ni-. He also lists
examples that illustrate all three uses of the na· prefix: reflexive, reCiprocal. and
passive (ibid., 51). Though reflexive and reciprocal are the most common uses of
the prefix in UA and passive is the most common use in biblical Hebrew, all
three meanings are employed in Semitic and two of the three in UA. The semantic
notions of reflexive, reciprocal, and passive often overlap in languages; for
example, Spanish .Je is employed for all three uses. and in English the same
event could be described with either "he burned himselr' (reflexive) or "he gOI
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Furthermore, the verbal forms of both Northwest Semitic and
VA contain semantic dimensions of ·yasiba, which means "sit"
and "dwell" in both families . That the UA voweling patterns are
quite equivalent to proto-Northwest Semitic voweJing patterns is
striking. The Hebrew Old Testament text as we have it, also known
as the Masoretic text, was voweled by the Masoretes some 1,200 to
1,300 years after Lehi and Mulek left Jerusalem. Thus that form
of Hebrew known as biblical Hebrew is only one dialect of ancient
burned" (passive). Illustrations of the
follows :

SP paq!"
SP w\-ton'noi

".

na-

prefix in three UA languages are as

Da-vaql

bathe oneself
shake oneself
naa-'oqala
cheer oneself up
Hp '(kJala
comb one's hair
brush, broom
naa-wrisi
Hp wi"isi
bum oneself
naa-qoy-na
Hp qoy-ta
to start a fire
T, cofight with each
v!. hit with the fist na-coother
T, pabathrow rocks at
vt. throw rocks at na-pabaeach other
.yalibw.yasipa: Verbs of temporary state in Semitic (such as *yaiiba
"sit") generally exhibited i as the medial vowel of the perfect (Moscati ,
Comparative Study of the Semitic lnnguages, 122)_ However, the medial i later
changed to a in most Hebrew verbs because of the closed stressed syllable created
by the perfect suffixes (Blau, Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, 36; William
Gesenius. Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar, ed. E. Kautzsch and trans. A. E. Cowley,
2nd ed. [London: Oxford University Press, 1910]. 120). Medial i is still apparent
in the Aramaic fonn yC/[i/z and Ugaritic ~alib. In addition, the short final vowels
of proto.Semitic were lost in Hebrew (Moscati , Comparative Study of the
Semitic Languages, 122, 170; 8lau, Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, 30). Thus, UA
showing *yasipa in light of pre-Hebrew *yaliba, even though classical Hebrew
has yalae, is rather astounding. The UA fonns are as follows:

Hopi

n
Qj

ST
Yq

bathe
vt. shake
vt. greel s.o.

na-llwI-lOn'noi

yesiva
'asiba
dahiva
daivo
yesa

Odand ST, as members of the Tepiman branch of UA, have dcorresponding to
UA y, and h corresponding to UA s. So they also point to UA *yasipa. For the b
and v elements, Uto-Aztecanists reconstruct *p, though b and v are exactly the
allophonic variants of Hebrew/Semitic b (Hebrew yalae < *yasiba). Some UtoAztecanists consider the final -pa element to be a fossilized suffix of some sort,
since Hp yesi and Tr 'asi and Od dahl are also verb fonns of those verbs in those
languages.
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Hebrew, and is a very late dialect at that, far removed from Lehi
and David. Though the consonants of the text, written much earlier, are more reliable, the voweling patterns of the Masoretic dialect of Hebrew are as far removed in time from Lehi's Hebrew as
V.S. Southern English is from Old English, which two forms of
English are also 1,200 years apart and are very different. Hebrew,
as we know it, lost the short fina l vowels of proto-Semitic, but as
seen in I and 3, those vowels are apparent in VA. However, not all
VA forms preserve the phonology so wen, for in most cases VA
has phonologically reduced Semitic forms greatly; nevertheless,
archaic features do turn up sporadically.
It is worth noting that the above items help point to Northwest
Semitic (as opposed to other branches of Semitic or Semitic generally) and sometimes, specifically Hebrew, as having the closest
affinity to VA.
Arabic (South Sem)
Aramaic
Akkadian (East Sem)
Vgaritic
pre-HebINW Semitic

VA

masculine Elural

sit/dwell

-unal-ina
-in

wa!aba
Yd!it!
asabu
)a!ib
*yasiba
*yasipa

-iii-I
-umal-lma
*-lma
*-ima

One can see that 11 and not m appears in the masculine plural
suffix in Arabic and Aramaic. while East Semitic lacks both nand
m. Only Northwest Semitic shows -[rna. Vgaritic belongs to
Northwest Semitic as Hebrew does. So these all point to Northwest
Semitic for the plural suffix. The forms for "sit/dwell" point even
more specifically to Hebrew. Proto-Semitic and South Semitic w
corresponds to Hebrew y, and Vgaritic and East Semitic lack either
initial w or y, al l of which suggests Hebrew. Likewise. Aramaic,
Vgaritic, and South Semitic all show 1 (8) rather than s; the
intersection of these two sets (y and S) points only to Hebrew in
the verb "sit/dwell," though VA shows the pre-Masoretic vowel ;.6
VA 0 for Hebrew 0 « proto-Semit ic ·il) to be seen in later examples also points to Hebrew.

6

See *yasiba in n. .5.
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For the data below, the left column generally contains a
Hebrew fonn (an occasional Arabic or other Semitic form will be
specified in the notes), and on the right are VA forms. Consider
additional lexical similarities:
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Heb/Sem
baraq
lightning
*kilyahlkolyah kidney
shoulder
kaNulkatpa
'SdkernlSikm
shoulder
>agam
man

VA
berok
*kali
*kotpa
*si1ca/siku
*otam

lightning7
kid ney8
shoulder9
shoulder iO
man, person I I

7
Wick R. Miller, Uto·Aztecan Cognate Sets (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1967), abbreviated as (UACS). UACS #262 lightning: My
berok·tiria; Yq and My beroklbe>ok; Andres Lionnet, Los Elementos de /a
Lengua Cahita (Mexico City: Universidad Nacional Autonona de Mexico, 1977);
Nf viprdoxudami; ST vipgi; Od vipi'gi; Od bebedki .. thunder." In these words
Hebrew b appears to correspond to UA .p, as it usually does, except in initial
position . However, considering thai the vowels have assimilated to the
consonants' point of articulation (biiriiq > berok, raising and fronting before
alveolar r, and raising and backing before uvular q), the Nf ·dox· and Yq/My
·rok· syllables help show nicely the presence of all three consonants: a bilabial,
r, and klq. The two Od forms may be Tepiman dialect variants or borrowings
within Tepiman. Nevertheless, Od bebedki "thunder" shows nicely all three
consonants as expected for Sem brq, with a slight semantic change.
SP kani "kidney" and Hp kele·vosna "kidney" suggest PUA *kali. That
8
form is possible in Northwest Semitic. Aramaic has both ko/ya and kulya. The
Hebrew fonn appears only in the pI. kfJfiiyot, with a presumed singular of ki/ya,
though the sg. is unattested. Nevertheless, a number of UA forms show a where
Masoretic Hebrew shows i.
9
In light of Hebrew kiili/! "shoulder" and Ar katiplkatp "shoulder,"
consider Od kotvalkotova "shoulder"; Wr lehp6ba "back" and "shoulder"; and Tr
na.lapu "push with the shoulder." Wr alone shows the Sem vowel, though it is
missing the first consonant; however, Tr is nearly missing thc first consonant,
but shows the frequently occurring' for k in clusters, which makes the Wr clearer
since il is nearly identical to Tr-TrlWr ·1epl*1ap. Nevertheless, all three
Semitic consonants are wcn represented in their expected ronns: UA *k, tl, .p.
10 Hebrew iekemliikm "shoulder": Po sikkum.pi" "shoulder blade"; Sh
sikkum.pi" "shoulder blade"; Mn sihkuhpi "shouldcr blade"; WM Ute sku·pi"
"shoulder"; Sr saka "shoulder"; Ls soka "shoulder"; Ca and Cp sek'a "shoulder";
Tr and Wr seka "arm, hand"; Nf fka "arm"; My koxm-im '-annCs)"; Yq komim
"arm"; Hp srkapci "scapula of sheep"; Hp sikakci "shoulder blade."
II Hebrew "iid&n "man"; NT odami "person"; O:i o'odham "person,
tribesman, man"; ST adam "man"; Yq and My 'o'ow "man, person," pI. 'obw·
im; Thr onwi "man"; Tr OWl "male, macho"; Wr ot '"male, macho."
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9.

mayimJmem
10. sippah
II. *siggol2

water
smooth,
plane off
squirrel

*meme-t
*sipa

ocean l2
shave, scrape 13

*sikku

squirrel 14

The rounding effect of the 'aleph or gloltal stop eauses the initial vowel to
(cf. S2-64). The Tepiman languages (NT and Cd) preserve all else fairly
well. Yq and My often have r and ~alte mations (d. buok/b~~ok "lightning") and
with intervocalic d easily being perceived as intervocalic r (as it is in English),
it only remains to explain m > w (oda", > orom > o~ow). In Thr the intervening
vowel was lost (0 create an alveolar-nasal cluster (dill) in which the alveolar
became a nasal (n), and the maw, which was probably nasalized in this now
extinct UA language; for -m becomes a nasalized w in Ute very often. From thaI
Tr and Wr OWl "male" were probably derived, whether by similar development as
lbr or by borrowing from Thr.
12 Cp mim~-t "ocean" and Ls moma-t both fit a reconstruction of ·mim~·t
"ocean." since the Ls 0 does correspond to Cp ~.
13 Hebrew iapa(y) "sweep bare, smooth"; Gesenius gives "scrape ofC'; in
later Hebrew qitlel ijppah "plane ofC'; Mn sipa "shave"; em s;b~ "scrape,
shave"; Th sUp "shave"; Hp sipaw./aisispa "shave." Not only does the j vowel
in UA suggest a qi(!el form rather than qal, but p in Hp instead of v also suggests
qinel with its doubled medial consonant; otherwise, intervocalic p in Hp
allophonically becomes v. A note convenient at thi s point is that lam~d·h~
verbs (those which end with h in Hebrew writing) will be represented mly/ramnh.
even though the final h in written Hebrew is basically an orthographic device to
demonstrate a final vowel sound. However, h is not the third consonant and
never was pronounced unless it is mappiq with a dot in it, This is quite apparc;.IJt
in the H;bJl!.w and Arabi~ forms of rmy: ramo iVn ramfli 'I!';l1, rama(y) .r>
ramaytu ..;..."..> rumiyat ..;..."..> Nevertheless, even in English transcriptions that
final h has become something of an o rthographic institution among Semilisls
that we shall momentarily conform to.
14 The Hebrew Old Testament constitutes the majority of ancient Hebrew
texts. Because not all spoken vocabulary would have found its way into the
ancient text{s). certain items in other Semitic languages found to correspond to
UA are worth nOling. since those items could welJ have been in the spoken
Hebrew language regardless their lack in an ancient text. The wont for "squirrel"
is an example. There is no word for "squirrel" in the Old Testament text; it
simply did not occur in the writings of the scribes and prophets. However. the
Arabic word for "squirrel" 5injab would correspond to Hebrew sjggol,z «
-singab). and curiously we find UA silcku "squirrel," exactly as expected with the
typical raising of vowels, loss of final consonant. and even the geminated
medial consonant.
When n is the first element in a consonant cluster, Hebrew typically
assimilates it to double the second consonant. whereas Arabic does not:
be

~o
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12. lippor

bird

*ci pu(ri)

hird l s

Sound Correspondences
Linguists have found that even though sounds change over
time. the changes are not haphazard; sounds cbange in consistent
patterns. such that a sound in one language will quite consistently

correspond to a particular sound in a related language. For example, the sound correspondences of English in the Indo-European
language family include f < *p (i.e .• f is from an original p or
reconstructed proto-Indo-European .p); th < *1; and h < ·k; and
all three show a general trend of stops (p, c, k) becoming fricatives
if, tho h):
English

Latin

father
foot
three
thin
hound

pater
ped-

heart

hundred

tres
leouis
kan-is
kord-is
kentum

Though many details remain to be worked out, a comparison
of Hebrew or Semitic with Uto~Aztecan produces a fairly consis~
tent pattern of sound correspondences, which is perhaps the most

>anfuhu
bint
I)in!a

Hob
H,b
H,b

'app6
batlI)ina

his nose
daughter
wheat

In addition, long a of Arabic and proto-Semitic correspond to 6 in Hebrew;
therefore, an Arabic form of sinjdb "squirrel" would yield sigg61l in Hebrew. And
SP sikku "squirrel" is exactly what we would expect with the usual rising of
vowels in VA and loss of a fi nal segment. Some might argue s or 1 (sh). but
Arabic's s (sin ) can correspond to either Hebrew samech or shin; i[ hardly
matters. however, since all three Semitic s's (51, S2, Sl) merge \0 UA s.
15 Hebrew $ippor "bird, small bird." Tr ciburi "chicks. baby birds"; Qj
sipug "bird, cardinal"; Ca and Cp dip (in compound words for birds): Wr cutukf
"bird," Od s does correspond to UA c; therefore, Od sipu < UA ·cipu. The final g
in 0:1 is probably related [0 the final -ki syllable in Wr, both of which are
probably another morpheme of an older compound,
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important lingui stic criterion for establishing a relationship
between languages. Some of the basic Semitic-UA correspondences are as follows:
Proto-Semitic!
Arabic
Hebrew

'b

'p

b
P
r

VA
*kw/pl6

'p

'z

z

yfl
w/olu
ho/wlolu
w/olu
c
c
c
c
c

.~

Z

t

' r

.<

.'

'1)

,1)

'$

'~

$
$
$

'I

!

.<\

Similar to the sound correspondence of Latin kw with Greek p
the Indo-European language family, UA kw corresponds to
Hebrew b in predictable (dageshed) positions.1 7 One exception to

In

16 See n. 17 below.
17 The correspondence of bilabials (b, p, w) and labio-velars (kW, gW)
occurs often: in Indo-European (Greek p , Latin kW). Uto-Aztecan (t.l::w > b, bw,
w. kw), Spanish dialects, etc. Where my wife, Silvia Canelo, grew up, Ihe
Spanish dialect had such pronunciations as gW~lIo « bueno "good"), gwt-I'o «
hu4!'I'o "egg"), and gW4!'SO « hu4!'sO "bone"),
In the phonology of the Masoretic dialect of Hebrew, Semitic b became
spirant or fricative I' when following vowels and not doubled. Its pronunciation
remained tile voiced bilabial stop when geminated (doubled) or in initial
position or when following another consonant. Interesting in regard to UA is
thai Hebrew dageshed b' s correspond to UA tkw, bUl oon-dageslled b's
correspond 10 UA t p , and thus merged with Sem p, which also corresponds 10 VA
t p . However, a doubled pp often also corresponds to UA ·kw, as does the
doubled bb. The Wr form for bird in 13 above (Wr cutuki) is an example, since u)
is a typical reflex of kw in a cluster (with r, in this case). 1be wbole maUer
requires more investigation; nevertheless, il generally appears that the nearer a
Hebrew allophone is 10 [he upper left comer in the paradigm below, the greater
the probability of a correspondence with UA tkw, and the nearer it is to the
lower right comer, the more likely is a correspondence with UA tp (> p/v).
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kw is the Tepiman branch of VA, in which Tepiman b corresponds
to VA *kw; thus Tepiman b also corresponds to Hebrew h . Similar
to the correspondence of r to y/i in English creoles, Mayan,
Athapaskan. and other language families, Hebrew/Semitic r corre~
spands to PUA *y/j for most VA languages. IS The correspondences for Hebrew *r yield y in most VA languages, r in a few,
and d in the Tepiman branch. The vowel i (as in free) is very
similar phonologically to y. as realized in repeating the sequence
aia quickly. which comes to sound like aya . With those two sound
cbanges in mind (Hebrew b > VA *kw; Hebrew r > UA *yli), consider the following:
*kwasi"
*cakwa
*cakwa

13. b'SlIba'Sal
boil, ripen
14. 4abba (Ar) keep locked
Qabb/~aQ
lizard
(ArlHeb)

bb
pp

boil, cook, ripen
lock
Iizard l9

b

,

P

f

A thorough treatment of the labial complexities from a strictly Uto-Aztecan
point of view is treated in Stubbs, "The Labyrinth in Uto-Aztecan," 374-420.
18 A clear correspondence of r to y exists in the Mayan language family.
Lyle Campbell, Quichean Linguistic Prehistory (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1977),97-100. A less clear correspondence of r to )'/i exists in
Athapaskan. Harry Hoijer, Studies in Athapaslwn Languages (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1963), 19:
Ingalik:
Kutchin:
Navajo:

sru~

syf
~a~

bear
bear
bear

sran
syin

'i

summer
summer
summer

black
black
black

English creoles show similar phenomena: for> fo, fl, foe. Derek Bickerton,
Roots of Language (Ann Arbor: Karoma, 1981). 61. So to find an r to )'/i
correspondence in the Hebrew-UA connection is not so unusual; nevertheless,
though y is the reflex in most of VA, VA "')' corresponds to Tepiman d, and r
itself appears on occasion in some of the Sonoran languages.
19 Arabic 4abb ·'Iizard" and 4abba ''take hold of, keep under lock, to bolt";
Hebrew ~aq ·'lizard" « "'$abb). (Keep in mind Ar 4 = Hebrew $.) This is an unusual
semantic pair from the same root, which I assume to be understood in the lizard's
grasp being perceived like a lock. Nevertheless, regardless of the semantic
connection, UA has the same unusual pair of meanings as Semitic: Ca caxwa-l «
*cakwa) "lizard" and N cakwa "to enclose. lock up." Consider also Ls cakwi hold,
catch; Cp cakwe "grab, cling to"; F'JJ capa- "grab," and 0:1 Jaku ·'hold in the
palm." for Od I = UA c.
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flesh. penis
break

15. basar
16. 'Sabber

17. dabber
18. krr

speak
go in circles.
dance

19. mrr
20. bIT/barer)

go

21. srq
22. b~r

*kwasiy
*sakwi/
sakWay
*tikwi
*kiya

*miya
purify, select *kwiya
land. field
*kwiya
grain
*kwiya
*siyuk
comb. card
cut off, enclose *kwacay

tail, penis. flesh 20
break, mess up,
ruin 21
tell, say22
have a round
dance 23
go, travel, run 24
take, keep25
land, earth
acorn
comb26
wrap around,
to comer27

20 Hebrew biHar "flesh" has a secondary meaning of penis (Ezekiel 16:26;
23:20). In VA it means "tail" in most languages, "penis" in Hp, and "flesh" in
NT. Interestingly, Coptic sat/sit means both "tail" and "penis," a Near Eastern
language with a similar semantic combination as is found in VA. Thomas O.
Lambdin, Introduction to Salljdie Coptic (Macon, GA: Mercer University Press,
1983). 266.
21 Hebrew jabbir (qi!!~1 impf stem) "to break, break in pieces"; Hp sakwjta "break off. tear down. ruin"; Ca sakway "to mess up" SP lukkWj "crush."
22 Hebrew dabbir (qin~1 impf) "to speak, talk." Mn tll"hkwjj "tell, say";
SP /;"kwfnna to tell a story. Also of interest, from the Sem root is a noun Hebrew
da~tir "word, thing." Consider Tr tabiri "thing," and N repi "small lhing." Note
also the VA *kw correspondence for Hebrew doubted bb, and the UA *p
correspondence for intervocalic nongeminated Hebrew b (cf. n. 18 above).
23 Scm krrlkrkr (a derived fonn of krr, see BOB 502) "go in circles,
dance." SP kiya "to have a round dance."
24 Ar mrr/marra "go, travel:' UA .miya "go"; Mn miya; Sh m;a; Ute mi)'o;
Sr mi, miaaTo~ Thmiy; Od med (remember Od d< VA ty).
25 The Ihree diverse semanlic dimensions of Semilic bn- are the verbal
meaning "selecl, choose"; Ihe noun Hebrew bar "field," Ar barr "land"; and
Hebrew bar "grain." UA has Ihree similar sets of meanings: the verbal meaning
in N lewi "takc"; Ihe meaning of land in UA ·kwi)'a "land, earth, dirt" in Ls, Od,
Tr, Wr, My, Tbr, Cr; and a grain in UA +kwilkwi)'G "acorn" in SP, Ute, Cp, Ls,
Gb, Sr. tip. In some of those languagcs, the kwi is combined wilh other suffixed
morphemes.
26 Aramaic and lale Hebrew jrqf'siiraq "10 comb, card"; UA • siyuk "to
comb"; 1b siuk "10 comb"; Ule ti)'u'w~y "to comb"; perhaps Ca su)'ovis "comb,"

".

27 Hebrew bsr/lx'4ar

kwocayai

'10

"10 enclose, CUI off, make inaccessible." Ute
wrap around"; 01 biiI "10 comer." Qj b corresponds 10 UA ·kw;
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23. b6

in it

*kwo>
kolbo

in, at 28

Semitic roots generally consist of three consonants, which
employ a variety of voweling patterns for various noun and verb
forms. Unless it is a non-qal (not a simple stem) fonn, only the
three consonants will be listed . In the first example of the Hebrew
b- UA *kw correspondence, note that Hebrew bil means both
"boil" and "ripen," and that UA kwas!' also means "cook, boil,
ripen." Among the UA correspondences for proto-UA *kw are b
in the Tepiman branch, bw in Yq and My, and w in Tr and others,
but lew in most UA languages; thus Yq bwase, Od bahi, Tr wasi,
and kwasi' for most other languages means "cook, boil, ripen. "
As for r > y, note the similar pattern of the Semitic roots ending with double rr consistently matching UA iya (18-20). That
the Semitic root brr and the corresponding UA forms kwiya have
similar sets of three diverse meanings IS worth noting:
"c hoose"/"take"; "Iand"/"Iand"; "grain"/"acorn." A similar
semantic correspondence appears in Sem 4abba/UA cakwa as
both semantic dimensions of " lizard" and "Iocklimprison"
occur in both language fam ilies. Also be aware that Sem and Ar 4.
$, and z all correspond to Hebrew ~ and VA C (IS, which is the
modem Hebrew pronunciation of .f).
The devoicing of Hebrew voiced stops has generally merged
them with the voiceless stops in VA: non-dageshed 29 Hebrew b
and Hebrew p both> VA *p; Hebrew d and Hebrew t both > UA
*1; Hebrew g and Hebrew k both> VA *k.
24.
25 .
26.
27.

gebim
daniy (At)
dayeq
daqaJ (Ar)

locust
Jow

siege-wall
palm tree

*hpi
*tani
*tiYiqa
*taku

locust3O
below 3l
wall 32
palm lreeH

OJ sfJ to UA t e . So the consonants all correspond perfectly, though the
vowels have other possible explanations.
28 Hebrew bO "in it" actually consists of two parts: the consonant b "in"
can be prefixed to any noun or pronoun meaning "in something"; the -0 is a
suffix for third person singular masculine nouns.
29 Sec n. 17.
30 Hebrew gitzim "locust" « tgtbfm). SP q;':vi "locust" « tkipi).
31 AI danfy "low." N Mni "below"; and perhaps UACS 1135 t/tna "below."
32 Hebrew dii)'eq "siege.wall." Hp ti)'i'qa "wall."
and
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28. dqr/daqar

pierce

*fik.iy

cut, stick. in 34

Both of the Hebrew pharyngeals generally cause rounding.
The Hebrew voiceless pharyngeal fricative I] corresponds to UA
ho/hu (usually in initial position) or a round vowel o/ulw without
the h quality.

29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

1)e~

1)rkl1)arals
~pp

1)rnr
hll
'I)~

(Ar)

~r1)
~m1)/yi~ma1)

$11)

arrow
vi. move
rub, cleanse
smear
play the pipe
cough
cry, roar
sprout
rush

*huc
*hoyok.
*upa
*humay
*)ululu
*)ohoho
*cayau
*icmo-lini
*coloa

arrow 35
vi. move 36
bathe37
smear3 8
play the flute39
cough 40
cry, yeU41
sprout, grow4 2
flee43

33 Hebrew thqel "palm tree"; Ardaqal "palm tree." UA ·tall.U ''palm tree" in
My. Tr, Wr, Eu, ThT, and Hch. We would nonnally expect r instead of u, bul the
two are close; either a Spanish-speaking ear nOI hearing the distinction or
Spanish influence changing f to u could e;'l:plain it
34 Hebrew dqrldaqar "pierce." UA .tekiy "cut"; N reki "cut"; Hp tl'.U "cut";
Cd fekid "vaccinate, drive a stake"; Ca cdilliki "stick in." ()j shows the third
consonant, since ()j d corresponds to UA .y and Hebrew r, as well as ()j c
corresponding to UA t before high vowels.
35 Hebrew i)es and !)is; "arrow," UACS #9 arrow: SP uu; Hp ht'i-hi~ NT ui;
Cd ill arrowhead; Sr Me, Od J and Sr c both equate to final c; Hp 0 PUA ·14; and
all these forms plus others show initial hu/u for the pharyngeal I}; thus, all add up
quite nicely to UA ·huc(i), exactly as expected for Sem I}es(i), since in
hypothetical ·hueci, the second vowel of a diphthong seldom survives_
36 Hebrew "ric "set in motion"; Ar l]muJ;a "move," UACS *296 move: Th
'o)'og_at/'oyok "be moving"; Hp ho)'o (sg.), ho)'olc-)'a (pI.) "move."
37 Hebrew IJpp "rub. cleanse," Tr elba "bathe"; Wr uilpti "bathe"; iii liva"bathe"; Yq 'Uba "bathe"; My 'Ubba "bathe"; Hch irvo "bathe." Hch I' '" PUA ·u,
38 Hebrew i)mr "cover or smear" (with asphalt), Ca humay "smear, paint."
39 Hebrew IJIt "to play the pipe," Th [u[u"l'UII1[u) "play the flute," and
others,
40 AI 'MI'a1!o1!a "to cough," UACS #\05 to cough: Hp 'ahahO-ta; Ca
'U'Uhu; Th hOh-PohOh; and others.
41 Hebrew sri) "cry, roar," Th ca)'Qu "yell."
42 Hebrew impf ),ifma/J "sprout" (of trees, grass); N icmo-l/ni "sprout,
grow." Nouns in various UA languages meaning "grass" also fit, but require more
explanation.
43 Hebrew #IJ "rush." N cofod "flee, run swiftly:'

=
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The Hebrew voiced pharyngeal-the Semitic <ain-is a deep
back guttural (voiced pharyngeal fricative) that simply yields
rounding in UA-o, U, w- like the other pharyngeal.

38. f q
39. ;g'
40. ;«

cry out
be mad
delight in

*coak
·sikoa

*ta-soa

feel envy, suffer4 5
cherish, value,
love46

41. bl'
42. rega'
43. Vlarts'r

swallow

*kwllo

laSte47

·rilm

shortly. 5oon48

·suilsuwi
*nowi

hair4 9

have a sonso

·yuy

evergreen treeS!

·Iuk

go out (of fire)S2

47. p{

(in a) moment
hairl be hairy
boy
forest
to go out
(of fire)
to bruise

*pacoaJ
paciwi

to bruiseS3

48. 'Iyfalah

go up

'wal

go up54

44. na'ar

45. ya'ar
46. d'k

cry44

44 Hebrew "'qI,,a'aq "cry. cry oul, cal\." UACS 1#114 .coak "' 0 cry."
45 Hebrew ige'be mad." N sikoa "reel envy. suffer,"
46 Hebrew j«"delighl in." N M-Soa "Jove, value, cherish."
47 Hebrew bl e ·'swallow. " Hp kwelo "to taste"; 1b wdlh "swallow" (UA
·Aw '" Th 11').
4 8 Hebrew regac"(in a) moment." Tr reM "soon, in a short time."
49 Hebrew feur "hair"; AI Ja'r/Ja'iu "hair"; salra "be hairy." VA ·suwi
"hair" in several languages.
SO Hebrew nanr "boy, young man"; na'ifra "girL" Tr nowl "have a son"; Tr
no "son"; Wr nuftilnufnti "child"; UACS l#472a "nawi "girl": Pn nawiccibi; 1b
-linawil-t; Ls nawii·l; Ca nawil·mal.
51 Hebrew yanr "forest, wood." Ca yuyi-l "California Ju niper"; Ca
yuyival "pines with long needles"; SP yrvj "long-needled pine" (II' > I' in SP);
Hp yo-voU; "chipmunk" « tree-innards).
52 Hebrew d'k "to go out" (of fire). UA ·tuk "10 go out" (of fire): SP tukwa;
Ca tuq; Ck1 cuuk_ Also UA ·tuk "become dark, nighl." "Black" in several
languaj!:es.
53 Hebrew p$~"IO bruise." N pdcoii "to bruise"; N paciwi "be bruised."
54 Hebrew 'ly6ildh "to go up, ascend, climb." Ca wd "rise up high,
grow";1b '001_ "get up. fly"; Hp h-miq "up-toward" (.miq :c toward); N wal
"comelhither"; however, in Nahuatl compounds the general meaning of "go up,
increase" is left after subtracting the meaning of the OIher compounded element:

N wal/ci.Jo "come up" (of sun. or out of water) (N kisa come out);
N walweci "to fall from a high place" (N wed fal l);
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stairs, ascent
grow old
50. 'gz
(of women)
51. d'w/da'a, (Ar) to name

49.

ma'lilah

Pmola
*w"igaca
*t"iwa

stairs 55
grow old
(of women)56
name57

Note the consistent pattern that when 'and r are the second
and third consonants in Hebrew (43-45), that UA shows uwi/uy
("hair, boy, forest"), Most interesting about 43 is that the root s'r
"be hairy" yields a unique semantic combination in three
Hebrew words meaning "hair," "barley" (as "hairy or bearded
grain"), and a "buck-goat" (as a hairy animal). Note that the
same three semantic categories are contained in the Hopi stem
sowi: sowi "hair"; sowiwa "a poor grade of com" (hairy grain);
sowi-! "jackrabbit"; sowil1wa "deer" (both as hairy animals).
Besides a three-way semantic correspondence, all three consonants
agree as expected: s > s; '> olw; r> i.
The Semitic Jaleph or glottal stop C) is also prone to rounding
effect in UA, as it is in Semitic on occasion (e.g., AI saJala, and
V rasawwala).
52. lari
wori
mountain lion58
lion
8. :>agam
*otam
man, person
man
Od,NT, ST
N wallalia "to augment, increase" (N ).alia "to be placed, situated");
Consider also, in connection with the hiqtil meaning of "cause to go up in
smoke, sacrifice" (participle ma<tileh), Wr molo "to make smoke." Consider also
Hebrew maCW "upward, above" and Tr mo "up, upward."
55 Hebrew ma"dlah "steps, stairs, ascent," Wr i''mola "stairs"; Wr i''molani "to have an ascent or climb" (of a road, path),
56 At "'gaUl "to grow old" (of women); raguz "old woman, old man," Tr
wegaca ''to grow old" (of women); Od oks "old woman," The Semitic and Tr verbs
not only match phonologically and semantically in "grow old," but specifically
"of women," The Od form may also be a likely match in that Qls corresponds to
UA c; thus, outside of a vowel reduction between the two consonants, QI as well
as some of the following may be connected with this root also: UACS #473 ·'oK
"woman": NT oks; Cr "ako-ri "old woman"; Hch "aka. Perhaps also N obc-Ai
"man," if originally "old man."
57 Ar dOW/dan ''to call, summon, name," UACS #300 "'tewa "name"; Ihis
common UA word has either a nominal or verbal reflex in a number of UA
languaBes.
58 Hebrew 'ar; "lion." Wr wori "mountain lion"; cognate forms also in
Thr, Yq, and My,
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'Is
1st-

man

·wlsi

person Tr59

woman

*wili

woman H p60

*kowa
te-koyoa

b uy61

buy, redeem
iVgli'a1
qr' (Heb/Ar)call, cry

kayo-A

57. pl'/paJa'
58. nb' (Ar)

be wonderful
tell, inform

*palaw
navo-

59. pe'ah

comer,
sideburn

powalpo'a/
po
puwe-/pu'i·woko

60. *pa'r (Ar) mouse
61. )egoz
nut
he believes
62. ya·lamin
63. ya-'amin-o he believes it
64. kam' (Ar) truffle
kama'atu(m)
(Ug)

65. tirmania

truffle
truffle

yawamin
yawayno
kama'-Ai
kamwah

howlN

coyote N62
be pretty Ca
learn by hearing
Hp
hair (several
Janguages)63

mouse64
pinion pineont and
tree (several)
believe Sr
believe it Gb
sweet potato N;
sweet potato Cr

tYmnalHmon potato H p65

The two forms for believe (62-63) are especially striking.
First of all, seven segments (vowels or consonants) are present in
the Hebrew form-four consonants and three vowels. All seven
segments (of the third person rnasc. sg. Hebrew form ya-'>amfn)
match exactly as expected in the Sr form (yawamin). With four
consonants and three vowels, the probability of a word as lengthy
59 Hebrew is "man"; with negatives "no one." Tr wesi «*wi'si)
"someone": with negatives "no one."
60 Hebrew 'eietllIt- "woman, wife." Hp wirt; "wife." All quite as
expected, if from the possessed form HI-, since s in clusters disappears but often
leaves its trace in the vowell'. Perhaps SP wicci "great grandmother."
61 Hebrew g"Vgd'al "redeem, pay for." N kowa "buy"; Ca 'U'Uwe "buy."
62 Hebrew and Ar qr> "call, cry." N le-koyoa "howl"; N koyo-). "coyote."
63 Hebrew pi'iih "comer, sidebum." UA *powa/po'a "hair" in several
languages.
64 Ar *pat "mouse." Mn puwe-; SP pu'f- ; Ute puily-; Sf paW; Hp pohsa
all meaning "mouse."
65 The term lirmania "truffle" is probably not of Semitic origin. but it is a
Mediterranean term for a kind of truffle, whatever its origin. Charles Hcimsch,
The Encyclopaedia Americana (New York: Americana Corporation, 1962), s. v.
"truffle. "
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as the Sr form, in light of 12 proto-UA consonants and 5 PUA
vowels. aligning with the Hebrew form by chance is one in two
and a half million (1112 x 5 x 12 x 5 x 12 x 5 x 12 =
112,592,000). The Gb form lost only m (yawain < yawamin), but
profoundly compelling for a Hebrew connection is its slightly different meaning: "believe it," instead of "believe." To add a third
person singular object to a verb in Hebrew, -0 is suffixed. which
yields "he believes him/it." And in Gb we have both the meaning
("believe it") and exactly the Hebrew suffix (-0) to match the
meaning that includes an object. Fossilized as the morphology is, I
might mention that most of the discernible Semitic morphology in
UA is fossilized rather than productive. And as examples of fossilized Hebrew morphology, the Sr and Gb pair (62 and 63) are
astounding in themselves.
Note also the two Near East words for truffle that are similar to
VA words for potato. Tirmania is not a Semitic word. but is a Near
East word for truffle. Though the truffle and potato are not
exactly the same thing. they are both fle shy edible nodules
appendaged to a root system growing underground, and VA has
two words for potato similar to two Mediterranean words for truffle.
Somewhat similar to the correspondence of English t and
German 55 in fool/fo ss and streel/strasse. Hebrew emphatic [ and
emphatic $ (see the appendix) both generally correspond to VA c,
sometimes s, though sic alternations are common within UA itself
also. Following are examples of emphatic ~:

66. !11 (Ar)
67. 'aQa~~iI"

sprinkle/
drizzle
melon

bin1b (Ar)
68. ~wy/ ~wa (Ar) spin (thread)
69. fm
taste. eat
thread, twine
70. t)a~/xay~

cOiolo

bad

caw.
cu)mi
WIC

sprinkle/
start raining (Hp)
pumpkin (Tr)
spin (thread)66
sip (Wr)
string 67

66 N cawa "spin"; Od JO(m) "sew a seam on."
67 Hebrew /.!ur "thread, cord"; Ar xaYl"thread, twine." UACS *419 string:
Sr wicr'·I; Mn wihsi; My wileri, wli; Hch wiita; Wr wohci "cord." The expected
reflex for Sem! would be UA c: UA shows I. r;, and s, of which c is somewhat a
phonological mean; as well, UA within itself has many cis or cit alternations.
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71. Qa~ab (Ar)
72. maneh
73. ~agal

firewood
branch , rod
dip s.th.

*ucakwi
ko~ maci

cakwa-

Hebrew initial r corresponds to UA
in Tr. in which it remained r:

1

in inilial position, except

74. f y/ral!h

see

75. ragag/rbb
76. f m

shoot (an arrow) *tokwa
to thunder
*tom

77. m! (A r)
78. raqia(

to tie. bind
sky

79.

rs'

80. raj"l (Ar)

resin, pitch68
firewood 69
soak s.th. (N)

*fiwa

·tapic
- Iuku

see, find (several
languages)
snap (of bow)70
thunder, cloud.
winter 7l

to lien

bad, wicked

*ti"si"w

sky (several
languages)
cause/do bad73

man

-bhoy

man 74

Many Semitic roots of medial semivowel can show both \011 or y ; the UA form s
agree with y.
68 For Od usabi "resin, pilch," the I ofOd corresponds to UA c, so all is as
e:'lpected, though most non-dageshed Hebrew b's would be plv in Od rather than b
(::UA *kW ).
69 Hebrew maueh "staff, rod, branch." Hp komaci "firewood" (*kulko '"'
fire).
70 Two closely related roots, Hebrew rbblrabdblrobb "shoot" and Hebrew
rbylraba "shoot" compare with Ute 101Ikwa "snap" (of bow) for the doubled b and
Ch tavi "hit, stone s.th ." for the second fonu, as well as perhaps Hp tii'va
" throw" and several other VA languages.
71 Hebrew r'ln "to thunder"; Hebrew njram "thunder," n. Sh tampai
"thunder" ; Ca laW\·o·1 "thunder"; Cd loahim "thunder"; words for "thunder,"
"cloud," and "winter" seem 10 overlap in VA. (Hp L < *w) VACS #93 *Iom
"cloud": Mn 16 "cloud"; Mn IO·yaqn ''thunder''; em lomoa· "cloud"; Ls lomo-wul
''thunder''; ST luva~ Wr tiimuari "cloud." Miller also compares these forms with
UACS #467 ·lomo "winter" (several languages).
72 At rbrJrabara/·rbif "10 tie, bind," VACS #438 ·Iopilrapic ''to tie": SP
lohpica.: Cr rdlapiisle; Hch .Iapi "knot, tie a knot."
73 Hebrew rIC "be wicked, guilty." Tr rruewo "fornicate"; Tr rasewa·me
"permissive person"; Tb lisaWlll "cause s.o. evil"; Th tilT "be bad"; SP ·rissu'ai·
naui "not heeding, paying no attention"; perhaps Tr ris/walrisou "pai n,
suffering, hards hip."
74 At rujul"man" «*rogul). Tr rehoy "man"; Wr tihoe "man"; Qi ce'oj
"man"; Kiowa togul "young man," 1bc three VA fonus (Tr, Wr, Od) point 10
*tl'hoy, suggestive of Sem ragul, wilh a change of g > h. and I > ylile like r
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81. ros
82. )arnai]·ot

head
rabbits

*toci
·tavo·t

head75
rabbit(s) (several
languages)

The velar and uvular stops- k, q, and g--often reduce to
glottal stop C) or nothing in initial position or in consonant clus·
ters.

83.
84.
85 .
86.
87.
88.
89.

wmg
gnats
skin
rolU ball
near,soon
midst, inside
mortar,
ma~tes
grinding stone
you, your sg.
90. ka/ki
·kem,
-kum
you,
your pI.
91.
kanav
kinnim
geledlgild
gJVgolla
qaroi]
qerei]

·)anap
·)ani
)eld
)olall1ola
)ayobe
·)trap
·ma'ta·

.'.

·'i·m

wing76
mosquito 77
skin78
ba1l79
soon (Tc)
in the middle otil 0
grinding stone,
metate
you, your sg.
you, your pI.

The term for grinding stone (89) IS found throughout UA
languages; in fact, the Aztec word meAn-A. is the source for metate,
(which happens often but is not treated in this brief summary). The second
consonant's sound change could use stronger support; the first and third,
however, are common and consistent. Most intriguing and supportive for VA
·ahoy "man" is Kiowa t08U/ "young man," which shows perfcctly all three
consonants, including the 8 and I (initial *r> t; *g :::: g; "'I :::: I), with the first
vowel assimilating to the second.
75 Hebrew ros "head"; Ar ra-'.r- "head." SP toed "head·'; Ch roc(i) "head." A
shon paper does not allow treatment of all matters; nevenheless, items 16, 21,
and 54 are additional examples that show the tendency of Semitic s
corresponding to Numic c.
76 Hebrew kand/2 "wing." UACS #465 *nna "wing" (also "ann" and
"feather"): Tr 'bna; Hch 'ana; SP allapu-Ia1]apr; Th 'anambjj"-/; 0:1 'b'an; and
others. SP and 1b show the third consonant p, the others only the first and
second.
77 Hebrew kinnim "gnats." UACS #288 mosquito: SP la1]i·; Mn 'anipi;
em 'animui; Cr huna.
78 Hebrew geled/gild- "skin." Qj 'eldag "skin" (of person); Qj 'eldaj
"hide" (of animal).
79 Hebrew gll/galal "to roll"; gullah "basin, bowl" (from round shape);
gellga/al (ball of) "dung." Hp 1]0/0 "loop, circle, coil"; Hp 1]o/a "hair-whorl,
tire"; Hp '10/01a "bend"; Od 'ola "ball, sphere," and other VA forms.
80 Hebrew qereQ '" "inside." Tepiman languages show *'er~erap "in."
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borrowed into Spanish and English. Though *mata is the usual
reconstruction, the forms Tr ma'ta, Wr mahta, Od maccud, and
My maUa all suggest a consonant cluster, with Tr showing something very much like k, since k in a cluster becomes a glottal stop
very often~ not only in this connection, but in English (dictate>
di'tet), Pol ynesian, and many other languages. In addition to the
word for mortar or grinding stone matching quite well, two verbs
in VA languages match the Hebrew perfect and imperfect, respectively. Hebrew maktes is a nominal form from the verb kts
"pound, bray, grind": Aramaic kdtas; Hebrew kiila'S. The imperfect stem in Hebrew is ·ktas and no less than 17 VA languages
have forms showing *tus "grind," which is exactly what \.\e
would expect with the general rising of vowels (though Hebrew 0
< *u of proto-Semitic) and the disappearance of k in a cluster
(-ktDs > ~us > tus), as it also disappeared in the noun form s
(nra~leI > ma'ta). In addition, consider Yq kltte "grinding flour"
and Yq kittasu "make into pieces." Though this stem does not
exhibit the qi~lel form in the Masoretic text, the Yq forms match
qiWlH forms of the perfect.
Consider the likelihood of all this matching by chance:
Heb

kiiJaY

Heb

-~t6s

grind

Yq

*kittes

Heb malste'S

grind (impf) VA
mortar

kitte!
kittasu
*tus

VA *ma'ta

grind, smash
grind (in 17
VA languages)
mortar or
grinding stone

The probability of three separate VA forms matching three
very different and highly specific morphological patterns built on
the same Semitic stem, all by chance. with corresponding meanings, seems slim.

Pronouns
In any comparative study. pronouns are an important consideration. Elaborating on the second person pronouns cited above
(90 and 91). we note that the VA second person pronouns correspond to the suffix (object and possessive) pronouns of Hebrew.
Consider a more complete array of fonns:
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singular
Tb
Ch
Hp
Yq

SP
Cp
Ca
Hp
Cr
Yq

My
Heb/Sem

imbi
Imi
'im
'empo
immii-/e-/e'e
'e

,.

.-

mu'e
-a'e
-'e
-kaJ-k(i)

plural
imbiimu
mimi
'ima
'eme'e
mwlmmwiimi-/eme-/em'em
'em
'imi- (possessive pronouns)
mu'en
_a'em (enclitic pronouns)
-'em (enclitic pronouns)
-kem/*-kum

Given k> " those VA languages below the line show a similar
singular and plural distinction as Hebrew. The others appear to
correlate with something similar to what happened in English; just
as English pI. you replaced sg. thou as second person singular,
such that sg. and pI. you in English both derive from what was
originally only plural, likewise half the VA languages (above the
line) appear to derive both their second person sg. and pI. forms
from the plural as seen by an abundance of m. which signifies plural in Hebrew (and VA). However, some VA languages- those
below the line-appear to have maintained the singular-plural distinction, as seen by lack of final m in the singular fonns, but
inclusion of final m' s in the plural fonns.
Though VA second person pronouns generally parallel
Hebrew suffix pronouns, one VA language shows both the
independent/subject pronouns and the above object/possessive
pronouns for second person plural. Consider the Tarahumara
fonns:

92.
ArlPrSern
Heb
ArlPrSem
Heb
Tarahumara

'antum (indep pm)
'auem (indep pm)
-tum (sbj pm on pf v)
-tern (sbj pm on pf v)
turnuhe (sbj pm)

-kum (objlsuffix pm)
-kern (obj/suffix pm)

emi (dalive/obj pm)
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The above are a profound match of subject pronouns (left
column) and object pronouns (right column) for Semitic and
Tarahumara. In addition to the subject pronoun suffixes for perfect verb forms , Hebrew also has prefixes on imperfect verb fonns,
and the second person singular Hebrew prefix is identical with the
Nahuatl second person singular prefix (li-):
93.

Hebrew

verb stem
you sg.

-rba$
ti-rbas

Nahuatl
lie down
you sg. lie down

-koc
ti-koc

sleep
you sg. sleep

The above verb, by the way, also corresponds. The consonant
cluster in Hebrew causes a dageshed (doubled) b. which in turn
corresponds to VA kw, and r (which is y/i in VA) after i is
basically invisible. and the vowel reduces or assimilates to the
kw, as happens often in VA itself. Thus Hebrew ti-rba$ > *ti-kwac
> *ti-kwc > N ti-koc.
Unlike other UA languages, whose pronouns agree more with
Hebrew independent and suffix pronouns, Nahuatl singular pronouns parallel Semitic imperfective verb prefixes, as if derived
from a verb form:
94.

NW Sem pI.

NW Sem sg.

Nahuatl

'e_I'a_ I (verb)
ni-/na- we (verb) ne'wa I
ti-I ta- you (verb) ti-/tate'wa you
yi-I ya- he (verbs) yi-/yayewa he
Note the pattern of n as first person, t as second person, and y
as a third person consonant in both Nahuatl and Semitic, though
the 1st person singular verb prefix in Semitic is an exception.
Moving from second person to first person pronouns, consider
some UA first person singular pronouns (I, me, my):
95.
Independent (I) suffix (object and possessive: me, my)
1m!. '(tnoki
Heb
-ni, -i
Ch
on
1st person
2nd"
3rd "

SP
Tb
Hp

nj"

nik

nl'

C.

ne'

Od
Tr

'ani
ne

,-
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96. One other first person pronoun in Tr is highly specific. In
addition to independent pronouns, subject-of-verb prefixes, and
object/possessive suffixes, Hebrew also has nonaffixed object pronouns in the form of '6ri "me," '610 "him," '6ra "her," etc.
Though I have not noticed any of the others, the flISt-'6Ii
"me"-is quite comparable to the Tr accusative (object) pronoun
of Tr Ii "me," only missing the first segment (0), but Tr tends to
lack first segments in comparative VA as well.
Many third person pronouns appear similar as well:

97.
Semitic

SP
Yq

Ca
Hp

sg. he/she/him, his
hulhuwa/hilhiya/-o
u'lwa
hu (that)
he-, hi-

pI. they/them/their
h!mIhum/-i\m
humwi
hume (those), 'am, -arne
hem-'am

These four languages represent four separate branches of
VA-Numic, Sonoran, Takic, and Hopi respectively. The functions of third person pronouns in UA languages are often served
by demonstratives, thus eliminating older third person pronouns;
however, many of those demonstrative pronouns (that/those) are
similar to Semitic third person pronouns. As Langacker notes, the
pronominal systems of VA "have undergone extensive modification, so that definilive reconstruction will have to await extensive
research. "81 That is exactly correct; nevertheless, numerous
Semitic-looking elements are to be found in VA pronominal systems, though mixed considerably with other, non-Semitic characteristics-thus again the conclusion of substantial mixing of some
kind.

Vav-consecutive Fossilized in Nahuatl
98. A partial and oversimplified explanation of the vav-consecutive in Hebrew is that a prefixed wa- changes imperfect verb
stems to past. Most Nahuatl verbs form the past tense by prefixing
0- and dropping the last vowel:
81 Ronald W. Langaeker. An Overlliew of Uto-AztecWI Grammar, vol. I.
Studies in Uto-Aztecan GrwlUlIar (Arlington: The University of Texas at
Arlington and Summer Institute of Linguistics. 1977), 124. 126.
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peAawa
undress
(if not 3rd sg .. insert pron.)
neki
want
pawia
chew
posoni
boil

o-peAaWo-ti-pe1aw
o-neko-pawio-poson-

undressed
you undressed
wanted
chewed
boiled. bubbled
(of liquid)

In Hebrew, the jussive is used with the yay-consecutive. and the
jussive also drops existing final vowels in Hebrew and Arabic, as
do the Nahuatl verbs with prefixed 0-:
Heb prefix
Heb wa- + juss
Ar indic
Ar juss
yisbeh take captive wa-yisb took captive yaktubu write yaktub
For wa- to become 0- is natural enough. Consider Spanish
ojala "would that" from Arabic wa-sa'a-aIIah "and/if God
wills." Therefore, the Hebrew yay-consecutive and the Nahuatl
past tense have these things in common: they both prefix rounded
elements (wa- and 0-), then a pronominal prefix. then the stem,
then they both drop final vowels, and they both change an imperfect stem to perfect (loosely stated).
99. Another curious set in VA which parallels Hebrew morphology has to do with the Hebrew root nky/naka "to smite."
This stem does not appear in the simplest or qal form in Hebrew
much, but is very commonly used in the hiq!il and huqrnl in
Hebrew. Forms para1lel to the Hebrew partiCiples of hiq!ll and
huq!ai are also common words in VA languages.
The Hebrew participles are makke « *mankey) "smiter, smiting" and mukke "(one) smitten." One of the most pervasive
stems in VA is *muki "die, be sick, dead" found in no less than
13 VA languages (VACS #128a), which matches the passive
(huq!al participle mukke) both phonologically and semantically.
In addition are words in several VA languages reconstructing to
·mek "kill" (UACS #128d) and ·mak "hit" (UACS #233),
which again parallel the Hebrew active participle (Hebrew makke),
both phonologically and semantically. The Cahuilla pair show
both in the same language: Ca -muk- "get sick, die"; Ca -mek"kill." (Again note the general rising of vowels in the changes
from Semitic to VA.)
Another dimension of the Hebrew verb is "punish, send judgment." In light of that compare the Nahuatl nn- form: N miki
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"die"; N na-miki "bring upon oneself, incur a fine or punishment. "
The similarities (lexical, morphological, and semantic combinations) between VA and Semitic number about 1000. Therefore,
this brief summary contains only 10% of them. One question that
naturally comes to the mind of an Hebraist or Sernitist is the lack
of some of the basic words, such as semes "sun" and yad
"hand." Three possibilities come to mind. First, as emphasized
throughout this paper, VA is not solely descended from Hebrew in
any sense, but rather appears to have a Northwest Semitic element
that has mixed heavily with non-Semitic elements. Second, VA
could be more a Mulekite base with a Lehite overlay (both in
addition to whatever else). We know next to nothing about the
composition of the Mulekite group. We do not know whether they
built a ship or hired one. If the latter, the crew or those aboard
were likely an international mix- perhaps Phoenicians, Greeks,
and Arabs- and if so, the Mulekite language within a generation
could weB have been a creole or hybrid of who knows how many
languages. That would be one possible explanation among many
for the Nephites' inability to understand them after only four
centuries. The river Sidon being named after the Phoenician
capital Sidon speaks for a Phoenician element among them, since
Sidon is hardly part of the ancient Israelite domain. Third, we do
not know Lehi' s nor Ishmael's dialect; that eventual knowledge is
bound to be surprising in some ways. Nibley elaborates the Arablike qualities of the Lehi-Ishmael party: that Ishmael's name is
reminiscent of the father of the Arabs; that Manasseh, of all the
tribes, mixed and associated with the Arabs more frequently than
any of the twelve tribes; and the Arabic nature of names like Lehi.
Laman, Lemuel, and Sam. 82 Nibley's observations and the surprising proportion of Arabic vocabulary in VA are mutually consistent with each other.
Returning to the whereabouts of some basic Hebrew vocabulary. a look at UA occasionally suggests that some basic vocabulary could have been replaced by semantic extensions of other
Semitic vocabulary. For example. the common Semitic word {aila

82 Hugh W. Nibley, "Lehi and the Arabs,"' in An Approach 10 lhe Book of
Mormon, 3rd ed. (Sail Lake City: Deseret Book and FARMS, 1988),71-83.
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"night" is not found. However, the VA word for "night" (found
in many UA languages) is ruk, and it also means " black ,"
"dark," and the "fire went out." Hebrew dlc means "to go out"
(of a fire), and phonologically the match is exactly as expected:
devoicing of d > t; round vowel for the pharyngeal ~in; and k.
When the "fire goes out" at night. it is then "dark, black, night ,"
and the word from Hebrew d'k appears to be the source of VA ruk
"night" (as well as "dark, black, fire go out"). Many are (he
examples of such extensions of some Hebrew words into new
semantic domains.
Another array of curiosities involves the UA words for
"man," All four of them are traceable to Semitic. but they occur
in exactly the opposite frequency typical of Hebrew. The most
frequent word for "man" in Hebrew is ~,which is found in only
Tr wes; «*wis;) and only in a certain phrase with a negative,
meaning "no one, no man," which is one of the typical uses of
Hebrew is. The second most common word in Hebrew is ~4am,
and that is found in about five VA languages (*otam). (Keep in
mind for both ~ and 'adam, that the initial 'aleph or glottal stop
is a source of rounding in VA.) Least common in Hebrew is zii!¢r
"male/man" (Ar liakar, Aram da¥lr), while most common in VA
is *taka "man." Hebrew z is a merger of two proto·Semitic con·
sonants, ·z and *0. that appear in Arabic as z and 0. and in
Aramaic as z and d. Inlerestingly, some evidence suggests that VA
also distinguishes these as VA *c and *1, respectively; thu s the stop
1 in VA correspondes to proto·Semitic 8.
Heb/Sem
100.

z~ar

(Ar Bakar;
Aram dakar)

101. W'e~ (Ar Bi'b)
102. zaqanlziqn· (AU)

UA

male, man

*taka

man S3

wolf
chin, beard

*re.p
*tt'n

wolf8 4
mouth 85

83 UA .taka "man" in several languages.
84 Hebrew Zd"it> "woIr'; AI
"wolf." SP li"va "wolf'; 1b libaic "wolf';
Cr t":ranbe "wolf'; Hch rrcilO"o! "wolf'; and perhaps 0:1 iu~o! "wolf," though Ql
should show c rather than J for UA t.
85 Hebrew t.tJqrm "beard, chin"; likewise At 0aq(JIJ and Akk Ziqllll" Several
UA languages show ·fen(i ) "mouth"; however, again Tr shows the crucial glottal
stop as a vestige of the lost uvular in a cluster; Tr ulla.

Iii'"
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Fourth and most curious is UA ·ti·hoy "man," suggestive of
the most common Ar word for man: rajul. 86

Egyptian
Of great interest are some UA lexemes that may match Egyptian. For example, both the Hebrew word for "lion" and the
Egyptian word for "lion" appear in VA languages. Keep in mind
that the glottal stop (') or Semitic 'aleph corresponds to VA w or
some round vowel, since both of these words show that correspondence:
Heb
103. Eg
Cpt

52.

'an
mJi
mUI

lion
lion
lion

UA
UA

·wori
·mawiya

mountain lion
mountain lion

Ancient Egyptian, like many ancient Near Eastern languages.
exhibited only consonants (i or y recorded as a consonant). The
UA word ItUlwiya "mountain lion" is found in several VA languages, and it shows all three consonants of the Egyptian word
very nicely. Also of interest is that in Coptic- a later fonn of
Egyptian in which vowels were written--one can see that the glottal stop also resulted in rounding (u) as is typical in VA: Coptic
mui "lion." Though not altogether consistent, the same consonants that yield rounding in the change from Hebrew to VA often
exhibit a similar tendency in the change from ancient Egyptian to
Coptic:
Egyptian
hbs
hlP

s'
rfy
0

'nb
'rf

clothe
happy, at peace,
sel
back
sand
great
livellife
bag, enclose

86 See nn. 74 and 82.

Coptic
cover, clothe

bOves
hOtep

be reconciled,

soi
so
0/0
oneh
orev

set (of sun)
back
sand
great
live
enclose
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However, exceptions also exist: Eg rC "sun," Cpt re "sun."
Consider other similarities between Egyptian and VA:
*ni'mi
wander, go about
travel,
traverse
105. Eg rn
young
Tr rana
brood, litter.
(of animals)
chi ld
(Remember that initial r is UA t, except it remained r in Tr.)
106. Eg nb
all. every
Tr nepi
a lot, too much
107. Eg r
sun
*tawe
sun, day
108. Cpt levet
fish
*pa-topl
fish
pa-tap
(pa=water)
104. Eg nmi

For items 105 and 107. remember that Tr r = Hebrew r = UA
*t in initial position; therefore, the Tr form rawe "day" is
equivalent to VA *tawe found in Eu, Yq, My. Wr, and Hp. all of
which match nicely the Egyptian word r' "sun," with the
expected w for the pharyngeal cain. In regard to item 108, \\e
might mention that v is an alternate form of p in both Coptic and
UA.

Other Egyptian examples exist, but these are sufficient to show
that if VA was, in part, a Lehite language, then a certain amount of
Egyptian vocabulary worked its way into the spoken language,
just as Latin words entered English via Latin as a liturgical or
written language of religious record. The proportions of Egyptian
are not great compared to the amount of Hebrew, as we would
expect; nevertheless. any Egyptian vocabulary at all is significant.

Book of Mormon Peoples
One may also wonder if there is any evidence in VA to suggest that VA peoples may be in part remnants of Book of Mormon peoples. From a number of possibilities, consider two.
I. Hopi masawlmasawf "supreme deity. supernatural judge"
fits nicely the three consonants of masfU.1 or massia/J (Messiah).
The final IJ is the pharyngeal I), which yields w or rounding in
VA; therefore. outside of the missing vowel i, all else and especially the three consonants are as expected.
2. The word for Nephite in Hebrew would be nepi/nefi,
depending on how much the Nephite language was SUbject to the
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spirantization (of *p to f) evident by the time the Masoretes
imposed their dialect or allophonic variants on the text. VA languages are split: some show a similar spirantization of Hebrew *p
to v rather than f, while others retain p. This would suggest that the
spirantization evident in the Masoretic dialect may not have
occurred when this American dialect of Hebrew left Palestine,
since some VA languages do not show it, but that a similar
(though slightly different) spirantization occurred later in some
VA languages also. Either way, the intervocalic fonn of Hebrew p
is p or v in U A, not f as in the Masoretic dialect, though Egyptian
has both p and f In addition. the -ite ending of English biblical
nationalities is a mistaken adoption of the feminine adjectival
ending showing -f and is incorrect. In Hebrew, words featuring
persons of an ethnic group simply use the suffix -i (as the vowel
in free); for example, a Moabite is moabi. an Ammonite is
ammon;. an Israelite is israeli. as said of Israelis in modem Israel
today. Thus a Nephite would be nepi/nepiy/nepf (a long vowel at
the end, however one chooses to represent it). Plural Nephites
would contain the plural suffix -1m or earlier -ima, and would thus
be nepjYYlm or with a typical reduction of that long string of fairly
identical high front vowels (ily) and the older ending as is found
in VA (·jma), we would have nepfma or nepima. Pima happens to
be the tribal name of two VA groups in the Tepiman branch of
VA and is missing only the first syllable ne- of what would otherwise be the expected plural fonn of Nephites in Hebrew. 87
Another name for a group in the same branch (Tepiman) of VA is
nevome. Remember that the final a of our VA reconstruction
*·ima is often e or r in most VA languages. Likewise, for a vowel
to assimilate to a round vowel (i > 0) when adjacent to one bilabial
is common enough, and here i is caught between two bilabials (v
and m), which would make the change i > 0 even more likely;
furthennore, v is a fonn of VA *p between vowels. In essence, the
87 Another etymology has been suggested for Pima; as Dunnigan puts it.
'The most frequently cited folk etymology for the Origin of the word Pima is that
it is a corruption of the O'oobam expression pi ~anitlQat, literally 'I don't
know.' Supposedly, this was the native's answer to the first interrogations in
Spanish"; quoted from Timothy Dunnigan, "Lower Pima," in Handbook of
American Indians. vol. to. ed. Alfonso Ortiz (Washington, D,C.: Smithsonian
Institution, 1983), 229.
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VA tribal name Nevome is easily derivable from Nepima
(Nephites).
Though it is too early to say definitively, the above tribal
names (e.g., nevome < *nepima) and several other factors suggest
a possibility worth considering: could the VA peoples be in part
surviving Nephite or Mulekite populations in the land northward
or in northern extensions of the land northward, since the VA
tribes fonn a fairly contiguous chain from Mexico City northward
up through western Mexico to the US Southwest? Of course, few,
if any, UA areas would be the areas that the Book of Mormon
authors referred to as having " large bodies of water and many
rivers" and "houses of cement" (Helaman 3:3-4, 7; 6:6; 7:1);
nevertheless, some of them, at least, could be northern extensions
of the areas spoken of. In 55 B.C. some 5,400 families departed
out of Zarahemla for the. land northward, and Hagoth built ships
to transport more to the land northward (Alma 63:3-4). Nearly a
decade later in 46 B.C. "An exceedingly great many .. . went
forth unto the land northward . . . . And they did travel to an
exceedingly great distance" (Helaman 3:3-4). Consider the
following factors:
1. If Mesoamerica is the area of Book of Mormon history, as
proposed by Sorenson 88 and most Latter-day Saint archaeologists,
north of that is a fairly unbroken continuum of VA speaking
groups stretching from Mexico City northward to Southern
California and the VS Southwest. The Aztecs arrived (or was it
returned?) well after Book of Mormon times, but what of the
closely related Cora, Huichol, and other VA languages just north
of Nahuatl·speaking areas? Even if the Mexico City area was
inhabited late by UA speakers, points just north have long been
VA areas.
2. Hagoth's ships launched into the west sea to sail to the
land northward (Alma 63:5), and it is precisely the western coastal
and mountainous areas of western Mexico that VA peoples
inhabit. The existence of a regular timber·shipping industry along
the western coasts of a land northward (Helaman 3:10) from
anywhere in Mesoamerica would have the western coast of

88 Sorenson. An Ancient Americon Selling.
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Mexico, the habitat of UA speakers, as a likely candidate for the
west coast of the land northward.
3. The Anasazi culture of the US Southwest includes UA
peoples (Hopi) and other UA relatives (Tanoan pueblos in New
Mexico), and archaeologically the Anasazi appear about the time
of Christ, which date accords well with Hagoth and the times of
this northward expansion.
4. The Pima and O'odham of Arizona (UA groups) are the
most likely candidates as the continuation of the Hohokam culture, though that is yet debated. The Hohokam are known for
their connections with Mexico, though they date a little earlier
than the Anasazi, perhaps 300 B.C.
5. Some Uto-Aztecanists suggest that the linguistic center of
gravity for the northern half of the UA language family is near
the California-Arizona border just above the mouth of the
Colorado River that empties into the Gulf of Baja California (see
fig. 1).89 If some Nephite ships happened to sail farther northward than usual, keeping near the coastline, they would likely go
inside the tongue of Baja California, and the ultimate destination
would be the top of the Gulf of Baja California, near the point of
origin of the northern UA languages.
6. No matter who built the houses of cement, nearly all Ihe
Southern UA languages have a common word for "adobe"
(sami). The word adobe was not in the 1830 edition of Webster's
Dictionary, and Joseph Smith may nol have been familiar with the
term adobe. If not, his use of cement may refer to or at least partly
include adobe. 90 And if that is so, could not the pueblo builders,
who ancienlly were as much in Mexico as the US Southwest, be
northern extensions of those who built houses of cement?

89 I heard Wick Miller cite this view, whether his own opinion or in
conference with other Uto-Aztecanisls, I am not sure. Nor am I sure it matters,
since Wick Miller was probably the foremost Uto-Aztecanist until his recent
untimely death.
90 Adobe is a borrowing into English from Spanish. though ultimately
from Arabic, Coptic, and Egyptian probably; nevertheless, its first occurrence in
print in English is 1834, after the Book of Monnon's publication, and it did not
become a commonly used wOfd in English until several decades after Joseph
Smith's time. OED 1:123.
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Figure 1. Approximate Locations of Uta-Aztecan Languages.
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7. Wilford Woodruff expressed a view that the pueblo builders of New Mexico were in part Nephites. 91
8. The rugged mountains of western Mexico appear to be the
homeland of the Southern VA groups. If the Nephite-Mulekite
populations were in these mountains around A.D. 400 when
Lamanites were striving to hunt down and kill all Nephites, the
ruggedness of the terrain would be a wonderful protection and
provide thousands of hiding places. Or this area may have been
beyond reach of, or not involved in, all that happened through the
final destruction of the Nephites. The linguistic evidence suggests
that it is from these areas that many of the Southern VA languages
appear to have spread.
9. And last, but hardly least, are a few VA tribal names such
as nevome « *lIepima "Nephites") that suggest the VA peoples
may be in part remnants of Book of Monnon peoples.

Conclusions
In conclusion, VA as a language fami ly exhibits more Slmllarities with Hebrew than could be attributed to coincidence;
nevertheless, that Hebrew element is obviously mixed with other
language elements very different from Hebrew. The Hebrew features, along with other factors, combine to suggest that the formation or spread of VA peoples may have involved Book of
Mannon peoples in part, and, more specifically, perhaps Nephite
or Mulekite populations that had spread northward from lands
more centra l to the Book of Mannon record.
A more balanced approach to Book of Mannon language
research could be immensely beneficial in the long run. Hebrew,
Egyptian, and the English translation have thus far been the sale
focus of Latter-day Saint scholars publishing on Book of
Mannon language matters. Exclusive concern with those three
areas of interest has left Latter-day Saint scholarship at an impasse
on many points, while the huge arena of Native American
languages remains largely untouched by Latter-day Saint scholars,
though obviously these languages must be dealt with eventually.
91 Wilford Woodruff in a letter (0 John Taylor and Council, dated 15
September 1879. expressed this view. "Nephites Found in Ncw Mexico," in A
Book of Mormon Treasury (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft. 1959). 222-27.
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While the English text has yielded important insights to our
ana1ysts. only when Latter-day Saint scholars delve into Native
American languages as well can we consider a comprehensive
approach to Book of Mormon language matters to be underway.
The neglected dimension of research (in Native Americana) could
well prove to be the key to many questions impossible to answer
by means of Hebrew, Egyptian, and the English text alone.
The hints and leads exist, but they must be searched and
worked rigorously. Responsible linguistic investigation of Native
American languages in conjunction with Near Eastern languages
should be a natural realm of research for Latter-day Saint scholarship and interests. We claim and proclaim knowledge of some
ancient American groups, yet our void of attention to Native
American languages for a century and a half subsequent to those
claims could border on embarrassment if allowed to continue. A
people's language is a window to their past and is often the most
voluminous repository of hard data relevant to their origins and
past. In light of the potential of Native American languages, it
seems time for a change-a change from overlooking them to
looking them over in linguistically competent ways. True. the
required research investment would be considerable. Comparable
to the difference between miles and light-years, the effort would
better be measured in units of linguist-lives than in man-hours.
Nevertheless, rather than all interested scholars dipping for
linguistic depth in the phrasings of the English translation, would
that a few explore the ocean of Native American languages and
acquire the necessary background to enter this forgotten realm of
research and help void the void.
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Appendix
Orthography and Pronunciation
The phonetic representation used in this paper is fairly stan·
dard linguistic phonology. The phonetic symbols are as follows:
Vowels
Q as in father, saw, rod
e roughly as in fame, say, raid
j as in fee, see, reed
o as in foe, so, road
u as in Sue, rude
r high central vowel, not in English, a high schwa
athe schwa or midcentral vowel, as in but, cut, come
o midfront rounded vowel as in German and Hopi
Long vowels will be represented with a macron as in a, 1
Nasalized vowels will be underlined: Q.
The vowels of Masoretic Hebrew-segol e and cere e- will
both be represented as e, since both are substantial alterations of
earlier Semitic vowels (i and Q usually), and it is pointless to be
painfully specific regarding Masoretic vowels anyway, since many
of them are phonological variants of a late dialect that come from
only three vowels---a, i, u- in pre-Hebrew or Northwest Semitic.
Vowels are described according to the tongue's position in the
mouth when pronounced; thus i is high-front, the schwa is mid·
central, etc.

a

front central back
high
mid
low

i·

e

a

u
0

a

Consonants
Most consonants are pronounced more or less as in English;
nevertheless, a full presentation of consonants follows:
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bilabial dental

stop vcless

p

t

voiced b
affric. vcless
voiced
fric. vcless
f
voiced v

nasals

alvcolar

d

pharynpalata1 velar uvular
k
q
g

gcal

glottal

,

c.~ (Hb) (;

1
9,1 (Hb)

s

S

x

~

z

Z

g

m

n
r,l

liquids

~

h

~

Explanations and additional sounds
The c is a ts sound. very common in VA. as in hats.
The palata-alveolars have the hashmark:
c = ch as in chop; j as in judge; s = sh as in shop; z = zh as in

azure.
The pharyngeals of Semitic are represented by:

IJ voiceless pharyngeal fricative (as opposed to English

h);

voiced pharyngeal fricative, the Semitic llin, as in Sa'udi
'Arabia.
C

The velar nasal 11 as in sing.
The dental fricatives: 0 as in breathe and they, and 1 as in
breath and think.
A is the lateral stop tl of Nahuatl. which corresponds to VA *t.
{ is the emphatic [ of Hebrew and Semitic.
Hebrew emphatic $ is a merger of three proto-Semitic consonants that are still distinguished in Arabic; that is, Arabic $ .,.p, " ..;..
and;: l> all correspond to Hebrew $.
Three s sounds in Semitic are all distinguishable in Hebrew;
however, they all merged to simply s in VA:
proto-Semitic

s'
s'
s'

Hebrew
5
S
s

shin
sin
samech

Arabic
s
S

s

The beged-kafat letters, which spirantized in non-dageshed
positions in the Masoretic dialect (b > v, p > f, etc.) will not show
that spirantization in this paper, since it is not a feature of protoor original Hebrew and may not apply to other dialects of ancient
Hebrew. Some of the VA languages show similar spirantization;
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others do not. Likewise, Arabic f will also be represented in its
original form *p since that is how it remains in VA.
Abbreviations other than those li sted in the text
Akk = Akkadian
Ar = Arabic
Aram = Aramaic
Cpt = Coptic
Eg = Egyptian
Heb = Hebrew
impf = imperfect
indep = independent
masc = masculine
n = noun
obj = object
pf = perfect
pi = plural
prn = pronoun
PrSem = proto-Semitic
PUA = proto-Uta-Aztecan
rep = reciprocal
rfI = reflexive
sbj = subject
sg = singular
Scm = Semitic
s.o. = someone
s.th . = somet hing
UA = Uta-Aztecan
UACS = Uta-Aztecan Cognate Sets
Ug = Ugaritic
v = verb
vi = verb intransitive
vt = verb transitive
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Historical Narrative, Literary NarrativeExpelling Poetics from the
Republic of History
Alan Goff
'Tis the good reader that makes a good book.
Emerson
Abstract: Postivist historiography has always ffiainlained an
impenneabJe boundary between history and literature. BUI positivism is itself a historical sediment whose time is now past. Recent
literary theory and historiography emphasize the continuities
between history and literature. Under the domination of historiography by a positivist epistemology (from about 1880 to 1960),
history attempted to free itself from its literary heritage; more
recently theorists from a number of disciplines have recognized that
history, both ancient and modem, has been infonned by literary
motifs, themes, and strategies. The repetition of the exodus literary
pattern, for example, through the Bible, the Book of Mormon, aOO
Christian history does nothing to bring into question the historical
status of the events. The exodus patterns evident in Mosiah do not
force the Book of Mormon to surrender historical claims just
because they also happen to be literary.

It ought to be a cardinal rule of interpretation that a
researcher's readerly incapacities ought not to work in favor of
that reader's ideology. Since recent literary and narrative theory
have compromised a simplistic relationship between historical language and the past, the notion that all reading is an ideological act
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has dominated academic disciplines. Historical wntmg is itself a
literary genre: that is, the moral of narrative theory. Narrative history threatens traditionalist conceptions of history, but the uninitiated might easily misrepresent the implications that follow.
Brent Metcalfe claims that the Book of Monnon isn't historical because it possesses "literary patterns." What seems obvious
to Metcalfe (so obvious he advances the position without argumentation) is that literature and history are mutually exclusive,
and he cites sources to support that position: "Recent literary theory focuses on the complex and attenuated relation between language and the 'real' world";1 Metcalfe then cites fifteen sources
from these fields, claiming the authority of recent literary and narrative theory. An examination of these theories and the writing of
history should be fruitful. These fifteen sources radically undermine Metcalfe's claims, so when I cite Metcalfe's own authorities
I will place the typographical symbol dagger (t) just before the
footnote.
Metcalfe claims to read the Book of Mormon without ideological commitments, while opponents approach it with ideological preconceptions:
Both apologetic and critical scholars are led by prior
assumptions, but they differ fundamentally. Apologists
assume that the Book of Monnon is historical and from
this they develop methods to sustain authenticity. The
critical scholar's interpretation depends not on a
proposition made by a text or tradition but on a methodology for exploring the broader context which
structures and authorizes such claims. Ideally, within
the critical mode, methods lead to conclusions instead
of conclusions leading to methods. 2
This claim is worth testing. I will provide a discussion of the
current stale of literary and narrative theory (pointing out how it
undennines rather than supports Metcalfe's fictions). briefly
sketch how Metcalfe's claim that the Book of Mormon must be
Brent Lee Metcalfe, "Apologetic and Critical Assumptions," Dialogue
26/3 (Fall 1993): 168 n. 48. I can cite only a few of Metcalfe's misrepresentations of these fifteen sources.
2
Ibid., 156.
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fictional rather than historical would require the reader to reject
the historicity of the Bible and numerous evems nobody has ever
questioned as historical (although I don't have the space here, this
"hermeneutical principle" would also require the rejection of
Herodotus, Thucydides, and virtually al1 history written in antiquity and classical antiquity (excepting perhaps only Polybius), and
I will then apply a literary reading of the Zeniffite narrative In
Mosiah pointing to its overwhelming use of exodus typology.

Literature and History: Two Fictive Projects
Not content just to write bad history, Metcalfe is also intent on
expanding his range to include bad literary criticism. But major
impediments obstruct this appropriation: literary theory and historiography. Metcalfe's ideology requires a stout wall between literature and history: for example, he claims that chiastic arrangement is a sign of literary structure, thus disqualifying the text as a
historical document,
Because Book of Monnon apologists say that chiasmus
is an intentional literary device, they must conclude that
ch iasmus can arrange historical episodes. At a minimum this means that some historical details of the
Lehite story may not have occurred in the order presented in the narrative. Apologists must also allow for
the possibility that some historical incidents never actually happened but were fictions imposed on the text to
complete a chiastic structure designed to convey a
moralistic or theological teaching. 3
This claim assumes a series of implicit and uncritical ideological
positions. Fortunately, narrative theory, literary theory, and historiography have critically analyzed these very claims.
Claiming that history and fiction are distinct enterprises (not
overlapping categories) requires engaging a range of historians
and literary critics; it entails addressing the dominant contemporary position in historiography, nol just assuming the dominant
position from three decades ago. Insisting that a narrative can't be
3

Ibid., 168.
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historical because it exhibits literary patterns requires attention to
these theorists because they claim that all history contains literary
patterns. History and fiction belong to a family of narratives, all
possessing "literary" structure through imposing conventional
patterns on time; therefore, one can't distinguish between history
and literature solely on the basis of traditional motifs or formal
structure.
That Metcalfe would attempt vicariously to baptize these liter·
ary and critical theorists into his Church of Humanity is an
implausible compliment to literary theory. Literary theory is
unlike most other disciplines, in which overt positivist claims are
still often heard thirty years after those claims became untenable.
To see Kermode, White, Jameson, Eagleton, feminist critics, and
others impressed into Metcalfe'S navy is an acute irony. Since
Metcalfe attempts to align narrative theory with his own positivism,
let me sketch a better picture of narrative theory.
In American historiography a thin outer crust of very bright
historians, well informed about theoretical concerns, rejects posi·
tivist truth claims. But the mass of practitioners is not only theo·
retically uninformed, but positively anti theoretical, viewing theory
as an obstacle to creating history rather than as an asset. In
unguarded moments they express their positivist epistemology,
usually in two situations: (1) when explaining why you should
believe her or his explanation rather than a rival's or (2) when
attempting to describe the nature of historical understanding. So
why would positivists such as Metcalfe draw on the authority of
literary criticism?
Oddly, literary theory has become central for all the social
disciplines, largely because of the linguistic tum. Literary critics
developed sophisticated models of language use. Thirty years ago,
all disciplines borrowed models and methods from the sciences;
now leading theorists in other disciplines are borrowing models
from literary theory and linguistics. Historiographical debate has
moved away from being modeled on the sciences and toward lin·
guistics and literary criticism, away from explanation and toward
textuality.4 But once researchers realized that language controls its
4 Jane Caplan, "Postmodemism, Poststructuralism, and Deconstruction:
Notes for Historians," Cemral Europea/l History 22 (September-December
1989): 260-61 .
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users as much as its users control language, they realized that
translation. metaphor, fiction, literary influence, and the referential
claims of language were problematical for their research also. The
transparency between language and the world could no longer be
taken for granted:
In the first half of the century, English and American philosophers tried to develop theories of knowledge that would serve as a bedrock foundation for the
truths discovered in the natural sciences. For this
endeavor. they needed a well-developed logic and an
explanation of how, relying on sense data, words can be
accurately linked to the world . "Fiction," in this context, meant a false connection between words and
things, or reference to something that doesn't exist.
Because of technical difficulties that arose in the developmem of this theory, more recent philosophers have
conceived of truth not as a relationship between statements and reality but as an offshoot of the conventions
involved in language use. Stating a true proposition IS,
after all, only one use of words.t 5
This linguistic turn takes a particularly heavy toll on historians
who require a simple relationship between the world and their representations of it:
The silent shared conspiracy of all historians (who
otherwise agree on nothing these days) is to talk about
the past as though it were really "there." The whole of
historical discourse is calculated to induce a sense of
referential reality in a conceptual field with no external
reference at all.
History is meaning imposed on time by means of
language: history imposes syntax on time. As the form
of writing whose central purpose is to affinn our consciousness of a shared experience over generations of
one external and real world, history has a great investment in mimesis-the ability of language to imitate
5

Wallace Martin, Recent Theories of Narra tive (Ithaca: Cornell Univer-

sity Press, 1986), 182.
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reality. Here, of course. is where historians balk, for,
alas, the mimetic abilities of prose are common to fiction and history without distinction. Fiction's persuasive force. its "sense of reality," results from an
author's ability to offer the reader a suggestive array of
fictional elements that satisfy the requirements of possible reality in the shared world of writer and reader.
The historian, using techniques that differ only a little
from those of a novelist. has to persuade the reader not
only of the possible reality of his array of verbal elements, but that those on display in the text are
"guaranteed" by their relation (reference, logical
inference) to things outside the text, and thus the result
is a real mimesis.6
One ought not to sharpen the enemy's weapons on the enemy's
wheel and then impale oneself on them.
Narrative and language are the new compass points in historiography rather than method and science. The narrative turn coincides with the failure of scientism in the human studies. "Mimesis
and narration have returned from their marginal status as aspects
of 'fiction' to inhabit the very center of other disciplines."t7
Representational problems have shattered simplistic mimetic models. Historians add too much to the record in selection, ordering,
plotting, and tone to be thought of as uninvolved. neutral, and
unbiased. History also went through a scientistic period: "History
stopped telling stories and aspired to science. Romanticism was
elbowed aside by positivism: the certainty of an ultimately observable, empirically verifiable truth."8 History is complex and
inseparable from ideological and presentist concerns. Schama tells
stories which, while admitting the existence of a boundary between
history and fiction. recognize that the boundary is variable, rag-

ged,

6
Nancy F. Partner, "Making Up Lost Time: Writing on the Writing of
History," Speculum 61 (1986): 97.
7
Martin, Recent Theories of Narrative, 7.
8 Simon Schama, Dead Certainties (Unwarranted Speculations) (New
York: Knopf, 1991),306.
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Though these stories may at times appear to
observe the discursive conventions of history. they are
in fact historical novellas, since some passages (the soldier with Wolfe's anny, for example) are pure inventions, based, however, on what documents suggest. This
is not to say, I should emphasise, that I scom the
boundary between fact and fiction. It is merely to
imply that even in the most austere scholarly report
from the archives, the inventive faculty-selecting,
pruning, editing, commenting. interpreting, delivering
judgements-is in full play. This is not a naively relativist position that insists that the lived past is nothing
more than an artificially designed text. (Despite the
criticism of dug-in positivists, I know of no thoughtful
commentator on historical narrative who seriously
advances this view .) But it does accept the rather banal
axiom that claims for historical knowledge must always
be fatally circumscribed by the character and prejudices of its narrator.9
The imaginative, ideological, and mimetic faculties of the historian
deeply impact historical narrative; the ideological purposes of
historical narrative are often accomplished through the imaginative. The difference between novels and histories is that histories
are tremendously over-plotted, leaving nothing to chance: "N 0
amount of pontificating about facts and evidence, research,
archives, or scientific methods can get around the central fictionality of history. which is its unrelenting meaningfulness. Nothing
could be more unreal, more flagrantly fictional. or more necessary. "to
Metcalfe fails to inform his readers that this conjunction of
historical and literary narrative has shifted the historiographical
center of gravity a continent away: toward the idea that historical
narrative is fictive narrative. Historians invent, are poets in
the more fundamental fonn of poiesis-they create.11 When
9

Ibid., 322.
10 Partner, "Making Up Lost Time," 102.
11 Jorn RUsen, "Historical Narration: Foundation. Types, Reason," History and Theory Beiheft 26 (1987): 87.
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researchers claim that historians engage in science, relying solely
on empirical reality. such claims are positivistic:
The traditional argument would be to differentiate
between factual and fictional narrations. Historical narration is usually defined as dealing only with facts and
not with fictions. This differentiation is very problematical. and finally not convincing. because the allimportant sense of history lies beyond the distinction
between fiction and fact. In fact it is absolutely misleading-and arises from a good deal of hidden and
suppressed positivism-to call everything in historiography fiction which is not a fact in the sense of a hard
datum.l 2
Under the heading "Narrative Conventions in History,"t 13
Martin deals with this problem. Until the eighteenth century history was a branch of literature. But by the nineteenth century,
historians had abandoned rhetoric to claim scientific status. But
recent explorations by Danto and Hayden White show how similar
fictional and historical narratives are. "Louis Mink remarks that at
present we have no standards or even suggestions for detennining
how the connections between events in fictional narratives might
differ from those in history."t 14 The strategies of narration are
the same for fiction and history: "In history, Hayden White says,
the tail wags the dog; the conventions of narration detennine
whether or not an event under a description will be a 'fact. ..• tiS
The return of literature directly challenges conceptions of history
as science:
There was a time when historians thought they had
escaped the "merely literary," when they thought they
had established historical studies on the solid foundation of objective method and rational argument. But
recent developments in literary criticism and the philosophy of language have undennined that confidence.
12 Ibid., 89.
13 Martin, Recent Theories of Narrative, 71-75.

14 Ibid., 73.
15 Ibid., 74.
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Now, after a hundred-year absence, literature has
returned to history, unfurling her circus silks of metaphor and allegory, misprision and aporia, trace and
sign, demanding that historians accept her mocking
presence right at the heart of what they had once
insisted was their own autonomous and truly scientific
discipline. 16

An acute epistemological crisis has resulted. Orr modifies Stephen
Dedalus's comment that "History . . . is the nightmare from
which I am trying to awake!" to "literature is the nightmare from
which history is continually trying to awake!"l7 History's
mimetic double is fiction. In the nineteenth century, upon history's discovery of its similarity to fiction, it attempted to be more
like science,18 originating positivistic history,l9 But fiction keeps
returning to haunt the language and house of history. Recent
cultural history has been dominated by literary criticism. 2o This
influence doesn't turn history into a version of fiction. but
requires the abandonment of simplistic representational claims:
The fictive. imaginary dimension in all accounts of
events does not mean that the events did not actually
happen, but it does mean that any attempt to describe
events (even as they are occurring) must rely on various forms of imagination. Furthermore, all accounts of
historical realities must inevitably rely on a philosophy
of history. In other words, one cannot write history
without both philosophy and fictional narratives. and
one cannot simply affirm the disciplinary distinction

16 David Harlan, "Intellectual History and the Return of Literature,"
AmericWl Historical Review 94 (1989): 581.
17 Linda Orr, 'The Revenge of Literature: A History of History," New Literary HislOr), 18 (1986): 1-2.
18 Ibid., 3.
19 Ibid., 5.
20 Lloyd S. Kramer, "Literature, Criticism, and Historical Imagination:
The Literary Challenge of Hayden White and Dominick LaCapra," in The New
Cultuml History, cd. Lynn Hunt (Berkeley: University of California Press,

1989), 97-98.
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that historians use to separate themselves from philosophers and literary authors.21
Histories are as conventionally ordered as are fictional narratives,
using the same conventions.
Critics of the narrative tum tend to see opposing positions
reductively; I am not collapsing hi story and fiction into each
other. Are there reasons for preferring one historical account to
another? Yes, but those reasons are always tentative, historical.
contextual, and ideological. Ideology is inescapable, but we have
traditions of evaluation, providing some critical tools in evaluating
arguments. History is rhetorical We come to complex mixtures of
agreement and conflict over matters historical. but resolution must
come from within the conversation: no outside notion such as
objectivity, realism, or method will resolve our conflicts. The reasons for preferring one interpretation over another are also pragmatic: what are the results of choosing a particular interpretation?
All history is presentist. but some more so. Martin is right that the
following stance is extreme:

In their emphasis on the conventional nature of
realism, some recent theorists seem to imply that there
is no reason to consider one fictional narrative more
realistic than another, since we have no absolute standard that would enab le us to assess the accuracy of different conventions. Likewise. since history and biography are always narrated from one or another ideological perspective. it can be argued that what they present
as reality is in fact an arbitrary (conventional) view of
it. f22
The adoption of an "absolute standard" is the key notion here.
Why draw a positivist notion into the argument and then go to the
opposite extreme of relativism? The lack of absolute standards
doesn't entail the absence of standards.
This strong family resemblance between fiction and literature
is threatening only if the historian keeps "rigidly defining history
according to the nineteenth-century scientific theory that posits a
21

Ibid., 101 -2.
Rtc~flt Th~ori~s of Narraliv(!, 79.

22 Manin,
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radical distinction between fact and philosophy or between fact
and fiction."23 These insights from the way historical language
works reject positivism:
History, of course, cannot simply emulate fiction,
because historians must deal with what actually happened in the past. According to White and LaCapra,
however, the contemporary representation of that past
can and should transgress the methodological borders
that our positivistic ancestors have bequeathed to the
historical profession. 24
Recent literary theory does attenuate the relationsh ip between
language and the " •real' world," but not in the way Metcalfe
requires. Metcalfe claims a distinction between the way
"apologists" and "critical" researchers read that is undermined
by the way he reads. Everyone works from assumptionsideological assumptions-to conclusions; Metcalfe's naive
Baconian inductivism isn't supported by his sources. Metcalfe's
movement from ideology, to sources, to conclusion is illustrated
by his (mis)appropriation of literary theory.
Metcalfe notes, correctly, that "recent literary theory focuses
on the complex and attenuated relation between language and the
'real' world."25 Both recent literary theory and recent historical
theory attenuate the relationship between language and the "real"
world. Most egregious of his recommendations is that readers
peruse Hayden White. Metcalfe holds to a view of "critical" history that only those who believe in religion bring ideologies to
their interpretation; "critical" commentators bri ng presuppositions but no ideologies and then apply neutral methods. But
Metcalfe's sources claim the historian's language has a problematical relationship to reality. Positivist historians often believe in
the neutral application of methods, without preconceived ideas or
ideological contamination. The distinction between "true or
empirical" narratives and "fictional" ones can't be upheld by

23 Kramer, "Literature. Criticism, and HisfOrical l magination," 102.
24 Ibid., 107.
25 Metcalfe. "Apologetic and Critical Assumptions." 168 n. 48.
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narrative theory. Historical narrative is fictive; fictional narrative is
historical:
So if we wish to demonstrate that the narrative
genre as a whole refers to historicity as a whole, it is
necessary to shatter the appearance of asymmetry
between true narrative and fictional narrative at the
level of reference. In other words. it must be shown that
all narratives make. in a certain sense, a referential
claim.
The argument divides into three steps. (1) It is nec·
essary to establish that there is more fiction in history
than the positivist conception of history admits. (2)
Then it must be shown that fiction in general, and narrative fiction in particular, are more mimetic than the
same positivism allows. (3) These two prior points
being granted, I shall suggest that the references of
empirical narrative and fictional narrative cross upon
what I provisionally called historicity or the historical
condition of man. 26
The most important and inescapable consequence of narrative
theory is its application to the historian's own position. The historian imaginatively reconstructs the record:
For positivism, the task of history is to uncover the facts
which are, as it were, buried in documents, just like, as
Leibniz would have said. the statue of Hercules was
lying dormant in the veins of marble. Against the positivist conception of the historical fact, more recent
epistemology emphasises the "imaginative reconstruction" which characterises the work of the historian. 27
Metcalfe also recommends Auerbach and Hayden White. The
following are conclusions inescapable from these theorists:

26 Paul Ricoeur, 'The Narrative Function," in Hermeneutics and the Human
Sciences, cd. John B. Thompson (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,

1981), 289.
27

Ibid.
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However, the decisive step was taken when catego~
ries stemming from literary criticism, and more pre~
cisely from the semiotics of the narrative, were transM
ferred to the field of history. History could then be
explicitly treated as a "literary artefact," and the WritM
ing of history began to be reinterpreted according to
categories which were variously called "semiotic,"
"symbolic" and "poetic." In this respect, the most
influential works were Auerbach's Mimesis, Northrop
Frye's Anatomy of Criticism and Kenneth Burke's A
Grammar of Motives, to which we may add the critique
of the visual arts in Gombrich 's Art and Illusion and
the general theory of symbolic representation in
Nelson Goodman's Languages of Art. These works
have given rise to a general concept of the fictional
representation of reality. the horizon of which is suffi~
ciently broad to encompass both the writing of history
and fiction, whether the latter be literary, pictorial or
plastic.
We find in the work of Hayden White a good illustration of this "poetic" approach to the writing of
history .... It would remain to be shown that contemporary historians, whose university status makes them
more concerned to present themselves as "scientific"
rather than "literary," lend themselves to the same
analysis. Nevertheless. what seems to me to be of general significance in White's study is his attempt to
establish, initially at the level of plot. the correlation
between works of fiction and works of history.28
Metcalfe's misprision of narrative theory undennines the noti on
that "critical" historians begin from neutral assumptions and
apply neutral methods. More accurately, narrative theory claims
that all human historicity is narrative and all narrative ideological:
There does, in fact. appear to be an irreducible
ideological component in every historical account of
reality. That is to say, simply because history is 1I0t a
28 Ibid., 290.
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science, or is at best a protoscience with specifically
determinable nonscientific elements in its constitution,
the very claim to have discerned some kind of formal
coherence in the historical record brings with it theories
of the nature of the historical world and of historical
knowledge itself which have ideological implications
for attempts to understand "the present," however this
"present" is defined.t 29
All history is ideological and that ideology is revealed as you
analyze the historian's metaphorics and rhetoric.
Part of Metcalfe's rhetoric is the notion that "apologists"
inject ideology from the beginning then find a method to support
that position; ironically, this is Metcalfe's approach in his (mis)use
of literary theory.
All historical and social practices that seemed so natural
are now understood for what they are: not expressions
of nature but expressions of history. Some recent rhe·
torical analyses of the tropes employed in the writing
of history suggest, in effect, that history and fiction are
interchangeable genres. 30

Metcalfe claims that two Book of Mormon narratives are suf·
ficiently similar to negates historicity of the book. For Metcalfe,
the representation of two kings, Noah and Riplakish, is so similar
that they must be the same character invented by the same mind:
"Everything we know about the laredite ruler bears an analogue
to the corrupt Nephite king. These mirrorings suggest that one
narrative may depend on the other, and that only one, or perhaps
neither, represents a factual account of historical events."31 If one
uses "literary devices," one isn't writing history in this positivist
scheme: "Still, allowing for a literary device, questions regarding
historicity remain since it is possible that Noah and Riplakish were
actually monogamists but were portrayed as polygamists to
29 Hayden White, Metahistory: The Historical Imagination in NineteenthCentury Europe (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1973), 21.
30 David Tracy, Plurality and Ambiguity: HermeneUlics, Religion, Hope
(San Francisco: Harper and Row, 1987),36.
31 Metcalfe, "Apologetic and Critical Assumptions," 170.
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accentuate their debauchery. If Noah and Riplakish existed
anciently. the historicity of every detail of their biographical
sketches is nonetheless uncertain."32 Here is the positivist claim
that historians don't add anything to accounts they write. only
novelists do.
It is as risky for apologists to stake claims of Book
of Mormon historicity on evidence from literary studies as it is on evidence from theories of geography. In
fact. emphasis on literary phenomena may be even
more precarious, since careful attention to literary features underscores the complicated relation between
language and reality. Even if one could plausibly argue
for the antiquity of the Book of Mormon within this
context, the historicity of every Book of Mormon person and event would be suspect. Apologists must
delineate why sacred fiction has greater religious merit
when written by ancient prophets than a nineteenthcentury prophet. 33
This last statement is a classical formulation of the positivist division of history and literature. For a positivist, the patterns in history are inherent in the events themselves rather than part of the
productive contribution of the historian. But this position can no
longer be argued from contemporary historiography.
Metcalfe's sign of the literary/fictional nature of the Book o f
Mormon is in narrative theory a sign of all historical writing.
White is the primary expositor of the idea that writing history is a
poetic act that shapes and defines the narrative, inevitably: he
emphasizes how the historian's consciousness shapes the material
to ends the historian mayor may not be aware of:
On this level, I believe, the historian performs an essentially poetic act, in which he prefigures the historical
field and constitutes it as a domain upon which to bring

32 Ib id., 170-7 l.
33 Ibid., 171.
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to bear the specific theories he will use to explain
"what was really happening" in it.t 34
White isn't alone in undermining boundaries between fiction and
history: "Ricoeur does not erase the distinction between literary
fiction and historiography, as I have been accused of doing, but
he does scumble the line between them by insisting that both
belong to the category of symbolic discourse and share a single
'ultimate referent.'" t 35 That ultimate referent is a symbolic
transfonnation of temporality. But whether by historian or novelist,
narrative discourse does not simply reflect or passively
register a world already made; it works up the material
given in perception and reflection, fashions it. and creates something new, in precisely the same way that
human agents by their actions fashion distinctive forms
of historical life out of the world they inherit as their
past. t 36
Ricoeur attacks the positivist separation of historical from fictive
narrative.
A robust convIction animates historians . Whatever
may be said about the selective aspect of the gathering,
conserving, and consulting of documents, or about
their relationship to the questions historians put to
them, or even about the ideological implications of all
these maneuvers, the recourse to documents does indicate a dividing line between history and fiction. Unlike
novels, historians' constructions do aim at being reconstructions of the past. Through their critical examinations of documents, historians are subject to what once
was. 37

34 White, Metahistory, x.
3S Hayden White, The Content of the Fonn: Narrative Discourse and Historical Representation (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1987),
175.
36 Ibid., 178.
37 Paul Ricoeur, Time and Narrative, trans. Kathleen Blarney and David
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Ricoeur undermines this notion : "White's recourse to tropalogy
runs the risk of wiping out the boundary between fiction and history."38

White is aware of the problem but emphasizes the historian's
imagination, the historian's creative and poetic act
With this declaration, White is not very far from what I
shall consider below as the interweaving reference of
fiction and history. But since he hardly shows us what
is realistic in all fiction, only the fictional side of the
purported realistic representation of the world is
accentuated. 39

Look at Ricoeur reading White on literature and history:
But what history borrows from literature can by no
means be limited to the level of composition, hence to
the moment of configuration. What is borrowed also
involves the representative function of the historical
imagination. We learn to see a given series of events as
tragic. as comic. and so on. What it is, precisely, that
makes for the perenniality of certain great historical
works. whose scientific reliability has been eroded by
documentary progress, is the appropriateness of their
poetic art and their rhetoric with respect to their way of
"seeing" the past. 40
Narrative theory doesn't deny historical reference; it does,
however, problematize it. How we conceive narrative is partly a
function of the ideological presuppositions we bring to stories. In
a similar manner, literature can have an impact on the world; literature is doubly ideological and this is the dialectic in which we
must see narrative:
We might try to deny the problem, and take the
question of the impact of literature on everyday
experience as not pertinent. But then we paradoxically
Pellauer,3 vo1s. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1984-88), 3:142-43.
38 Ibid 154
39 Ibid:: 311 ·n. 39.
40 Ibid., 185-86.
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ratify the positivism we generally fight against, namely,
the prejudice that only a datum that is given in such a
way that it can be empirically observed and
scientifically described is real. We also enclose
literature with a world of its own and break off the
subversive point it turns against the moral and social
orders.41
This narrative understanding undermines POSitIVISt positions
requiring a radical break between literature and history. Positivism
claims that historians don't truck in fiction and that fiction is radically distinct from history. But for Ricoeur, and narrative theory
generally, fiction and history are referential in complex and interrelated ways:
In this sense, fiction would borrow as much from history as history borrows from fiction. It is this reciprocal
borrowing that authorizes my posing the problem of
the intenveaving reference between history and narrative fiction. This problem can be avoided only by a
positivist conception of history that would not recognize the aspect of fiction in its reference through traces,
and by an antireferential conception of literature that
would not recognize the importance of the metaphorical reference in all poetry.42
The strong division between history and literature, in which
the former simply reports the facts without embellishment and the
latter is all invention, is a form of positivism. This claim is essential
to Metcalfe's discussion of the Book of Mormon:
Source-oriented [biblical] critics often imply that they
deal in hard facts and consign "aesthetic" analysis to
its fate at the none too reliable hands of the literary
coterie. If seriously entertained, this is a delusion,
bearing the name of positivism with none of its excuses
and facilities. There is simply nothing here to be positive about-no, or almost no, facts concerning the
41 Ibid., 1:79.
42 Ibid.. 82.
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sources of the Bible apart from those we ourselves
make by inference from the Bible as source. The
movement from text to reality cannot but pass through
interpretation. t 43
Sternberg devotes a long section entitled "Fiction and History" to Metcalfe's position. what Sternberg labels "positivism, "t44 noting that fiction and history are always intermingled. t 45 The historian engages in a fictive task, which is nol 10 say
that history and fiction are the same. For Sternberg "there are
simply no universals of historical vs. fictive form": ·'Nothing on
the surface. that is, infallibly marks off the two genres. As modes
of discourse, history and fiction make junctional categories that
may remain constant under the most assorted formal variations
and are distinguishable only by their overall sense of purpose."t46
Aller too radically undermines the notion that literary and
historical prose are two distinctively different approaches to writing: "history is far more intimately related 10 fiction than we have
been accustomed to assume."t 47 It is too simplistic either to collapse history into fiction or insist on a radical disjunction. To
make the narrative tum you must recognize a profound fictive
element in history, in science, in lived experience. So when Alter
calls the Bible "historicized prose fiction," this isn't a simplistic
reduction of biblical writing to novelist creation.t 48 An implication of Alter's narrative theory is that history is also historicized
prose fiction.
Narrative theory has become deeply imbedded in historiography. We a1l are born into the world and inherit narratives. Some of
us just make distinctions among those narratives-labeling historical narratives as fundamentally different from mythical, legen43 Meir Sternberg, The Poelics of Biblical Narralive: Ideological Uleralure and lhe Drama of Reading (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1985),
16.
44 Ibid. , 23-35.
45 Ibid., 26-28.
46 Ibid., 30.
47 Robert Alter, The Art of Biblical Narrruive (New York: Basic, 1981),
24.

48 Ibid., 24.
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dary, or fictional narratives. Recently the New Testament has
passed in some people's minds from history to myth. Until
recently, those espousing distinctions between types of stories
(separating historical narratives from others based on fidelity to
external reality) actually thought the nature of the world justified
such distinctions. But recently, doubt has been cast on whether
historical narratives are more rational or truthful than other narratives. 49 While historians are trained to remind readers of the provisional nature of the historical record, they haven't been trained to
remind themselves or their readers of the fictive nature of historical writing:
In general there has been a reluctance to consider historical narratives as what they most manifestly are: verbal fictions, the contents of which are as much invented
asjound and the forms of which have more in common
with their counterparts in literature than they have with
those in the sciences.t SO
The constructed nature of historical narrative works is similar
to the constructed narratives of the fiction writer:
It is sometimes said that the aim of the historian is
to explain the past by "finding," "identifying," or
"uncovering" the "stories" that lie buried in chronicles"; and that the difference between "history" and
"fiction" resides in the fact that the historian "fi n d s"
his stories, whereas the fiction writer "invents" his.
This conception of the historian's task, however,
obscures the extent to which "invention" also pLays a
part in the historian's operations.t 51

Metcalfe's ideological position deconstructs because, "History
and fiction have always been notoriously porous genres, of
course."52 Metcalfe's own sources have pioneered the destruction
49 John Passmore, "Narratives and Events," History and Th~ory Beiheft
26 (1987): 69.
50 Hayden White. Tropics 0/ Discourse: Essays ill Culruml Criticism
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1978),82.
51 White, Metohislory. 6-7 .
52 Linda Hutcheon, "'llIe Pasttime of Past Time': Ficlion, History, Histo-
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of this distinction. Hayden White presents a radical challenge to
positivists who claim method as a historical approach free of ideology, who claim a history distinct from fiction:
If the distinction between history and philosophy
of history had been basic to historians, the most sacred
boundary of all was that between history and fiction,
and nothing outraged historians more than White's
blurring of that dividing line. White did not deny that
the historian dealt with events which were, in principle,
observable, and which had a specific location in time
and space, while imaginative writers were not so
restricted. But for him the differences between a work
of history and a novel were both less interesting and
less significant than the similarities. They resembled
each other not just in form, but in aim as well. S3

Metcalfe doesn't inform his readers because his ideology refuses
to recognize that narrativist approaches seriously threaten his own
metaphysics of history: "Historians as well as philosophers came
to realize that for those committed to the defense of historical
objectivity, a literary or narrativist orientation was dangerous."54
This narrativist historiography concludes that the ideological
and the fictive contributions of the historian are closely related.
White's idea that fiction and history share so much that any
attempt to drive them apart will result in failure is one resisted by
most historians. Theoretically sophisticated historians have come
to agree with him on this point since he made it in 1974:
I know that this insistence on the fictive element in all
historical narratives is certain to arouse the ire of
historians who believe that they are doing something
fundamentally different from the novelist, by virtue of

riographic Metafiction," in Poslmodern Genres, ed. MarjOrie Perlof{ (Nonnan:
University of Oklahoma Press. 1988), 56.
53 Peter Novick, Thai Noble Dream: The "Objectivity Question" wu/ the
Amen·can Histon·cal Profession (New York: Cambridge University Press. 1988),
600.
54 Ibid., 624.
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the fact that they deal with "real," while the novelist
deals with "imagined," events.t 55
This notion is an antidote to the simplistic idea that historians
are ideology free. "It may be observed that if historians were to
recognize the fictive element in their narratives, this would not
mean the degradation of historiography to the status of ideology
or propaganda. In fact, this recognition would serve as a potem
antidote to the tendency of historians to become captive of ideological preconceptions which they do not recognize as such but
honor as the 'correct' perception of 'the way things really are.'"
Instead, recognizing the fictive element in history would penn it
the historian to be more self-conscious about the imaginative and
symbolic he or she imbues in historical writing.
By drawing historiography nearer to its origins in literary sensibility. we should be able to identify Ihe ideological, because it is the fictive. element in our own discourse. We are always able to see the fictive element in
those historians with whose interpretations of a given
set of events we disagree; we seldom perceive that element in our own prose. So, too, if we recognized the
literary or fictive element in every historical account,
we would be able to move the teaching of historiography onto a higher level of self-consciousness than it
currently occupies. t 56
For White, history is in a sorry state because it attempted to emulale science and forgot its rOOIS in imagination and literature.
History'S literary tum has been so dramatic over the past 30
years that Kermode' s statement from 1966 is no longer true:
"Nobody, so far as I know, has ever tried to relate the theory of
literary fictions to the theory of fictions in general. "t57 Theorists
have since related literary fictions to historical fictions, as
Kennode anticipates:

White, Tropic$ of Discour$e, 98.
Ibid., 99.
S7 Frank Kermode, The Sen$e of an Ending.' Sluliie$ in tlu Theory of fiction (London: Oxford University Press, 1966), 36.
SS
S6
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But that there is a simple relation between literary and
other fictions seems, if onc attends to it, more obvious
than has appeared. If we think first of modem fictions,
it can hardly be an accident that ever since Nietzsche
generalized and developed the Kantian insights, literature has increasingly asserted its right to an arbitrary
and private choice of fictional norms, just as historiography has become a discipline more devious and dubious because of OUf recognition that its methods depend
to an unsuspected degree on myths and fictions.t 58
Recognition that historical narratives are fictive poses tremendous challenges to traditionalist history. Ignorance of the fictive
nature of history results in myth. Historians subscribe to myths;
the question is whether or not they will do so consciously and
critically: "We have to distinguish between myths and fiction s.
Fictions can degenerate into myths whenever they are not consciously held to be fictive."t 59 Historians lapse into mythology in
refusing to hold myths such as the historyfliterature dichotomy as
fictive.
Kennode's position was prescient and anticipated much of
what White, LaCapra, and Kellner say today; but it wasn't commonplace in the 1960s:
The recognition, now commonplace, that the writing of
history involves the use of regulative fictions, is part of
the same process. World history, the imposition of a
plot on time. is a substitute for myth .... The decline
of paradigmatic history. and our growing consciousness of historiography' s irreducible element of fiction,
are, like the sophistication of literary plotting. contributions to what Wild called "the decay lying ." We fall
into "careless habits of accuracy."t 60
Resorting to narrative is to complicate (not deny or denigrate) the
concept of accuracy itself.

58 Ibid.

59 Ibid., 39.

60 Ibid., 43.
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Recurrence in History
Metcalfe claims that thematic recurrence can mean a denial of
historicity, but this non sequitur requires further examination.
Lehi and his party leave Jerusalem and travel three days. The three
day's journey is an exodus motif; consequently, the text surrenders referential claims for Metcalfe:
The length of the journey (three days) seems to depend
on a literary motif from Exodus. Given this dependence, one wonders how Sorenson can confidently identify the lengths of other Book of Monnon migrations,
which may also be motific or symbolic rather than literal, especially when points of departure and arrival are
not known. In other words, the specific details of a
history are at worst compromised by, and at best are
always filtered through, literary fonns and conventions
as well as linguistic structures.61
All history is in question if literary fonus, conventions, and linguistic structures are fictional signs. The unstated assumption is
that conventionality mitigates the historical claims of a narrative:
Why should the presence of convention preclude
reference to reality? The truth is almost exactly converse. All reference to reality (including pointing with
the finger) is conventionally ordered. Language is an
immensely rich system of conventions and is the best
means we have of referring to the reaI.62
This statement is representative of a broad challenge to simplistic
mimetic principles. Alter develops a framework for understanding
allusion, the tradition, and the conventions by which reality is
shaped by heritage. The Bible is a most allusive text and this allusiveness explains the resort to exodus tenninology.
Such promiscuous borrowing occurs again and again
in literary history not because of any poverty of imagi61

Metcalfe, "Apologetic and Crilical Assumptions," 161-62.

62 Robert Alter, The Pleasures of Reading in an Ideological Age
York: Touchstone, 1989),54, citing A. D. Nutall's The New Mimesis.
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nation but rather because the language in which the literary imagination speaks is constituted by all the antecedent literary works available to the writer. 63
How one reads that tradition is crucial to understanding predecessian, the anxiety of influence, canon.
For Alter. Joshua's river crossing not only builds on the Reed
Sea story, but also develops subtle allusion to other narratives: the

hiding of Moses in the ark, the story of the spies. The complex
allusive weave depends on readers being as culturally literate as
the writer. 64 Metcalfe's "method" of interpreting repetition in
narrative is not only contrary to current literary theory but is also
just another regurgitation of the positivist claim that the historian
reports events as they really happened.
I will raise the issue of recurrence using the exodus theme.
Metcalfe doesn't tell his readers that if you accept his proposition,
you would not only have to reject the historical claims of the
Book of Monnon but also the Bible and virtually all other ancient
writing. Metcalfe's principle is ethnocentric, anachronistic, and
presentist by insisting that all narrative, ancient and modern, be
governed by his own philosophy of history.
I wiD comment a little on the pervasiveness of the exodus
theme in the Bible. If you take up Metcalfe's position, then you
have to explain why you are applying these principles exclusively
to the Book of Monnon. Just how recurrent is the exodus theme
in the Bible?
At one time I planned to write on Patterns of Deliverance in the Bible, believing that there must be several
of about equal eminence. I soon discovered that there
was none remotely comparable to the exodus. That
epic stands out in imposing its presuppositions and
categories on others. Of course, different patterns do
exist. but they are very minor in comparison. At first
sight one would think that such a general one as that
dominant in the book of Judges must be independent:
calamity befalls the children of Israel when they turn
63 Ibid., 113.
64 Ibid., 116-19.
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from God, but he relents when they "cry" to him.
From that phraseology alone, however, it is obvious that
even here the exodus is serving as model: God had
been moved by the "cry" of those oppressed in
Egypt.6'
How many biblical stories would you brand as products of the
same mind and fictional because they match the exodus pattern?
(I) Abraham's departure from Mesopotamia, (2) Iacob's
encounter with Laban, (3) the Philistine capture and return of the
ark, (4) the series of oppressions and deliverances in Judges, (5)
the return from Babylonian captivity. (6) Esther's near escape
with her people from a pogrom, (7) Jesus' status as a new Moses.
(8) Paul's portrayal of the Christian experience as a new exodus,
with baptism representing the passage through the Red Sea, (9) the
repetition of the exodus in the book of Hebrews. Dozens more are
possible.
Biblical believers have seen exoduses being reenacted in their
own lives: that is, until Christians and Jews were converted to a
religion called modernity and then mistook Ihese typological
exercises to be mere literary tropes:

In the Bible, however, the matrix for allusion is
often a sense of absolute historical continuity and
recurrence, or an assumption that earlier events and
figures are timeless ideological models by which all
that follows can be measured. Since many of the bibli·
cal writers saw history as a pattern of cyclical repetition
of events, there are abundant instances of this first cate~
gory of allusion. 66
Alter focuses on the Joshua story as a repetition of the Israel·
ites' passage from Egypt.67 A sophisticated approach to the text
sees in the narrative parallel an intentional, artful effect. 68
65 David Daube. The Exodus Pattem in the Bible (London: Faber and
Faber 1963), 11-12.
66 Robert Alter, The World of Biblical literature (New York: BaskBooks.
1992), 117.
67 Ibid., 117-23.
68 Ibid., 123-24.
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Metcalfe dismisses the Book of Monnon for having a hermeneutic
it must have if the writers were Hebraic. Metcalfe's gaffes about
literary concerns are evident: "Attention to other literary forms
and structures can be similarly problematic. One striking literary
phenomenon in the Book of Monnon is the instance of narratives
which mirror each other,"69 Metcalfe refers to the similarities
between the Noah and Riplakish narratives:
B. H. Roberts's contention that storyline repetitions
may simply be evidence of Joseph Smith's

"amateurishness"

is too simplistic. The Book of

Mormon and other Mormon scriptures espouse a radically cyclical view of history in which clandestine
brotherhoods, theology, heresy, conversion, apostasy,
ritual, socio-economics, politics, and so on are repealing facets of human existence. From this perspective
the Book of Mormon accommodates nineteenthcentury theology precisely because antebellum thought
is seen as a reverberation of former ideas revealed by
God, the devil, or humankind. 70

By now, you are unlikely to take anything solely on Metcalfe's
authority. You are hardly likely to accept Metcalfe's claims when
appealing to authorities because he cites texts to support his position that more realistically have to be read in opposition.
So what do we do with Metcalfe's claim that the Book of
Mormon precisely accommodates Joseph Smith's environment?
What is the source of this cyclical view of history so prevalent in
nineteenth-century America?
Biblical belief, like other belief systems (including positivism),
imposes a particular epistemology and ontology on the believer
(some epistemologies and ontologies are more flexible than others, but that seems a different essay). Biblical belief requires a
typological commitment. Because the Bible overwhelmingly
emphasizes repetition, Puritans, African slaves, Mormons, and
many others saw history repeating itself in their own experi-

69 Metcalfe, "Apologetic and Crilical Assumptions," 169.
70 Ibid., 169 n. 51.
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ences. 71 More important, Metcalfe surely can't be ignorant of the
fact that recurrence dominates the biblicaJ milieu. His sources
emphasize this repetitive quality as do many of the studies
Metcalfe criticizes.72 Many sources affirm biblical repetition:
The Deuteronomic history affords some pertinent
examples of how given actions (usually taken to be of
real significance) have been repeated later in the deeds
of others. In Joshua, for instance, the Jordan crossing
was consciously likened to the Exodus and the travers·
ing of the Red Sea (Josh. iv 23, and see verses 6, 7, 21,
cf. Deut. vi 20; Exod. xii 26-27), and Joshua came to
possess the attributes of a "second Moses." We are
meant to recognize, too, that the first crossing of the
Jordan was later re·enacted by Elijah and Elisha, who
both struck the water with a mantle (2 Kgs ii 8, 14).
The interesting Captivity·Exodus motif also makes an
appearance. This motif was present in prophetic works

71 1 can easily recall a number of other groups who saw the exodus
repeated in their lives: Dutch reformers under the control of Spain, French
Huguenots during the wars of religion. Boer settlers in South Africa. liberation
theolot ans .
7 I provided bibliographic information for this position about the bibli·
cal conception of history in my master's thesis (Alan Goff, "A Henneneutic of
Sacred Texts: Historicism. Revisionism, Positivism, and the Bible and the Book
of Mormon" [master's thesis. Brigham Young University. 1989J, 171-87).
Metcalfe has apparently read this thesis (Metcalfe, "Apologetic and Critical
Assumptions" 155 n. 7) but chooses not to cite that rather large literature that
would undermine his ideological point. In Michael Quinn's terminology, this
would make Metcalfe a "dishonest apologist." for Quinn claims: "Contrary to
Honey and Peterson, writers are certainly 'dishonest or bad historians' if they
fail to acknowledge the existence of even one piece of evidence they know challenges or contradicts the rest of their evidence. If this omission of relevant evidence is inadvenent, the author is careless. If the omission is an intentional
effort to conceal or avoid presenting the reader with evidence that contradicts the
preferred view of the writer, that is fraud whether by a scholar or a non-scholar,
historian or other specialist. If authors write in a scholarly style, they arc
equally dishonest if they fail to acknowledge any significant work whose interpretations differ from their own." D. Michael Quinn, "Introduction," in
D. Michael Quinn, ed., Th~ New Mormon History: R~visio"isl Essays on Ih~
Past (Salt Lake City: Signature, 1992), xiii n. 5.
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at the time of the Exile, when a disaster comparable to
the Egyptian bondage had occurred.?3
The cyclical quality of biblical historiography isn't restricted to
just the Pentateuch. 74 Trompf notes the Chronicler's view of history as recurrent, and the positivist attitude proclaiming historians
shouldn't be involved in the conceptual shaping of the material
just doesn't apply to biblical writers:
Thus when the Chronicler wished to suggest that older
actions or activities were fe-enacted in more recent
times, and when he adjusted his description of older
events to strengthen the desired impression. he was
doing history as he understood it and his disclosure of
significances in events was integral to his historiographical enterprise, and was not just passing theological
reflection over and above his narrative.
Admittedly one should be cautious here. It is all
very well to write off parallelisms, correspondences or
even re-enactment in the Chronicler's history, but wa'i
he really concerned with historical recurrence? Were
his chief concerns really rather different-to legitimate
certain post-exilic cultic offices (von Rad), or to illustrate religious continuity between the monarchical and
restoration periods (Ackroyd), or to write a series of
midrashim on the Hexateuch (Gouldner)? Certainly his
sense of precedence and continuity cannot be denied,
but why should we suppose that such a sense automatically excludes notions of historical repetition? We
moderns, of course, tend to treat parallelism, foreshadowing and the like as a rather anaemic variation on the
recurrence idea, suggesting the loosest, least precise of
repetitions. We may even want to argue that once we
include parallelism under the umbrella of recurrence
then the idea of recurrence has become too broad to be
meaningful. But can we impose our logical distinctions
73 G. W. Trompf, "Notions of Historical Recurrence in Classical Hebrew
Historiography," in Studies in the HiSlOrical Books of the Old Testament, ed.
J. A. Emerton (Leiden: Brill, 1979),214.
74 Ibid., 215.
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on archaic minds which share a different conceptual
framework? The ancient historian usually worked out
such correspondences, however allusively, with the
utmost seriousness; they brought cohesion and deep
significance to his narrative qua history.75
The repetitive quality of biblical narrative is most notable when
two narratives are seemingly versions of the same event,
Metcalfe's charge against the Book of Monnon:
The two most distinctively biblical uses of repeated
action are when we are given two versions of the same
event when the same event, with minor variations,
occurs at different junctures of the narrative, usually
involving different characters or sets of characters ....
The recurrence of the same event-the sameness being
definable as a fixed sequence of narrative motifs which,
however, may be presented in a variety of ways and
sometimes with ingenious variations-is what I have
called "type-scene," and it constitutes a central
organizing convention of biblical narrative.t 76
Zakovitch uses the same terminology as Metcalfe-mirrorings and
repetitions-but to quite different effect, with a more sophisticated
textual theory:
I will examine the narrators' use of covert allusions to
other narratives known to them and to their audience;
specifically, instances where the biblical narrator
shaped a character, or his or her actions, as the antithesis of a character in another narrative and that character's actions. The new creation awakens in the reader
undeniable associations to the source story; the relationship between the new narrative and its source is like
that between an image and its mirrored reflection: the
reflection inverts the storyline of the original narrative.
Thus, the discerning reader, considering the implicit
relation between the two narratives-the original and its
75

Ibid., 218- 19.

76 Alter, The Art of Biblical Narrative. 181.
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reflection- and observing how the new character
behaves contrary to the character upon which he or she
is modeled, wiD evaluate the new hero in light of the
model, both with regard to the action and the lack of
action. In addition, the comparison created between the
two stories sheds new light on the source story and its
protagonist.
I call these "inverted" stories reflection stories'??
Zakovitch concludes his examination of how some Genesis
stories reverberate throughout the Bible by claiming that reading
biblical literature with some canonical consciousness is essential;
the stories are meant to refer to each other, and only the most
inadequate readers assume a simplistic relationship between narrative analogies:
In contrast to what we have been taught by biblical
scholars in the past who isolated literary units and analyzed them with no interest in their canonical content,
one realizes that the biblical narrators did not function
in a cultural-literary vacuum but constructed their stories in dialogue with existing compositions known to
their audience. The narrators propound a riddle to their
readers, from whom they expect a high level of sophistication-a reader who absorbs the links and discerns
the relationships between stories and their sources and
who will take note of the contrasts between protagonists
of the stories. The biblical narrator expects readers to
become active partners, leaving to them the job of
evaluating characters but equipping them with an
important (though covert) tool: the reflection story. I
invite all students of the Bible to place the phenomenon
of reflection stories on their agendas.?8
Metcalfe charges Joseph Smith with reflecting a biblical notion
rather than a modern one and the presence of that biblical men-

77 Yair ZakovilCh, 'Through the Looking Glass: ReflectionslInversions
of Genesis Stories in the Bible," Biblical Interpretalion 112 (July 1993); 139.
78 Ibid., 15\-52.
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tality in the Book of Mormon is evidence of the book's modern
origin. It is a mind·boggling argument.
So if the idea of recurrence in antebellum America were adeQuately developed, we would say that antebellum Puritans,
Mormons, and black slaves had a better understanding of the
Bible and biblical ontology than does Metcalfe; just because
events are related to traditional themes doesn't mean they are
nonhistorical.
To argue that recurrence in the Book of Mormon could only
come from antebellum America requires more discussion. Scholarship overwhelmingly contradicts his position. If "reverberations" in antebellum America derive from the Bible, then
Metcalfe has a much more difficult task; if such recurrence exists
in all cultures revering the Bible, how can Metcalfe single out one
(antebellum America) as the source? Simply, Metcalfe commits
himself to that position as an ideological presupposition and then
casts about for a method to support that commitment.
We have finally agreed: a "radically cyclical view of history"
was present in antebellum America. For Metcalfe, this can only
mean that Joseph Smith absorbed it from his culture; a cyclical
view of history is helpful to a novelist because you can recycle old
plots. But must repetitions of the exodus pattern mean that the
stories are fictional or the product of the same mind, as Metcalfe
requires?
Think of some Americans who subscribed to typology. Puritans modeled their migration on the exodus. 79 The exodus theme
was constant in their daily Iife. 80 Presumably, Puritans were fictional characters and their historical accounts in which they use
exodus typology novelistic inventions.
Walzer notes a typological exodus reenactment in a t 960 sermon. The preacher "acted out" a type of the Hebrews in slavery,
relating it to the congregation's own experience with American
apartheid. He was at the time studying the exodus as a type in the
Puritan Revolution. He cites Oliver Cromwell who called the exo79 Avihu Zakai, Exil~ and Kingdom: Hi$10t)· and Apocal)'pu in /h~ Puritan Migra/ion to Amuica (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992). 6566.
80 Ursula Brumm, Am~rican Thought and Religious Typology (New
Brunswick: Rutgers University Press. 1970),46-47.
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dus "the only parallel of God's dealing with us that I know in the
world." Cromwell also warned against the return to Egyptian slavery that would constitute a restoration of the monarchy.Sl Since
that sermon, Walzer has "found the Exodus almost everywhere."82
If the Puritans had developed a different notion of typology
(Luther's is the example Lowance gives) they would not have had
the resources with which to develop a "sense of continuity
between their own mission and Old Israel's Exodus from
Egypt. "83 Since the refomation, Protestants were urged to view
their lives as typological reenactments of biblical events. 84
MetcaJfe's principle would also tum the slavery of millions of
Africans and their descendants into a mere novelistic plot structure. But their notion of recurrence resulted from a typological
identification across time and culture with the Israelites. 8S The
relationship between language and historical event is (00 complex
for such principles.
Some spirituals were codes for black aspirations. 86 These
slaves sang of Israel's exodus and put themselves in the place of
the escaped slaves. 87 For the slaves.
Songs based on Old Testament stories were not simply
a source of comfort and identification; they were in
fact spiritual vehicles by means of which enslaved Africans transported themselves into the actual experience
of the Israelites in bondage, utilizing biblicaJ accounts

81 Michael Walzer, ExodllS and Revolution (New York: Basic, 1985).3-4.
82 Ibid., 4.
83 Mason I. Lowance, Jr., The LangUllge o/CatuUUl: Mnaphor and Symbol
in New England/rom the Puritans to the Transcendentalists (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1980).27.
84 Barbara K. Lewalski, Protestant Poetics llnd the Seventufllh-Centur),
Religious Lyric (Princeton: Princeton University Press. 1979). 131.
85 James H. Cone, 11/e SpiritUllis and the Bllles: An Intupretation
(Maryknoll, NY: Orbis. 1972),32-33 .
86 Arthur C. Jones. Wade in the Water: The Wisdom of the Spiriwals
(Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 1993),44.
87 Albert J. Raboteau, Stove Religion: The "Invisible Institution" in th e
Antebellum South (New York: Oxford University Press. 1978).249.
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of ultimate victory to sustain their parallel visions of
victory in America. 88
The exodus has a protean quality for all oppressed people, but
the more similar the circumstances, the more effective the identification. It wasn't the Bible in general that the slaves typologically
relived, but the exodus:
But the preeminent relevance of the Old Testament
for blacks, as many of the most famous spirituals bear
witness, was found in the story of the Exodus. The
Egyptian captivity of the people of Israel, their
miraculous deliverance from the hands of the pharaohs,
and their eventual possession of the land promised by
God to their ancestors-this was the inspiration to
which the black believer so often turned in the dark
night of the soul.
Whenever the Judeo-Christian tradition is made
known to an oppressed people, the scenario of election,
captivity, and liberation in the Old Testament seems to
have a special appeal. The story of the deliverance of
Israel from slavery has always been understood as the
prototype of racial and nationalistic redemption-the
divine revelation of the transhistorical meaning of historical experience. 89
These slaves relived the Israelite experience, 90 but nobody would
consign that life to fictional status.
No historian would consign the lives of millions of slaves to
fiction just because they thought typologically; if you dismissed
events grounded in typology, you would dismiss as fictional virtually all history written before the eighteenth century.91 You can
disagree with the philosophy of history buttressing biblical

88 Jones. Wade in the Wafer, 42-43; ef. Raboteau. Slave Religion, 250,
89 Gayraud S. Wilmore, Black Religion and Black Radicalism, 2nd ed.
(Ma,§knoll. NY: Orbis, 1983), 37.
o Raboteau, Slave Religion, 311.
91 Nonnan F. Cantor and Richard I. Schneider, How to Study History (New
York: Crowell, 1967),58-60.
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typology: but you would have put at risk your own historical presuppositions as products of particular historical circumstances.
Other Americans saw Old Testament history repeating itself in
their own circumstances. The exodus archetype structured the
Lauer-day Saints' journey to the Great Basin.92 A strong
typological connection existed between biblical Israel's exodus
and the Mormon exodus.93 Recurrence, like the historically linear
positivism of Metcalfe, is an idea the historian brings with him or
her, a strategy of emplotment the historian uses to derive meaning
from history. You can critique a typological view of history only
from within some other view of history.

Exodus in Mosiah
Metcalfe selects only a few exodus elements from the Book of
Monnon to support his position that any "literary" elements
indicate a fictional text. Being selective has the advantage of not
requiring a sophisticated reading. If the exodus elements in the
Book of Mormon are pervasive, does that strengthen Metcalfe's
case that the book is a novel? But any biblical milieu, any biblical
ontology requires exodus patterns. Metcalfe places the Book of
Mormon in a double-bind: (I) if the book demonstrates exodus
patterns, it is fiction or (2) if the book doesn't exhibit exodus
patterns, then it isn't genuinely Hebraic. But there are more
sophisticated ways of reading complex texts:
Whether viewed positivistically or seen as an inspired
text, the Bible is the beginning of a trajectory leading
toward full freedom and equality for all persons. This
movement has its initial historical stimulus, perhaps, in
the Exodus, the liberation of Hebrew slaves from
Egyptian bondage. This event, which they saw as
divinely caused, has served as a model for ancient Israel
92 James B. Allen and Glen M. Leonard, The Story of the Lafler-day Saints
(Salt Lake ell)': Deseret Book, 1976), 223. Eugene England, Brother Brigham
(Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1980), 102-7.
93 Leonard J. Arrington and Davis Bitton, The Mormon Experience: A
History of the Lauer·day Saints (New York: Vintage, 1979). 96. Jan Shipps,
Monnonisl1l ; The Story of a New Religious Tradition (Urbana: University of
Illinois Press, 1985), 81.
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and its heirs, Judaism, Christianity and Islam-a model
for interpreting subsequent events such as the repeated
deliverances of Israel and of the Jewish people, the
"exodus" of Jesus (for that is what Luke 9:31 cal1s his
death) and the hegira of Muhammed. It has also served
as a model of conduct: "You shall not oppress a resident alien; you know the heart of an alien, for you were
aliens in the land of Egypt" (Exodus 23:9).94
I wiU restrict my analysis to the Zeniff narrative. Nephi consciously reenacts the exodus in his departure from Jerusalem. 9S
So too, when Zeniff leads Nephites into the wilderness reclaiming
the land of Nephi, he overtly recalls the language of Nephi:
Nephi

Zeniff

I, Zeniff,
a. having been taught in aU
THE LANGUAGE OF
THE NEPHITES, and
a. having had a knowledge
of the land of Nephi, or of
the land of our fathers'
first inheritance. and
a. having been sent as a spy
among the Lamanites that I
might spy out their forces.
that our army mi ght come
upon them and destroy
them-but when I saw that
which was good among
them I was desirous that
they should not be
destroyed.
b. Therefore. I contended
with my brethern in the
wilderness (Mosiah 9: 1THE LANGUAGE OF MY
FATHER (I Nephi 1:1-2)
2)

It Nephi,

a. having been born of
goodly parents,
b. therefore I was taught
somewhat in all the
learning of my fath er;
and
a. having seen many afflictions in the course of my
days, nevertheless,
a. having been highly favored
of the Lord in all my day s;
yea.
a. having had a great knowledge of the goodness and
the mysteries of God,
b. therefore I make a record
of my proceedings in my
days.
b. Yea, I make a record in

94 Michael D. Coogan, '1be Great Gulf between Scholars and the Pew,"
Bible Review 10 (June 1994): 48. 55.
95 Goff, "A Henneneutic of Sacred Tc;1.ts," 133-54.
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This archaizing approach invokes Nephi's exodus as a frame
for Zeniff's. Nephi's beautifully balanced first sentence set up by
both pronoun and noun followed by four absolute clauses before
the sentence hurries on to its conclusion is a gorgeously written
periodic sentence in English. The three absolute clauses conclude
with the sentence adverb therefore, adding emphasis to the three
clauses individually and in parallel. Zeniff has constructed a similar sentence that through indirection in the third absolute clause
gets lost in the wilderness of grammar as Zeniff does in the narrative (Mosiah 9:4). Moreover, Nephi uses his four absolute clauses
to praise God, which naturally leads to the conclusion (therefore)
that he should keep a record of God's saving acts.
Zeniff's record is deliberately archaizing, but so is the surrounding text. When Limhi hears from the Zarahemla colony, he
invokes not only the Israelite exodus, but also the exodus of
Nephi out of Jerusalem-as parallel cases of God's salvation, for
God will do the same for them:
Therefore, lift up your heads, and rejoice, and put
your trust in God, in that God who was the God of
Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob; and also, that God who
brought the children of Israel out of the land of Egypt,
and caused that they should walk through the Red Sea
on dry ground, and fed them with manna that they
might not perish in the wilderness; and many more
things did he do for them.
And again, that same God has brought our fathers
out of the land of Jerusalem, and has kept and preserved his people even until now; and behold, it is
because of our iniquities and abominations that he has
brought us into bondage. (Mosiah 7:19-20)
Zeniff's three absolute clauses move the narrative forward, but to
violence and war; like Nephi, Zeniff ends up contending "with
[his] brethren in the wilderness" (Mosiah 9:2).
While spy stories are common in the Deuteronomistic history
(Judges 7:9-15; 18:1-10, 14, 17; Joshua 2: 1-24; 6:25; 7:2;
2 Samuel 10:3), this spying out of the land evokes the twelve spies
Moses sent to survey the land (Numbers 13). Moses enjoins his
spies to discover if the land is "good or bad" (Numbers 13:19).
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Zeniff wants to inhabit the land rather than destroy the current
inhabitants because he "saw that which was good among them
[and] I was desirous that they should not be destroyed" (Mosiah
9:1). God saw that which was good in the creation and saw in the
new creation of a chosen people a new, but similar genesis: when
Moses is born his mother looks on him and pronounces him good
(Exodus 2:2). The connection between Moses' birth and the creation was seen by the rabbis long ago. 96 Documentary critics note
the combination of the word to see and the pronouncement that
the object seen is good is present in both passages: "in the spirit
of good creation, the author of Exodus 2:10 borrows the words of
Genesis.'>97 Similarly in the Zeniff story, "when I saw that which
was good among them [the Lamanites] I was desirous that they
should not be destroyed" (Mosiah 9:1).
Seeing something good (ki totl) occurs six times in the creation and again in the story of Adam and Eve (Genesis 3:6), when
the lIephilim look on the daughters of men (ki lotl) (Genesis 6:2),
when Moses' mother sees that he is good (ki totl), and the phrase
appears twice in Joseph story (Genesis 40:16 and 49:15). As you
might expect with such parallels, Kikawada and Quinn see the
Joseph story as parallel to the primeval history, particularly the
Babel story; in both stories a "d ispersion or exodus" results. 98
Already, the destiny of the Zeniff colony is foreshadowed.
Zeniff negotiates for possession of the land. They till the
ground and "did begin to multiply and prosper in the land"
(Mosiah 9:9), just as the children of Israel did in Egypt, for "the
children of Israel were fruitful, and increased abundantly, and
multiplied, and waxed exceedingly mighty; and the land was filled
with them" (Exodus I :7). This causes the Lamanite king to
"grow uneasy" (Mosiah 9: 11). Just as the new king of Egypt
grows uneasy, saying, "Behold, the people of the children of
Israel are more and mightier than we" (Exodus 1:9).
Stratagem must be resorted to "lest by any means my people
should wax strong in the land, and that they [the LamanitesJ could
not overpower them and bring them into bondage" (Mosiah
96 Isaac M. KiKawada and Arthur Quinn. Before Abraham Was: The Unity
of Genesis 1- 1 J (Nashville: Abingdon, 198.5), 114-1.5.
97 Ibid .• 1I.5.
98 Ibid., 121.
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9: 11). So also with the Egyptian king, "let us deal wisely with
them; lest they multiply, and it come to pass, that, when there
falleth out any war, they join also unto our enemies" (Exodus
1:10). The exodus story is connected to the Babel story. Pharaoh's deception is matched in the Zeniff story: "Come let us deal
shrewdly with them, lest they multiply." In Babel the people say
"let us build a city and a tower whose top is in the sky, let us
make a name, lest we be scattered upon the face of the whole
earth." Likewise. in Zeniffs story, the king of the Lamanites
"began to grow uneasy, lest by any means my people should wax
strong in the land" (Mosiah 9:1 1). "This particular grammatical
structure-habah + cohortative + 'lest' -seems to occu r only one
other place in the whole Bible," in the Babel story.99 So while
Pharaoh "deals wisely" with the Israelites, the Lamanite king also
has a plan to bring the Zeniffites into bondage (Mosiah 9: 10).
The inevitable hostilities soon follow. Zeniff recounts the conflict in technical exodus terminology: "In the strength of the
Lord did we go forth to battle against the Lamanites; for I and my
people did cry mightily to the Lord that he would deliver us out
of the hands of our enemies, for we were awakened to a remembrance of the deliverance of our fathers" (Mosiah 9: 17). Their
circumstances recall previous acts of deliverance. The people cry
and the Lord "hears" (Mosiah 9: 18). The pattern is an exodus
pattern:
And it came to pass in process of time, that the king
of Egypt died: and the children of Israel sighed by reason of the bondage, and they cried, and their cry came
up unto God by reason of the bondage.
And God heard their groaning, and remembered
his covenant with Abraham, with Isaac, and with Jacob.
(Exodus 2:23-24)
Sometimes the term mosiacis used ("but there is no moHa<")
in the context of the cry for help. Sometimes it is used without the
connection to the cry. Many times the cry is heard and the Lord
sends a moSia <.1 DO
117.
IDO John Sawyer, "What Was a Mosiavr" Vetus Testamentum 15

99 Ibid.,

(1965):
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This pattern of captivity/cry/deliverance reverberates through~
out the Bible: "We often hear the 'cry' of the children of Israel.
... It occurs in the story itself, in the references to the story and in
other stories fashioned on the exodus."lOl When the Zeniffites
are in peril, they cry, God hears. and God delivers.
The cry to Yahweh is also important to the Deuteronomist. In
spite of Israel's sinning since the time of loshua, their destruction
could nevertheless be averted by the cry to Yahweh.102 Judges
3:7-11 is paradigmatic of the Judges pattern. It introduces indi~
vidual stories of deliverance: 103
And the children of Israel did evil in the sight of
the Lord, and forgat the Lord their God. and served
Baalim and the groves.
Therefore the anger of the Lord was hot against
Israel, and he sold them into the hand of Chushan~
rishathaim king of Mesopotamia: and the children of
Israel served Chushan~rishathaim eight years.
And when the children of Israel cried unto the
Lord, the Lord raised up a deliverer to the children of
Israel, who delivered them, even Othniel the son of
Kenaz, Caleb's younger brother. (Judges 3:7-9)
This time. the Zeniffites are delivered from captivity. But the
Judges pattern is one of continuing cycles of wickedness and the
need for further mosiahs. Following hard upon this deliverance,
the circumstances change.
Ju st as the change from welcome aliens in Egypt to unwel~
come strangers results in the state slavery of the Israelites, the
Zeniffites too go from freedom to slavery. For 22 years peace
persists. But conditions deteriorate with a change in kingship

476-77.
101 Daube, The Exodus Pattern in the Bible, 27.
102 Hans W. Wolff, ''The Kerygma of the DeUieronomic Historical Work,"
in The Vitalit)" of Old Testament Traditions, 00. Walter Brueggemann and Hans
Walter Wolff, 2nd ed. (Atlanta: KnOll, 1982), 87.
103 A. D. H. Mayes, ''The Period of the Judges and the Rise of the Monarchy," in hroelite and Jlj{iaean History, ed. John H. Hayes and J. Maxwell Miller
(PhiladelphIa: Westminster, 1977), 292.
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(Mosiah 10:6). This situation is parallel to the arising of a "new
king over Egypt, which knew not Joseph" (Exodus 1:8).
The exodus pattern is also explicit in the penalties Abinadi
pronounces. Just as the Philistines suffer plagues (I Samuel 5:611; 6:4, 6), just as the Egyptians suffer plagues (Exodus 8-9), the
Zeniffites too experience plagues (Mosiah 12:4-7). Some of these
pestilences conjure exodus parallels.
The exodus typology of plagues and pestilence also prefigures events. Genesis 13:1-2 has Abram departing Egypt with caltIe, gold, and silver. This occurs after God has sent a plague on
Pharaoh's house, just as the Israelites departed Egypt with gold
and silver jewelry after God sent a piague,104 Plagues are necessary ingredients in departures from Egypt wherever they occur.
Abinadi also must reteach Noah and his priests the law of
Moses because none knows or teaches it (Mosiah. 12:26-37).
Abinadi is a new Moses come down to reassert the law of Moses in
a crucial time in Nephite history. Nephi not only invokes Moses
and the exodus (1 Nephi 17:40-42) and accuses his brothers of
rebelling against him as the Israelites did against Moses; Abinadi
does as well. Nephi, like Moses come from the mountain, is
"filled with the power of God" (I Nephi 17:48). His brothers
retreat in fear. So too Abinadi invokes the Moses model and the
contestants dare not touch him: "Now it came to pass after
Abinadi had spoken these words that the people of king Noah
durst not lay their hands on him, for the Spirit of the Lord was
upon him; and his face shone with exceeding luster, even as
Moses' did while in the mount of Sinai, while speaking with the
Lord" (Mosiah 13:5).
Moses' glow was important in establishing him as God's $elem
(Heb. "image") or agent. He glowed when his leadership was
challenged or to provide testimony that God spoke through him
(Exodus 34:31-35). "This act of removing his veil before God
and the people must be understood as Moses' response to the crisis of leadership suffered by the Israelites."I05 Abinadi is, of
course, executed after he delivers his message. Noah is willing to
104 Umberto Cassuto. The Documentary Hypothesis wuf the Composition
of Ihe Pentateuch, trans. Israel Abrahams (Jerusalem: Magnes, 1961), 79.
105 H. Hirsch Cohen, The Drunkenness of Noah (Mobile: University of
Alabama Press, 1974),74-75.
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forgive any trespass against God, but not against Noah. The legal
charge against Abinadi is that he claims God will come down
among his people (Mosiah 17:8). Blasphemy is the crime, but
Noah will let Abinadi off: Abinadi doesn't have to withdraw this
"blasphemy" but does have to "recall all the words which thou
haSI spoken evil concerning me and my people" (Mosiah 17:8).
Abinadi's preaching seems to have no effect on Noah and his
people. Abinadi seems to have made only one convert. Alma
hears, believes, and repents. He nees into the wilderness and forms
his own community. Alma's communal baptism is a type of the
Red Sea crossing.! 06
Noah dies and Limhi is made king. His generation will pay for
the sins of Noah : they are in bondage to the Lamanites having to
pay half their possess ions in tribute (Mosiah 19:26). This is slavery pure and simple.
Deliverance terminology occurs so often throughout the Book
of Mannon that the attentive reader must address it. Slavery terminology had a heavy impact on Hebrew traditi on. It isn't surprising, then, at the beginning of the Zeniff narrati ve to have
Egyptian slavery, the Lehi group's escape from Jerusalem, and the
Zeniff group's bondage typologically compressed into a unity:
For behold,
a. we are in bondage
b. to the Lamanites,
c. and are taxed
c. with a tax which is grievous to be borne.
And now, behold ,
a. our brethren will deli ver us out of our bondage,
b. or out of the hands of the Lamanites,
c. and we will be their slaves;
a. for it is better that we be slaves
b. to the Nephites
c. than to pay tribute
b. to the king of the Lamanites. (Mosiah 7: 15)

! 06 George S. Tate, "The Typology of the E;1.odus Pattern in the Book of
Mormon," in Lileratu r~ of Btli~f: Sacred ScripTUre and Rtligious Exptrience, ed.
Neal E. Lambert (provo: BYU Religious Studies Center, 1981),252-53.
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This passage equates slavery and taxation. This isn't surprising
considering the Israelite context had a fine distinction between the
two. Tax levies could be paid off through forced labor---corv~e.
In fact, this verse should be juxtaposed to Benjamin's speech, proclaiming his prohibition of slavery and not burdening his people
with taxes (Mosiah 2:13-14). Benjamin says he prevented slavery
and worked with his hands so as not to impose taxes which would
be "grievous to be borne" (Mosiah 2:14). The account later connects taxation and the people's labor (Mosiah 11:6).
Limhi continues this vein when he declares a few verses later
that his people will soon "no longer be in subjection to our enemies" (Mosiah 7: 18). He sees some analogy between their own
circumstances and (I) the Israelites in Egypt as well as (2) the
Lehites as they made their exodus from Jerusalem:
Rejoice,
a. and put your trust in God,
a. in that God who was the God of Abraham, and Isaac
and Jacob;
a. and also, that God who
b. brought the children of Israel our of the land of
Egypt
b. and caused that they should walk through the
Red Sea on dry ground,
b. and fed them with manna that the might not
perish in the wilderness;
b. and many more things did he do for them.
And again
a. that same God has
b. brought our farhers out of the land of Jerusalem,
b. and has kept and preserved his people even until
now (Mosiah 7: 19-20)
Lest we miss the message, Limhi tells us, using this technical word
brought, that the king of the Lamanites has deceived them,
"bringing this people into subjection or into bondage" (Mosiah
7:22), which bondage consists of the "tribute" paid to the
Lamanites: which is "grievous to be borne" (Mosiah 7:23; cf.
I Nephi 17:25).
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The recitation of God's saving acts reminds us of Nephi's reference to the Israelites' being "brought out of bondage"
(I Nephi 17:25) followed by a recitation of the saving acts: Red
Sea, manna, water. Nephi invokes Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and the
exodus (1 Nephi 17:40). Murmuring, the party refers to Nephi's
having "brought them out of the land of Jerusalem" (I Nephi
16:35) and desires to appoint a captain to return. The Lord himself is quoted using the same tenninology because he did "bring
you out of the land of Jerusalem" (1 Nephi 17:14). When Limhi
explicitly uses this technical tenninology, he combines both salvation and slavery tenninology:
Once the chains of captivity have been broken, the
pilgrim God leads those he has .redeemed along the
road. He brings them out of Egypt and brings them up
to a land promised to their ancestors. These two causative verbs of movement also become technical tenns to
describe the Exodus. "To bring out," also employed
for the liberation of a slave or a prisoner, is a synonym
for "to rescue, redeem"; it is found countless time in
the account of the Exodus, often in legal fonnulas. t07
The formula even precedes the exodus . It is applied in Genesis
15:7 to Abram's departure from Chaldea (see also Nehemiah
9:7). Weingreen connects the fonnula to the Decalogue, suggesting that rabbinic stories of Abraham's contlict with Nimrod may
be based on ancient sources. This makes Abraham the prototype
of Israelite heroes confronting heathen rulers. lOB Nimrod is then a
Pharaoh-figure, just as Laban is, just as Pharaoh is, just as the king
of Lamanites is, just as Amulon is, just as the Soviet Communist
Party leader was.
Just as the Israelites are made to serve in "bitter" and "hard
bondage" (Exodus 1:14), so too are the Zeniffites forced to
endure "heavy burdens upon their backs" (Mosiah 21:3). You
fill in the blanks:
107 Brother John of Taize, The Pilgrim God (Washington, DC: Pastoral,
1985), 32.
1081. Weingreen, "'Bringing Out' in Genesis 15:7," in Words and Meallillgs, ed. Peter R. Ackroyd and Barnabas Lindars (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1968), 212-13.
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And the _ _ 5 evil entreated us, and afflicted us,
and laid upon us hard bondage:
And when we cried unto the Lord God of OUf
fathers, the Lord heard our voice, and looked on OUf
affliction and our labour, and our oppression:
And the Lord brought us forth out of _ _ with a
mighty hand, and with an outstretched arm, and with
great terribleness, and with signs and wonders.
(Deuteronomy 26:6-8)
Until the people repent, the Lord is under no compulsion to
deliver them. Because the Zeniffites had been forewarned, "the
Lord was slow to hear their cry because of their iniquities"
(Mosiah 21:15). He does listen (just as 1 Samuel 8:18 says the
Lord will not listen to the people's cries when they are enslaved
by their king), after the lesson is learned.
The Lord hears the cry of the oppressed, finding a way to
"bring out" the enslaved. Exodus 6:2-8 and Genesis 17:1-8 are
closely connected with the emphasis on covenant. God "hears"
the cries which remind him of the covenant, just as in Genesis
9:14-16 God "sees" the rainbow which reminds him of the
covenant. \09 Limhi and his people "covenant with God to serve
him and keep his commandments" (Mosiah 21:31).
After the Zeniffites repent, the Lord lightens their burdens
(Mosiah 21: 15). The deliverance must await a mosiah. Gideon, the
deliverer, proposes that he be the king's servant and "deliver this
people out of bondage" (Mosiah 22:4). The word mosiarwas one
used in the Bible "invariably implying a champion of justice in a
situation of controversy, battle or oppression. In the legal language of Deuteronomy it can be applied to anyone who happens
to be at hand" (cf. Deuteronomy 22:27).110
The Israelite request for a king parallels the exodus when
Yahweh virtually quotes himself: Saul is to "save my people out of
the hand of the Philistines" (I Samuel 9:16), just as Moses delivered "my people" from the Egyptians (Exodus 3:7_10).111
109 Richard N. Boyce. The Cry to God in the Old Testament (Atlanta:
Scholars Press, 1988).63.
I \0 Sawyer. "What Was a Mosia"!" 476.
III Lyle M, Estinger, Kingship of God in Crisis: A Close Reading of J
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The Zeniffites are "in the yoke of bondage" and
"burdened" (Mosiah 21:13) by their oppressors . They "cry unto
their God that he would deliver them out of their afflictions" and
they "cry mightily" for a deliverer (Mosiah 21:14). But the Lord
is "slow to hear their cries because of their iniquities" (Mosiah
21:15), although by lightening their burdens he "did hear their
cries and began to soften the hearts of the Lamanites" (Mosiah
21:15).
The oppression, cry to the Lord, deliverance from oppression
pattern is continued from Judges into I Samuel. Hannah cries to
the Lord, who hears and grants her petition (I Samuel I: 10-1 I ):
her barrenness
is a reflex of the bitterness of the Israelites because of
the oppression of the Egyptians. They cry to God; he
hears their cry and remembers his covenant. Moses is
sent to bring them out of the house of slavery. The
Lord remembers Hannah, and Samuel comes to relieve
her misery, to blunt her rival's provocations. I 12
Samuel is the mosiah who delivers his people from bondage as
well as the mosiah who delivers his mother from her afflictions .
The word moira<js often a verb with several synonyms: some that
indicate deliverance from danger and some that indicate help in
danger.! 13 Many of these synonyms, however, do not carry the
content of a savior who rights injustices. I 14 This is different from
moira<, which "appears most often, not in contexts of violence or
physical danger. but in situations of injustice; that is he is always
on the side of justice, and in this differs from all the synonyms;
that when the subject is mentioned it is always God or His
appointed hero; and finally that one occurrence in the language
of the lawcourt suggests an original forensic meaning"; in 2
Kings 13:5 the people are endangered by the Syrians. the Lord
gives them a moHar, they escape the danger. "The result of the
coming of a moira<on to the scene was escape from injustice, and
Samuel 1-12 (Sheffield: Almond, 1985). 306.
112 Peter D. Miscall, J Samuel: A Literary Reading (Bloomington: Indiana

University Press, 1986), II.
113 Sawyer, "What Was a Mosia"''" 477 n. 7.
114 Ibid., 479.
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a return to a state of justice where each man possesses his rightful
property."115 Knowing that the context of mosfa' calls for a
forensic cluster of meanings makes more poignant the fact that
Noah is called an unjust king who dealt unjustly with Abinadi, that
Noah confiscated property, that Noah oppressed through
enslavement.
A savior/deliverer comes forward-Gideon (Mosiah 22: 1-9)
followed by a stealth-by-night escape. In the exodus, the Israelites
despoil their hosts- a common motif in exoduses. Abraham is
expelled by a Pharaoh afflicted by "great plagues" (Genesis
12: 17), but not before acquiring animals and property (Genesis
12:16). $0 too in Gerar. Abimelech thrusts him out with a similar
catalogue (Genesis 20:14). Isaac mirrors Abraham in Gerar: Isaac
passes his wife off as his sister, Abimelech reproves him for the
ruse, and he departs with greal possessions (Genesis 26:13-14).
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob are exemplars of the rabbinic rule.
"what happens 10 the fathers is a sign to the sons." Jacob is portrayed as a slave 10 his uncle Laban; he serves seven years for
Rachel and seven for Leah. Like Ihe Israelites and Zeniff, Jacob is
deceived by his uncle while in a foreign land (Genesis 29:25). As
Moses says to Pharaoh. Jacob says to Laban: "Let me go"
(Genesis 30:26); so they make a deal: Jacob gets all the speckJed
livestock. But cunningly, Laban removes all speckled and spotted
animals to avoid their reproduction.
Jacob doesn't just serve the 14 years for his two wives-he
serves 20. Why the extra six years? Laban is portrayed as a slave
driver and later Hebrew law specified that slaves must be freed in
the seventh or sabbath year: Laban is Pharaoh and Jacob is Israel.
So what does Jacob do? He "stole away unawares" (Genesis
3 1:20). Jacob doesn't just flee empty-handed, but he fleeces
Laban, taking the familiar goods (Genesis 31: 17-18).
The Israelites also despoil their hosts of flocks. cattle, and jewels (Exodus 12:35, 38), for the Lord did not want the Israelites to
go away bereft (Exodus 3:22; II :2). The ark narrative also contains an exodus theme: the Philistines return the ark with gold presents. 116
liS Ibid .. 480.

116 Eslinger. Kin8ship 0/ God in Crisis, 211.
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SO after getting the Lamanite guards drunk, the Zeniffites
depart by night into the wi lderness with their flock s and
their herds .... And they had taken aU their gold, and
silver, and their precious things, which they could carry,
and also their provisions with them, into the wilderness.
(Mosiah 22: 11-12)
The catalogue of possessions connects these Israelites with the
other exoduses. I 17
Limhi escapes, rejoining the Zarahemla colony. The Lamanites following Limhi run across two other groups: the Amulonites
and Alma's group. Even before being enslaved, Alma, portrays
their situation under Noah in exodus tenninology. When the people ask Alma to be their king, he responds much as Samuel did:
the presence of kings invites bondage. The only way to be delivered from a wicked king is to follow the exodus pattern:
"Remember the iniquity of king Noah and his priests . . . . And
now I say unto you, ye have been oppressed by king Noah, and
have been in bondage to him and hi s priests" (Mosiah 23:9, 12).
But as Alm3:2 will be raised up as a delivererlmosiah, here Alma 1
says, "After much tribulation, the Lord did hear my cries, and did
answer my prayers, and has made me an insrTllment in his hands
in bringing so many of you to a knowledge of his truth" (Mosiah
23: 10). More trials await this group, for
they were brought into bondage, and none could
deliver them but the Lord their God, yea even the God
of Abraham and Isaac and of Jacob. And it came to
pass that he did deliver them, and he did show forth his
mighty power unto them" (Mosiah 23:23-24).
Although these priests of Arnulon are charged with teaching
the Mosaic law, Abinadi indicts them for not even knowing the
law. While Noah asks, "Who is the Lord, that shall bring upon my
people such great affliction?" (Mosiah II :27), Pharaoh also asks
"Who is the Lord, that I should obey his voice to let Israel go? I
know not the Lord , neither will I let Israel go" (Exodus 5:2). Not
117 S. Kent
Slud;~s
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only is Noah like Pharaoh, these priests of Noah also "knew not
God" (Mosiah 24:5) and taught the Lamanites nothing about
God.
As the Israelites were forced into state slavery and had
"taskmasters to afflict them with their burdens" (Exodus 1:11,
italics added), the people of Alma are in bondage and "have tasks
[put] upon them. and put taskmasters over them" (Mosiah 24:9)
so that they suffered greatly. "so great were their afflictions that
they began to cry mightily to God" (Mosiah 24:10). The Lord
sees the afflictions of the Israelites and promises to deliver them
(Exodus 3:7-8). The cry to the Lord is fundamental to the relationship between God and his chosen people in aU times. l J 8 The
pattern of oppression, cry, the Lord hearing and redeeming his
people from slavery is common, both as the Israelites recounted
the past and related that past to the present.
So too the Lord comforts Alma's people: "The voice of the
Lord came to them in their afflictions, saying: Lift up your heads
and be of good comfort, for I know of the covenant which ye
have made unto me; and I will covenant with my people and
deliver them out of bondage" (Mosiah 24: 13). The actors are
God and his people, not Moses or other intercessors. I 19
That the Lord remembers the covenant reminds us of the earlier exodus (Exodus 6:5). In what Sawyer calls the "situationcontexts" of the uses of mosia', oppression is assumed and then
deliverance.1 20 The Lord promises to deliver the Zeniffites from
bondage (Mosiah 24:16-17). This time the Lord, not Alma, is the
mosialr (Mosiah 24:21):
When the Lord comes down, it is in order to rescue.
Here we come upon a new element with respect to the
patriarchs: the Israelites are trapped in a situation of
oppression, and so God does not merely invite them to
leave home; he comes to loose the chains that keep
them captive. In the Exodus story the divine call takes
the fonn of a liberation: God must intervene to van118 Boyce, The Cry to God in the Old Testament, 74-75.
J I9 Ge orge W. CoalS, Moses: Heroic Man, Man of God (Sheffield: JSOT,

1988), 59- 60.

120 Sawyer, "What Was a Mosia "!" 478.
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quish a resistance, symbolized here by the quasi-divine
figure of Pharaoh . God opens the doors of captivity
that human strength is unable 10 unlock. The verbs" I 0
rescue, deliver" (Ex. 5:23; 18:10, etc.) and-still
more-"to redeem" (Ex. 15:13; Ps. 77:15, etc.)
become almost technical terms to describe the action of
God and the identity of his people. God is the rescuer,
the Redeemer CPs. 78:35; 19:14), and they as a result,
"the redeemed of the Lord that he redeemed ... " (Ps.
107:2)121
Alma then leads a stealthy escape from the taskmasters
(Mos iah 24: 18-20). The Israelites' escape by stealth and
despoiling the Egyptians was an ancient "alternative climax for
the Exodus theme," although the Passover climax later dominated
the exodus story,I22
The people of Alma escape, return to Zarahemla, and are
assimilated by the larger group of Nephites. The narrative continues with Nephites repeating the pattern of wickedness, bondage or
peril, repentance and cry to the Lord, a mosiah is sent from the
Lord, the people enjoy prosperity, and fall into wickedness again.
But before that cycle recurs, the Nephites fundamentally reflect on
institutions of leadersh ip. Like the Israelites in Judges, the
Nephites must find a way to convey the saving acts of God from
generation to generation, for "there were many of the rising generation that could not understand the words of king Benjamin,
being little children at the time he spake umo his people; and they
did not believe the tradition of their fathers" (Mosiah 26: I). So
too among the Israelites, "there arose another generation after
them, which knew not the Lord, nor yet the works which he had
done for Israel" (Judges 2: 10). So the Lord must continually
raise up judges/mosiahs to deliver the people.
The pattern continues, only Mosiah's and Alma's sons are the
greatest disturbers of peace (as Eli's and Samuel's sons are). So
ironically, Alma 2 himself is the first judge who is also a mosiah.
Alma) served two of the final Nephite kings: Alma 2 is the first
121 Taite. The Pilgrim God. 3 1.
122 E. W. Nicholson. Exbdus 0IId SilWi in History 0JUl Tmdilion (Oxford:
Blackwell. 1973). 55-56.
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judge who "cries" to the Lord "that he would deliver them out
of the hands of their enemies" (Alma 2:28). Alma then has a
face-to-face battle in which he "cried" saying: "0 Lord, have
mercy and spare my life, that I may be an instrument in thy hands
to save and preserve this people" (Alma 2:30). Samuel is a deliverer in line with the deliverance of the judges, which is built on the
exodus pattern. Israel "cries" to the Lord (I Samuel 7;8; Exodus
2:23; 3:7) which is followed by the Lord's "delivering them from
the hands of their enemies." "It would appear that once again an
ensuing battle is framed in terms of the exodus. The reader is led
to interpret a victory on Israel's part as a new divine saving deed
upon which a renewed covenant may be based."123 The judges
cycle follows the pattern of apostasy-oppression-cry for help.
The two roles of the judge were (1) to ensure justice (Judges 4:5;
I Samuel 7:15-17) and the term for this role is sopil, "judge"
and (2) to deliver Israel from foreign domination, for which the
term is mosia c, "deliverer."124
The exodus motif predominates in the Bible and the Book of
Mormon. Positivists who claim that literary repetition is the hallmark only of fiction, must reject both the Bible and the Book of
Mannon as superficial, repetitive novels.

Conclusion
Modern thought has largely defined itself in opposition to
religion, particularly Christian religion. Through the past three
hundred years the Enlightenment, the major branch of modernity,
dominated Western culture by gradually convincing religious
adherents to see their own commitments less through biblical
lenses and more through Enlightenment ones. The Enlightenment
was a great cultural watershed, but its unreflective and dogmatic
battle against religious belief has distorted its own better nature,
especially under the dominant form of Enlightenment in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries-positivism. Many elements of

123 Eslinger. Kingship of God in Crisis. 239.

124 Daniel I. Block, 'The Period of the Judges: Religious Disintegration
under Tribal Rule," in Israel's Apostasy and Restoration: Essays in Honor of
Roland K. Harrison, ed. Avraham Gileadi (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1988).40.
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the Enlightenment (its emphasis on emancipation and partly its
emphasis on the individual) need to be refocused and reasserted.
We now stand at another similarly important cultural watershed . It usually goes by the name of postmodernism, but I am
uncomfortable with that designation because only part of the confrontation with the Enlightenment is properly postmodernist.
Various movements (hermeneutics, poststructuralism, analytic
philosophy after the linguistic tum, literary and narrative theory,
communitarianism) have combined to confront and at times
undermine the Enlightenment.
Mannon intellectuals have gone about their business largely
ignorant of the ongoing dramatic change in their intellectual disciplines. This is particularly true of Mormon intellectuals defining
themselves in opposition to Mormon teachings. Brent Metcalfe is
the first of these writers to enlist the disciplines of narrative and
literary theory. He doesn't consider that this literature (powerfully
post- and anti positivist) is in opposition to his position; he instead
wrenches these stances out of historical context lO provide implausible rhetorical support. In historiography, these disciplinary
revolutions have explicitly attacked the foundations of that oldthought and have so far undermined them as to make the movement in Mormon studies a relic, an irrelevancy, a dogmatic sect, a
superstitious hangover from less enlightened times. This first
(mis)appropriation of narrative and literary theory augurs badly
for the Mormon intellectual community; Metcalfe's flotsam is
better abandoned and new materials used in the construction of a
sea-worthy vessel; while Mormon historians slept, every plank in
the ship of historiography was switched from the decaying lumber
of modernity to the new materials of postmodernity. This
"postmodernism" has yet systematically to define itself in relation to older positions such as religious belief. My guess is that it
inherits too much of the Enlightenment it so often fights against
to surrender its secularist tendencies. The past is always inhabited
by the present: but we ought not to permit iII-, un-, and misinformed versions of that present masquerading as neutral and
objective history to succeed in their propagandistic aspirations,
neither let them wear the regalia of scholarship just because they
dress up in voices and footnotes. Historians and historical writers
are ineluctably immersed in language and literary imagination.
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They may say with Cali ban. ''The red-plague rid you for learning
me your language"125 and your narrative theory, but still they
must face this brave new world bravely.

125 Shakespeare, The Tempest, 1.2.363--64.

The Literary Structure and Doctrinal
Significance of Alma 13:1-9
James T. Duke
Abstract Alma's sennan at Ammonihah includes a remarkable
passage (Alma 13:1-9) that contains a main chiasm as well as four
shorter chiasms and four alternates. It also uses synonymia,
cycloides, repelition, and an important Nephite idiom (rest). In
addition, this passage explains the doctrine of the priesthood, the
elernal nature of Christ and the priesthood. and introduces the
doctrines of a preparalOry redemption and the rest of God.

In the middle of his inspiring sennon concerning the priesthood to the apostate people of Ammonihah. Alma uttered a
phrase that normally would be used to bring a sermon to a conclusion: "And thus it is. Amen ." However. Alma did not terminate his sennon but continued speaking. What, then, was the purpose of using such an expression in the middle of a sermon? In
this case the phrase signals the completion of a chiasm, a literary
fonn in which important ideas are presented and then repeated in
reverse order.

Literary Structure
The study of the literary structure of the Book of Mannon has
taken great strides since John Welch first identified several chiasms
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in the Book of Mormon. 1 Noel Reynolds found that I Nephi is
divided into two parallel sections and that each section concludes
with the phrase "And thus it is. Amen."2 The identification of
numerous chiastic and parallelistic literary forms in hundreds of
passages in the Book of Mormon by the contributors to Donald
Parry's refonnatted text is a noteworthy achievement 3
The portion of Alma's sennon found in Alma 13:1 -9 is a
beautiful and complicated work of both doctrine and literature. It
includes a main chiasm with eight major elements and a turning
point. It also includes four shorter chiasms. four extended
alternates. and several other literary fonns. The main chiasm that
binds the other elements together may be diagrammed as follows:

Main Chiasm (Alma 13:2-9)
A

A'
1

order of hi s Son (v. 2)
B ordained (v. 3)
C called (v. 3)
D foreknowledge of God (v. 3)
E prepared (v. 3)
F foundation of the world (v. 5)
G Only Begotten Son (v. 5)
H high priesthood (v. 6)
I
his rest (v. 6)
H' high priesthood (v. 7)
G' his Son (v. 7)
F foundation of the world (v. 7)
E' prepared (v. 7)
0' foreknowledge of all things (v. 7)
C called (v. 8)
S' ordained (v. 8)
order of the Son (v. 9)

John W. Welch, "Chiasmus in the Book of Monnon," 8YU Studies 10
(1969): 69-84.
2 Noel B. Reynolds, Book of Mormon Authorship: New Light on
Ancient Origins (Provo, lIT: Religious SlUdies Cenler, Brigham Young
University. 1982), 58.
3 Donald W. Parry, The Book of Mormon Text ReJonnalled according to
Parallefislic PaltenlS (Provo, lIT: FARMS. 1992). The analysis of Alma 13: 1-9
in that work differs significantly from my analysis.
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The reverse parallelism of these key words in Alma 13:2-9
may not be apparent when one first examines those verses because
the key words are used in many other places within those verses.
As the analysis on the following pages will show, most of those
additional instances of these key words are part of other literary
fonns that are intertwined with the main chiasm. When those other
fonns are abstracted out of these verses, the remaining instances of
the key words fonn a clear reverse parallelism.
In explaining the priesthood to the people of Ammonihah,
Alma taught the doctrine of priesthood authority by expressing it
in the fonn of a chiasm. He then called the attention of the people
of Ammonihah to the chiastic structure of his sermon by uttering
the phrase "And thus it is. Amen." In written fonn, the beginning
of the chiasm is more difficult to identify than the conclusion
because there is no formula that signals the start of a chiasm. As
he spoke it, Alma may have indicated the beginning of the chiasm
with a gesture or some other behavior that would have been
recognized by his listeners.
One may wonder whether Alma produced such literary forms
subconsciously without the intention of doing so. Such speculation may be advanced because none of us can tell what Alma's
intentions might have been. However, Alma's extensive use of
chiasms and dozens of other literary fonns, and the dearth of such
fonns in the literature produced by other learned writers, lends
weight to the argument that the fonn and substance of many
passages in Alma's writings found in the Book of Monnon could
have been painstakingly crafted to accomplish the paralleiistic
features we can now discover. Personally I have no doubt that the
chiasms and other literary fonns found in this passage were
intentionally produced by Alma for the benefit both of the
Ammonihahites and of latter-day readers.
In discussing this passage of scripture, I will first examine the
literary expressions found in this part of Alma's sermon. I will
then discuss briefly some of the doctrinal teachings it introduces.
As a disclaimer, I need to indicate that I am not an expert on
either literary forms or theology. Instead I am an interested reader
of the Book of Mannon who treasures its message and inspiration.
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The Overall Pattern of the Main Chiasm
Alma 13:1-9 displays an elaborate and intricate literary
structure. The passage is sophisticated and worthy of the same
author who gave us the extensive chiasm found in Alma 36.4
Because of this complexity, I have not attempted to diagram the
passage in its entirety. but will rather identify some of the more
important "parallelistic" features. This nine-verse passage
contains the following identifiable sections:

Short Chiasms within the Main Chiasm
Several shorter but very interesting chiasms are presented
within the structure of the main chiasm.
First Short Chiasm (Alma 13:2 3)
A

A'

And those priests were ordained
B
after the order of his Son,
e in a manner
D
that thereby the people might know
C'
in what manner
B'
to look forward to his Son for redemption.
And this is the manner after which they were ordained

Second Short Chiasm (Alma 13:3)
A

A'

on account of their exceeding faith and good works;
in the first place being left to choose good or
B
evil;
B'
therefore they having chosen good,
and exercising exceeding great faith,

Third Short Chiasm (Alma 13:3-4)
A

A'

are called with a holy calling, yea, with that holy calling
B
which was prepared with, and according to,
B'
a preparatory redemption for such.
And thus they have been called to this holy calling

4
On the structure of Alma 36, see John W. Welch. "Chiasmus in Alma
36" (Provo, UT: FARMS, 1989).49-51.
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Fourth (Splitl Chiasm (Alma 13:4-5)
A

A'

on account of the hardness of their hearts
and the blindness of their minds [synonymia),
B while, if it had not been for this they might have
had as great privilege as their brethren.
B' Or in fine, in the first place they were on the same
standing with their brethren;
a
thus this holy calling
b
being prepared
c
from the foundation of the world
for such as would not harden their hearts,

These chiasms require little comment. They are short but
generally clear and easily identifiable. The last (fourth) short
chiasm is split or segmented by the insertion of an extended
alternate before the closing element is presented.

Extended Alternates
An extended alternate is a literary form in which three or
more ideas or elements are presented and then repeated in the
same order. In Alma 13:1 - 9, four extended alternates are
presented, including an ahemate to introduce the main chiasm and
three other alternates presented within the main chiasm.

First Alternate (Alma 13:1)
a

a

And again, my brethren, I would cite your minds forward
b
to the time when the Lord God
c
gave these commandments unto his children;
and I would that you should remember
b that the Lord God
c
ordained priests, after his holy order

Second Alternate (Alma 13:1 2)
a

ordained priests, after his holy order
b
which was after the order of his Son,
c
to teach these things unto the people.
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a

And those priests were ordained
b
after the order of his Son
c
that thereby the people might know

Third (Split) Alternate (Alma 13:3.5)
a

a

being called
band prepared
c
from the foundation of the world ...
thus this holy calling
b
being prepared
c
from the foundation of the world

Fourth (Split) Alternate (Alma J3:6. 81
a

a

a

And thus being called by this holy calling.
band ordained
c
unto the high priesthood ...
being called with a holy calling,
band ordained with a holy ordinance,
c
and taking upon them the high priesthood of
the holy [repetition] order,
which calling,
b
and ordinance,
c
and hIgh priesthood,

I have called the third and fourth extended alternates "split
alternates" because the second repetition of the components of
the alternate is intentionally divided or separated from the first
presentation of these elements. This gives the passage a
"musical" and creative feeling much as a refrai n is played over
and over in a somewhat unpredictable manner.

Synonyrnia
Synonymia is a literary form in which the author presents a
series of words or phrases that are synonyms or have complementary meanings. The following synonymia are found in this
passage.
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while others would reject the Spirit of God
on account of the hardness of their hearts
and the blindness of their minds (Alma 13:4)
who is full of grace,
equity,
and truth (Alma 13:9)
The expression "hardness of heart" is a Hebrew and Nephite
idiom, an expression that doesn't mean exactly what it says but
has symbolic significance. The words reject, hardness, and
blindness all mean essentially the same thing. By presenting two
synonyms of reject, Alma emphasizes the significance of the
rejection of the spirit of God. On the other hand, grace, equity,
and truth are not identical but are used in a complementary
manner. Such "complementary triples," as I call them, are found
numerous times in the Book of Mormon and help us to
understand that gospel principles complement and support each
other.
Cycloides
Cyc10ides is the repetition of a phrase in a circular or cyclical
fashion, often in an unpredictable manner. This literary form is
well represented by the following phrases, which are almost
identical and which occur in three contiguous verses.
being without beginning of days or end of years
(Alma 13:7)
is without beginning or end (Alma 13 :8)
who is without beginning of days or end of years
(Alma 13:9)
The doctrinal significance of these phrases will be discussed
below.

Repetition
Repetition involves duplicating or reiterating a word many
times in a single passage of scripture. This serves to emphasize the
word and bring it to the attention of the hearer or reader.
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However, such repetition also violates traditional English standards
of writing that caution against repeating a word frequently. In the
nine verses of this passage, the following words are repeated as
indicated:
"calling" (7 times) and "called" (5 times)
"holy" (II times)
"ordained" (6 times) and "ordinance" (3 times)
"order" (8 times)
"priesthood" (4 times) and "priests" (3 times)
"Son" (6 times)
"prepared" (5 times) and "preparatory" (I time)
"God" (5 times)
"manner" (3 times)
"faith" (3 times)
"foundation of the world" (3 times)
"beginning and end" (3 times)

Discussion of Literary Forms
The inclusion of four smaller chiasms and four alternates
within the main chiasm is not unusual in the Book of Mormon. 5
However, this passage is augmented with interesting combinations.
The main chiasm is introduced with an extended alternate. One
extended alternate is linked to a second alternate, with the last line
of the first alternate serving as the first line of the second alternate.
Again this combination of styles is not unusual in the Book of
Mormon. 6 Further, other paraliel elements such as synonyrnia,
cycloides, and repetition are introduced.
Another significant aspect of this passage is the overlapping of
several literary elements. A form such as a smaller chiasm will
begin and then be interrupted by another form, usually an
alternate. Then the suspended chiasm is completed. The contrast
created by this intermingling of literary forms is exceptionaL
Every word seems to be where Alma intended it to be, yet some

5
6

See Parry. 800k oj Mormo" Text R~formnlted.
Ibid.• especially (he diagrams of Alma 30:4-12. Alma 29:1-7. and
Alma 29:8-17. for example.
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words are repeated again and again for emphasis. The passage
brings to mind a Bach fugue with counterpoint and contrast.
The Parry book identifies another complex chiasm in the last
half of the larger chiasm that extends into verse 10, that is, past the
fOnTIulaic conclusion of the main chiasm. 7 This latter chiasm is
linked to the fourth short chiasm and also encompasses several
parallel fOnTIs. For the sake of brevity it can be outlined as
follows:
A
ordained
B holy order
C a
high priesthood
b
order of his Son
c
without beginning of days or end
of years
o ordained
d
calling
e ordinance
f
high priesthood
d calling
e
ordinance
f
high priesthood
C a
high priests
b
order of the Son
c
without beginning of days or end
of years
B' holy order
A' ordained
This chiasm is similar to others identified in merging chiastic
and parallel literary forms.S Alma did not waste words, but instead
combined many literary forms into a tightly woven fabric with
significance and beauty.

Doctrinal Principles in Alma's Sermon
Alma's purpose was not just to produce poetry or
sophisticated literary fOnTIs. His pnmary purpose was to teach
7
8

Ibid, 227.
Ibid., 260, 269, 281-82, 351-52, 429.
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gospel principles to a fallen people who were led by corrupt
lawyers and other so-called intellectuals. Such men almost
certainly would not accept the simple truths of the gospel as
taught by a humble servant of God, even one who had been their
chief judge. Alma was preaching to a hostile audience, he was in
personal danger, and his situation required that his words be
spiritual in content but also captivating and appealing in
presentation. I believe Alma used language and literary forms that
were familiar and easily recognized by his audience, yet at the
same time would be so crafted as to impress, fascinate, and
influence them.
There need be no conflict between the literary expression of
gospel truths and the truths themselves. Other scriptures, both
ancient and modem, make extensive use of literary expressions to
teach gospel principles. Most notably, the Old Testament is poetic
to its very core, and Alma's listeners were biological and cultural
descendants of the Israelite prophets who wrote the Old
Testament.
In the remainder of this article I will discuss the doctrinal
rather than the literary aspects of Alma's sermon, with special
reference to the doctrines of the priesthood, the meaning of the
phrase "without beginning of days or end of years," the doctrine
of a preparatory redemption, and the rest of God.

The Priesthood
The major elements of the chiasm emphasize the important
ideas Alma wished the Ammonihahites and readers today to know
about the priesthood.9 These elements--order of his son.
ordained, called. foreknowledge of God, prepared, foundation of
the world. Only Begotten Son, and high priesthood- reveal and
teach much about the priesthood. They teU us, first, that the
9
For thorough discussions of Ihe dOClrine of the priesthood. see John
W. Welch, ''The Melchizedek Material in Alma 13:13-19," in By SlIIdy and Also
by Faith: £550)'5 jn Honor of Hugh W. Nibley, ed. John M. Lundquist and
Stephen D. Ricks, 2 vols. (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and FARMS, 1990).
2:238-72. and Rober! W. Millet. '''The Holy Order of God," in The Book of
MomlOn: Alma: The Testimony of The Word, ed. Monte S. Nyman and Charles
D. Tate 1r. (Provo, lIT: Religious Studies Center, Brigham Young University,

1992). 61-68.
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priesthood is named after the Son of God. The priesthood in the
Book of Mormon is referred to simply as "the order" or "his
order." In the latter days, the Lord revealed to Joseph Smith a
pattern for naming and understanding the priesthood. I 0
Alma's sermon explains that people who accept the
priesthood in mortality were called and prepared to accept it
before the foundation of the world and with the foreknowledge of
God. Both in this world and in the preexistence, men were "left to
choose good or evil," and "having chosen good, and exercising
exceedingly great faith," were called to hold the priesthood.
These may be the clearest verses in the Book of Mormon
concerning the doctrine of the preexistence and of the eternal
nature of human agency. 11
The priesthood is received through ordination in a public
manner so that all people are able to recognize and accept the
priesthood and those who hold it. Further, this ordination is done
in such a way that "the people might know in what manner to
look forward to his Son for redemption" (Alma 13:2). A close
connection exists between the ordinances of the priesthood and
the redemptive sacrifice of the Savior. Finally, the passage teaches
that the priesthood is a calling received from the presiding
priesthood authority.

Without Beginning of Days or End of Years
The phrase without beginning of days or end of years is a
poetic phrase that means eternal, infinite, and immortal. It is
repeated three times in the form of a refrain or cycloides. Alma
used the phrase not only for doctrinal instruction but also for
emphasis and contrast. Its repetition serves not only to accentuate
the eternal nature both of Christ and the priesthood, but also to
introduce another poetic element into the main sermon.
Each time the meaning is slightly different. The last time this
phrase is used, it is the Lord Jesus Christ who is eternal or without
beginning and end. In the first two uses, the reference is to the
priesthood. The higher priesthood, being the priesthood after the
order of the Son, is also eternal, as is the "calling, and ordinance"
10 Doctrine and Covenanls 107: 1-4.
II See Abraham 3:22- 26 and Millet, ·'Holy Order," 69.
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of the priesthood. The eternal nature of God, of the Son, and of
the priesthood is thus clearly taught in these passages. Further, one
of the great contributions of the revelations given to the prophet
Joseph Smith is the knowledge that all human beings are coetemal
with God (D&C 93:29). Thus all of God's children also are
"without beginning of days or end of years."

The Doctrine of a Preparatory Redemption
Alma used the phrase "preparatory redemption," but he did
not elaborate on this doctrine. While its meaning is central to the
message of Alma's sermon, we are left to ponder the eternal
significance of this phrase. Teachings found in both the Book of
Mannon and the Doctrine and Covenants enable us to understand
this comforting doctrine. In his sennon on the atonement found
in 2 Nephi 9, Jacob described what would happen to all of us
upon our deaths if there had been, or was not to be, an atonement.

o the wisdom of God, his mercy and grace! For
behold, if the flesh shou ld rise no more our spirits must
become subject to that angel who fell from before the
presence of the Eternal God, and became the devil, to
rise no more.
And our spirits must have become like unto him,
and become devils, angels to a devil, to be shut out
from the presence of OUf God, and to remain with the
father of lies, in misery, like unto himself. (2 Nephi
9:8-9)
According to Jacob, if there had been no atonement, as soon
as we experience death in mortality our spirits would go to be with
Satan. We would become like those spirits who initially followed
Satan and became his "angels" and who are in a state of misery.
Like them, we would be shut out from the presence of God.
Was this the situation of the people who died before the
Savior's atonement took place in the meridian of time? Did the
spirits of people who died before the redemption go to live with
Satan? No. Instead their spirits were received into paradise or spirit
prison, depending on their righteousness in mortality (Alma
40:11-14).
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As revealed to President Joseph F. Smith (D&C 138), at the
time of the atonement and death of Christ, an innumerable
company of the spirits of the just were gathered together in one
place. They were awaiting the advent of the Son of God and were
filled with joy and gladness while anticipating the day of their
deliverance from the bands of death. When Christ appeared to
them in the spirit world, they rejoiced in their redemption, their
countenances shone, and they sang praises unto Christ's holy
name (D&C 138:12-24). Rather than being with Satan, the spirits
of the just were in paradise awaiting the visit of Christ and their
own resurrection. While this revelation specifically applies to the
spirits of the just, or people who lived righteous lives in mortality,
there is no indication that, before Gethsemane, the spirits of either
good or evil persons were consigned to outer darkness to live with
Satan.
This leads to the conclusion that the atonement of Christ had
prior effects. or effects antecedent to the actual time of his
atonement. These prior effects may be called a "preparatory
redemption." The spirits of those who died before Christ' s death
were saved from the awful effects of sin and death and they were
able to be in paradise (or prison) rather than in outer darkness.
They were not resurrected until Christ's resurrection, because
Christ was the "firstfruits of them that slept" (I Corinthians
15:20; 2 Nephi 2:8). But there was a preparatory redemption so
that the full effects of spiritual death were not visited upon them.
This doctrine was explained further by King Benjamin in his
great sermon to the people of Zarahemla about J 24 B.C., that is,
before the atonement of Christ.
And the Lord God hath sent his holy prophets
among all the children of men, to declare these things
to every kindred. nation, and tongue, that thereby whosoever should believe that Christ should come, the same
might receive remission of their sins, and rejoice with
exceeding great joy, even as though he had already
come among them. (Mosiah 3:13)
Time seems to have been an important element in the
resurrection, so that all who died before the resurrection of Christ
could not be resurrected until after he was resurrected. But time
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seems to have had no effect on the spiritual redemption. The
redemption of Christ had preparatory effects, or effects prior to
the time of the atonement of Christ.

The Resl of God
Often the most significant aspect of any chiasm is the
"turning point," the word or phrase that comes at the middle of
the chiasm. Alma chose as his turning point the word "rest,"
which is referred to in other places as "my rest," the "rest of
God," or "the rest of the Lord."12 The rest of God is defined in
D&C 84:24 as "the fulness of his glory," by which we may infer
that people who enter into the rest of God are able to live in the
presence of God in the "fuloess of his glory." Let us eumine
further the meaning of this passage.
And this greater priesthood administereth the gospel and holdeth the key of the mysteries of the kingdom, even the key of the knowledge of God.
Therefore, in the ordinances thereof, the power of
godliness is manifest.
And without the ordinances thereof, and the
authority of the priesthood, the power of godliness is
not manifest unto men in the flesh;
For without this no man can see the face of God,
even the Father, and live.
Now this Moses plainly taught to the children of
Israel in the wilderness, and sought diligently to sanctify his people that they might behold the face of God;
But they hardened their hearts and could not
endure his presence; therefore, the Lord in his wrath,
for his anger was kindled against them, swore that they
should not enter into his rest while in the wilderness.
which rest is the fulness of his glory. (D&C 84: 19- 24)

12 See Millet, "Holy Order," 11-1.5, and Robert J. Matthews. "The
Probationary Nature of Mortality," in The Book of Mormon: Alma, .51-60.
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These verses indicate a connection between seeing the face of
God, having the power of the priesthood, having the key of the
knowledge of God, and entering into the rest of God.
Alma also understood that entering into the rest of God meant
seeing the face of God and experiencing his fulness, and that this
could only be accomplished through the power of the higher
priesthood. In the broader context within which Alma's sermon
on priesthood appears, Alma referred to rest four times before the
sennon (in Alma 12:34-37) and four times in the concluding
portions of the sermon (Alma 13:12, 13, 16, and 29). Alma
consciously emphasized the word "rest," repeating it again and
again to accentuate the importance of the concept.
In a sense, the word rest is an idiom in that its meaning is
broader than the word implies. Rest doesn't just refer to lying in
bed or doing no work. Rest is possible only through the
atonement of Christ and is earned through faith, repentance, and
not hardening our hearts (Alma 12:37). Later, in his sermon to his
son Corianton concerning life after death, Alma expounded on
the tenn rest (Alma 40:11-12). The Savior also discussed rest in
his final recorded visit to the twelve disciples (3 Nephi 27:19).
Another indicator of the significance of the term rest to Book of
Mormon prophets is found in the last verse of the book of Enos,
in which the prophet Enos bids farewell to his people and
expresses his assurance of eternal life.
And I soon go to the place of my rest, which is with
my Redeemer; for I know that in him I shall rest. And I
rejoice in the day when my mortal shall put on
immortality, and shall stand before him; then shalll see
his face with pleasure, and he will say unto me: Come
unto me, ye blessed, there is a place prepared for you
in the mansions of my Father. Amen. (Enos 1:27)
These scriptural passages afford the hope and comfort that all
the faithful saints who have been valiant in the service of God and
who have kept his commandments and loved their fellow beings
may confidently look forward to the rest of God.
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Conclusion
Alma 13:1-9 is a complex and significant literary and
doctrinal passage. It teaches the tenets of the priesthood and its
connection to the atonement, to the preexistence, and to faith and
obedience. It also introduces the doctrines of the preparatory
redemption and of the rest of God. Alma's sermon not only
expresses important doctrinal teachings in a relatively short space,
but it also presents these teachings within a passage of exceptional
literary beauty and complexity. It is my wish that readers of the
Book of Mormon may find inspiration, instruction. and wisdom as
they study and ponder this beautiful passage of scripture.

From Presence to Practice: Jesus, the
Sacrament Prayers, the Priesthood,
and Church Discipline in
3 Nephi 18 and Moroni 2-6
John W. Welch
Abstract: This paper explores several relationships between

the texts in Moroni 2--6 and the words and deeds of Jesus in
3 Nephi 18. The opening chapters of Moroni cOnlain the words
which Jesus Christ spoke to the twelve when he ordained them 10
the high priesthood, the words used by the Nephites in administering the sacrament, and also a few words by Moroni about baptism,
church membership, congregalional worship, and ecclesiastical discipline. This study demonstrates that these instructions and procedures were rooted in the words and deeds of the resurrected Jesus
in 3 Nephi 18, as he administered the sacrament, gave instructions
to his disciples, and conferred upon the twelve the power to bestow
the gift of the Holy Ghost. Thus, onc can appreciate the exten! to
which Nephite ecclesiastical procedures were based directly on the
Savior's instructions and ministry. Those practices, essenrial to the
Restored Gospel, came from that divine source.

When Jesus appeared to the Nephites at the temple in
Bountiful, he taught them many important things: he proclaimed
the doctrines of his eternal gospel; he manifested his true identity
as the resurrected Son of the Father; he ordained elders to lead the
church; he taught and administered essential ordinances of the
kingdom of God, including baptism, the gift of the Holy Ghost,
and the sacrament; he gave instructions about who should be
allowed to partake of the sacrament and how the church should
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continue to function after his departure from their midst. Many of
Jesus' instructions abom these church practices and procedures
are found in 3 Nephi 18, the last chapter in the account of Jesus'
first day among the Nephites. The purpose of this paper is to
point out extensive similarities between those guidelines established by Jesus in 3 Nephi 18 and the priesthood policies and
practices preserved by Moroni in Moroni 2--6. In effect, those five
chapters of the book of Moroni constitute a sort of Nephite General Handbook of Instructions, describing the proper procedures
that were followed by the Nephites in ordaining men to the priesthood, bestowing the gift of the Holy Ghost. administering the sacrament, performing the ordinance of baptism, regulating church
membership. conducting church meetings, and barring unrepentant members from bringing iniquity into the church. The topics in
Moroni 2-6 are essentially the same important subjects covered
by Jesus, especially in 3 Nephi 18.
Recognizing the close relationship between the words in
Moroni 2-6 and the instructions of Jesus in 3 Nephi 18 leads to at
least two conclusions: the first observation is historical, namely, to
point ou( that the Nephites expressly and meticulously
implemented the instructions of the Lord in the conduct of their
religious observances and priesthood performances; the second is
a lesson for our day, namely, to heighten our appreciation of the
fact that the wording and the requirements for ordinances which
we teach and practice in the Church of Jesus Christ today came
from the voice and presence of the Savior himself. By examining
the intertextuality of these passages in 3 Nephi and Moroni, v.e
can trace the language of those ordinances from divine presence
to church practice. This relationship can be firmly established by
examining three cases in some detail, namely, the sacrament
prayers, ordinations to the priesthood, and guidelines regarding
church participation and disciplinary procedures.

The Sacrament Prayers
Latter-day Saints most commonly tum to Doctrine and
Covenants 20:76-79 to find the texts of the sacrament prayers that
they regularly use on Sundays. In fact. however, the words for
these prayers, which B. H. Roberts admiringly referred to as the
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"prayer perfect,"1 came not solely by revelation in this dispensation, but were known centuries ago to the Nephites. These prayers
were first revealed in this dispensation when Moroni chapters 4
and 5 were translated by Joseph Smith. 2 The linguistic history of
these prayers, accordingly, can be viewed in light of Nephite
civilization and inspiration. 3 Especially relevant to the prayers
recorded in Moroni 4-5 are the words of Jesus in 3 Nephi 18:5J 2.

Minutes from Stake Conference, San Francisco Stake, 23-24 April
1932, quoted in its chronological order in "B. H. Roberts's Final Decade:
Statements about the Book of Monnon (1921-33)," collected by Truman G.
Madsen (Provo, lIT: FARMS, 1986).
2 The dependence of Doctrine and Covenants 20:75-79 on Moroni 4-6
is apparent. In the first printing of Doctrine and Covenants 20 in the 1831
Painesville Telegraph, the section states: "And the manner of baptism and the
manner of administering the Sacrament are to be done as is written in the Book
of Monnon." See Richard L. Anderson, '"The Organization Revelations," in
Studies in Scripture: The Doctrine wul Covenants, ed. Robert Millet and Kent
Jackson (Sandy, lIT: Randall, 1984), 121 n. 26. Other early sources for Doctrine
and Covenants 20 refer the reader to "Book of Mormon, 575" in the 1830 edition
in lieu of quoting the Book of Monnon prayers, or they place the material from
Moroni 4-5 and 3 Nephi II in quotation marks. See Robert Woodford, 'The
Historical Development of the Doctrine & Covenants" (Ph.D. dissertation,
Brigham Young University, 1974),343. What appears to be an early "copy" of
the Articles and Covenants of the Church of Christ initialed by O.(?)C. and
discussed by Woodford, 287-91. quotes the sacrament prayers and 3 Nephi
18:29-32 from the Book of Mormon, as weJl as Doctrine and Covenants 17 :8 ;
18:9, 22-25, 34, and thus originated after mid-lune 1829. Doctrine and
Covenants 20:75-79 was therefore composed intentionally as a restatement of
Moroni 4-5. The words of the prayers and the accompanying instructions are
virtually idcntical in both places. As Joseph and Olivcr drew together the
governing principles of the newly organized Church, they were inspired to turn
to the Book of Mormon for several details regarding baptism, the sacrament. and
other ordinances (compare D&C 20:73 with 3 Nephi 11:23-25).
3 The Origins of many words and phrases in the sacrament prayers can
profitably be traced back into the early centuries of Nephite history, notably in
the words of Nephi in 2 Nephi 31-33 and in the covenant renewal speech of
Benjamin in Mosiah 5, but it exceeds the present scope of this paper to pursue
that useful and interesting line of research and exegesis. For infonnation along
that line, see John W. Welch, ''The Nephite Sacrament Prayers: From King
Benjamin' s Speech to Moroni 4-5" (Provo, lIT: FARMS. 1986) and '"OJr
Nephite Sacrament Prayers," in Ree.xpioring the Book of Mormon, ed. lohn W.
Welch (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and FARMS, 1992),286-89.
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The setting for the administration of the sacrament in
3 Nephi 18 was deeply spiritual. Jesus ministered the sacrament to
those assembled in Bountiful following a rich outpouring of the
spirit. During that day, the people in Bountiful had beheld the
resurrected Christ, had been taught the main commandments of
his gospel (3 Nephi 12- 14), and were told great prophecies of
Ihings to come (3 Nephi 16:1 - 20); their sick had been healed
(3 Nephi 17:5- 10), and their souls were filled (3 Nephi 17: 17);
"so great was the joy of the multitude that they were overcome"
(3 Nephi 17:18). They bathed Jesus' feet with their tears and they
k.nelt down upon the earth before him (3 Nephi 17:13); Jesus
instructed them to arise as he blessed them and their children
because of their faith (3 Nephi 17: 19-20). After a spiritual mani·
festation of fire and angels (3 Nephi 17:24), the people bore record of the truth of what they had seen and heard (3 Nephi
17:25).4 Little wonder that the Nephites desired to commemorate
this extraordinary day by ceremoniously remembering and religiously repeating the words they heard Jesus speak on that occasion.
The words which Jesus spoke as he administered the sacrament
in 3 Nephi 18 are as follows (the italicized words look ahead to
the wording of the sacrament prayers in Moroni 4-5):
He said unto the disciples; Behold there shall one be
ordained among you, and to him will I give power that
he shall break bread and bless it and give it unto the
people of my church. unto all those who shall believe
and be baptized in my name.
And this shall ye always observe to do, even as I
have done, even as I have broken bread and blessed it
and given it unto you.
And this shall ye do in remembrance of my body,
which I have shown unto you. And it shall be a testi4 For purposes of comparison, one may note that each of these aspects
spoken at the temple in Bountiful has a counterpart in Benjamin's speech. See
the great prophecies of Mosiah 3 and the phrase "we coold prophesy of all
things" (Mosiah 5:3), along with their rejoicing with "exceedingly great joy"
(Mosiah 5:4). falling down to the earth (Mosiah 4:1; cf. also 3 Nephi 11:12),
being blessed with a great spiritual change (Mosiah 5:2), and testifying of the
surety and truth of the words which had been spoken (Mosiah 5:2).
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mony unto the Father that ye do always remember me.
And if ye do always remember me ye shall have my
Spirit to be with you.
And it came to pass that when he said these words,
he commanded his disciples that they should take of
the wine of the cup and drink of it, and that they should
also give unto the multitude that they might drink of
it. ...
And when the disciples had done this, Jesus said
unto them: Blessed are ye for this thing which ye have
done, for this is fulfilling my commandments, and this
doth witness unto the Father that ye are willing to do
that which I have commanded you.
And this shall ye always do to those who repent and
are baptized in my name; and ye shall do it in remembrance of my blood, which I have shed for you, that ye
may witness unto the Father that ye do always remember me. And if ye do always remember me ye shall
have my Spirit to be with you. (3 Nephi 18:5-8, 10-11)
The similarities between these words of Jesus and the
Nephite sacrament prayers in Moroni 4-5 are abundant and
apparent, as the following comparison looking back to 3 Nephi 18
demonstrates:

Moroni 4-5

3 Nephi 18

o God, the Eternal Father, we
ask thee in the name of thy Son

ask the Father in my flame
(3 Nephi 18:20)

Jesus Christ, to bless and
sanctify

he took of the bread and break
and blessed it (3 Nephi 18:3)

this bread to the souls of all
unto all those who (3 Nephi
18:5)
those who partake of it; that
they may eat in remembrance of this shall ye do in remembrance
the body of,
of my body which I have shown
unto you (3 Nephi 18:7)
thy Son and witness unto thee,

o God, the Eternal Father

it shall be a testimony unto the
Father (3 Nephi 18:7)

that they are willing to take
upon them

that ye are willing to do
(3 Nephi 18: 10)
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the name of thy Son, and
always remember him, and keep
his

that ye do always remember me
(3 Nephi 18:7)

commandments which he hath
given them,

that which I have commanded
you (3 Nephi 18:10)

that they may always have his
Spirit to be with them, Amen.

ye shall have my Spirit to be
with you (3 Nephi 18:7)

o God, the Eternal Father, we

ask the Father in my name
ask thee in the name of thy Son. (3 Nephi 18:20)
Jesus Christ, to bless and sanc·
take of the wine (3 Nephi 18:8)
tify this wine to the souls of
all those who

all those who (3 Nephi 18:5)

drink of it, that they

they did drink (3 Nephi 18:9)

may do i1 in remembrance of
the blood

do it in remembrance of my
blood (3 Nephi 18:11)

of thy Son. which was shed for
them;

which I have shed for you
(3 Nephi 18:11)

that they may witness unto thee,
D God, the Eternal Father,

that ye may witness unto the
Father (3 Nephi 18:11)

that they do always remember
him.

that ye do always remember me
(3 Nephi 18:11)

that they may have his Spirit to
be with them. Amen

ye shall have my Spirit to be
with you (3 Nephi 18:11).

The close relationship between the words of Jesus in 3 Nephi 18
and the basic tenns of the sacrament prayers found in Moroni 4-5
is readily apparent. Virtually every component in the two sacra·
ment prayers has a precise counterpart in the express words of
Jesus himself.
The prayer on the bread draws heavily on phrases from
3 Nephi 18:3. 5, 7 and 10, such as "all those who," "in remembrance of my body,"5 "a testimony unto the Father," "that ye
5
Note especially that the bread was eaten "in remembrance of' the body
which Jesus "showed unto" them (3 Nephi 18:7), thus adding a profound dimension to the sacrament symbolism over that which is found in the New Testament.
There the bread represents the body "given for you" {Luke 22:19; cr. 3 Nephi
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are willing to," "always remember me," "which I have commanded you," and "have my spirit to be with you." In the
prayer. these phrases become "the souls of all those who," "in
remembrance of the body of thy Son," "witness unto thee, 0
God, the Eternal Father," "that they are willing to," "always
remember him," "commandments which he hath given them,"
and "have his Spirit to be with them."
In an even more concentrated fashion. the language of the
prayer on the water is almost entirely found in the words of
3 Nephi 18:11. For instance, the line "do it in remembrance of
my blood, which I have shed for you" appears in the prayer as
"do it in remembrance of the blood of thy Son, which was shed
for them." The phrase "witness unto the Father that ye do always
remember me" becomes "witness unto thee, 0 God, the Eternal
Father that they do always remember him," while the words
"have my Spirit to be with you" stand as the promise "that they
may have his Spirit to be with them."
Moreover, the words of the salutation, "0 God, the Eternal
Father,"6 and the language of the petition. "we ask thee, in the
name of thy Son, Jesus Christ"7 are also present in 3 Nephi 18,
18:6) and "broken for you" (I Corinthians 11:24; cf. 3 Nephi 18:6), but the
idea of commemorating the body "shown unto" you is never mentioned in the
King James Version of the Bible. The Book of Mormon and the Joseph Smith
Translation of the Bible both make it clear that the tokens are simply representations of Jesus' nesh and blood (see JST Matthew 26:25; Mark 14:22.24).
6
After Jesus' appearance to them, the Nephites as a whole would have
become more explicitly sensitive to the relationship between the Father and the
Son, especially in light of the fact that Jesus taught them that he would ascend to
his Father (e.g., 3 Nephi 15:1; 28:1) and saliently spoke of the "Father" apart
from himself at least 169 times. In the earlier portions of the Book of Mormon,
the distinctions between God the Father and his son Jesus Christ, though basically understood by the prophets in those eras, are not always so clearly stated.
But in the sacrament prayers, this distinction is more explicitly stated, which
would have helped standardize post-Easter Nephite terminology.
7
From early times, the prophets of the Book of Mormon had taught that
things should be done in the name of Christ. The Nephites worshipped GOO in
the name of Christ (Jacob 4:5), baptized in his name (Mosiah 18:10), and prayed
in the name of Christ (2 Nephi 32:9). An explicit reference to ··asking" in the
name of Christ is found in Enos I: 15. The precise concept of "asking the Father
in the name of Christ," however, may have taken on added significance j n
Nephite usage afler it was emphasized four times by Jesus in 3 Nephi 16:4;
17:3; 18:20; 27:28. It also seems to have become a common expression of the
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where Jesus instructed the people that they should put up their
petitions to the Father in the name of Jesus Christ: "Whatsoever ye
shall ask the Father in my name, which is right, ... it shall be
given" (3 Nephi 18:20).
It is not known for sure when the Nephite sacrament prayers
took the form that they now have in Moroni 4-5, but one can
confidently assume that this occurred at least very soon after the
appearance of Jesus in 3 Nephi, and quite possibly at the time of
Jesus' appearance itself, for the record states that Nephites
observed the sacrament again with Jesus and that they continued
to do so from that time onward (3 Nephi 20:3; 26: 13). The fact
that they so dutifully recorded, preserved, and used the words of
Jesus in general, together with the fact that they were commanded
to use specific words in performing the ordinance of baptism
(3 Nephi 11 :27), gives considerable assurance that the Nephites
began using the sacrament prayers as we know them at a very
early time and that they did not change them during the four
hundred years between the times of Jesus and Moroni.
Several possibilities must be considered in wondering how
the final language of these prayers may have taken shape: (I) it is
possible that, before he departed, Jesus himself may have given the
Nephites the very words found in Moroni 4-5; (2) one of the dis·
ciples may have prepared those texts, receiving personal approval
from Jesus either during his open ministry among the Nephites or
in a subsequent private visitation; or (3) one of the disciples soon
after the departure of Jesus may have been inspired to crystalize
the language of those prayers, drawing heavily on the words spoken by Jesus in 3 Nephi 18.
Evidence that Jesus did not use the very prayers now found
in Moroni 4-5 when he personally blessed and administered the
bread and wine to the Nephites in 3 Nephi 18, however, can be
adduced from several facts. The text in 3 Nephi 18:5-11 appears
to report the precise words Jesus spoke on that particular occasion.
Nephites after the time of Jesus (Monnon 9:21, 27; Moroni 7:26; 10:4). Parenthetically. it can also be noted that the sacrament prayers usc the first person
plural "we" in this petition. The Nephite twelve were commissione<l as a group to
administer the sacrament (3 Nephi 18:5, 28), with one "among you" ordained to
break and bless the bread. That disciple would have been speaking on behalf of
the group as he made this petition to the Father.
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The text reports what "he said" (3 Nephi 18:5) and affirms that
"he said these words" (3 Nephi 18:8). Moreover, when Moroni
records the words used in priesthood ordinations, he designates
those words as "the words of Christ which he spake unto his dis·
ciples" (Moroni 2: I, 3), but when he reports how the Nephites
administered "the flesh and blood of Christ unto the church," he
records what "they said" (Moroni 4:2; 5:2).
Nevertheless, the resulting prayers in Moroni 4-5 are clearly
derived from and closely connected with the words of Jesus in
3 Nephi 18. Certainly, it is easier to see Moroni 4- 5 emerging out
of what Jesus said in 3 Nephi 18 than to assume that the connec·
tion flowed in the other direction, in which case 3 Nephi 18 would
offer only an abridgment or paraphrase of what Jesus actually said
as he administered the sacrament at that time.
In particular, grammatical reasons make it is easier to under·
stand Moroni 4-5 as a drawing upon 3 Nephi 18 than vice versa.
The prayers of Jesus in 3 Nephi 18 are personal, composed in the
first and second person ("my" and "ye"), whereas the ecclesias·
tical prayers in Moroni 4-5 are written in the third person ("his"
and "they"). For example, the prayers in Moroni use the third
person plural ("they") when referring to the congregation where
Jesus had used the second person plural ("you") in 3 Nephi 18;
and the prayers refer to Jesus as "thy Son" and speak of "his
Spirit," where Jesus had naturally referred to himself as "me" or
had spoken of "my Spirit" in 3 Nephi 18. It is more likely thaI a
Nephite would have revised the personal words of Jesus into gen·
eral prayers than for an abridger to have created out of the third
person prayers a first and second person narrative in the words of
Jesus. Thus, it would certainly appear that 3 Nephi 18 was the
primary text which was followed closely and faithfully by Moroni
4-5.

One difference between the words of Jesus in 3 Nephi 18
and the sacrament prayers in Moroni 4-5 is in the order of the
commitments mentioned in the two sacrament prayers. The prayer
on the bread lists three requirements: that the people (I) be willing
to take upon themselves the name of Christ, (2) always remember
him, and (3) keep his commandments. In this regard, the prayer in
Moroni 4 is somewhat closer to language found in King
Benjamin's speech than to the words of Jesus in 3 Nephi 18. After
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his people had promised (J) to obey the will of God (Mosiah 5:5),
King Benjamin imposed on them the further requirements that (2)
they should "take upon [them] the name of Christ" (Mosiah 5:8)
and (3) "should remember to retain the name written always in
[their] hearts" (Mosiah 5: 12). The phrase "take upon them the
name" does not appear in 3 Nephi 18 in connection with the sacrament itself; rather, baptism "in my name" is mentioned as a
prerequisite to partaking of the sacrament (3 Nephi 18:5. 11).
These phrases in Moroni 4. therefore, seem to recall the covenantal language of Benjamin's speech in specific, as weD as the language of 3 Nephi 18 in general.
Moreover, all three requirements of Benjamin's covenant
are consolidated in Moroni 4 into a concise single text, whereas
the bread and wine were administered by Jesus in 3 Nephi 18 with
separate requirements. In that instance, the bread was actually
given by Jesus and received by the multitude only in connection
with the third stipulation, namely. as a "testimony unto the Father
that ye do always remember me" (3 Nephi 18:7), but the prayer
on the bread in Moroni 4 mentions all three. The wine was ministered by Jesus only in conjunction with the stipulation that it stand
as a "witness unto the Father that ye are willing to do that which I
have commanded you" (3 Nephi 18:10), but the sacrament
prayer on the wine in Moroni 5 only requires the people to witness that "they do always remember him ." These differences
converge, however, upon the ultimate purpose of the sacrament:
Moroni 4 and 5 both end with the requirement that "they do
always remember him," which was mentioned by Jesus in connection with both the bread and the wine (3 Nephi 18:7, II). Perhaps this phrase was placed as the sole aspect in the prayer on the
wine, just as it was the final condition imposed by Benjamin upon
his people, because it was the main and last point that Jesus made
regarding the sacrament in 3 Nephi 18:11.
On the other hand, in a broader sense, the order of the three
stipulations found in the prayer on the bread in Moroni 4 can be
found in 3 Nephi 18. The concept of being baptized in the
"name" of Christ appears in verse 5 (it is also mentioned in
18:11, 16 and 30); "always remember" him appears in verse 7
(and again in 18:1 1); doing "that which I have commanded you"
is enjoined in verse 10 (likewise in 18:14). Thus, it is evident that
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these three conditions are each mentioned frequently in 3 Nephi
18:5-14, and attention is focused on them there in the same order
in which they appear in Moroni 4.
Whatever the precise nature of the connection between the
words of Jesus and the Nephite sacrament prayers, it is clear that
many phrases in 3 Nephi 18 are identical to those appearing in
Moroni 4-5, coming from the personal and intimate words of
Jesus himself. It is apparent that the words of Jesus have coalesced
beautifully into the sacrament prayers and that the Nephites
observed the ordinance of the sacrament, as they were commanded, to do "that which ye have seen me do" (3 Nephi 18:24;
see also JST Matthew 26:25; JST Mark 14:24).

Ordinations to the Priesthood
A second instance of close textual relationship between
3 Nephi 18 and the priesthood procedural chapters at the beginning of the book of Moroni is found in the passages that deal with
the giving of priesthood powers to the disciples. Here also significant connections can be seen between the words of Jesus and the
texts of Moroni, as well as between the example set by the Lord
and the subsequent religious practices followed by the Nephites.
As Jesus was preparing to ascend back into heaven at the
end of his first day among the Nephites, he conferred upon the
twelve the power to bestow the gift of the Holy Ghost (they had
received the power to baptize earlier in the day; see 3 Nephi
11:21-22). While the people in the multitude saw Jesus perform
both these ordinances, they did not hear the words that he spoke
in the second instance:
And it came to pass that when Jesus had made an
end of these sayings, he touched with his hand the disciples whom he had chosen, one by one, even until he
had touched them all, and spake unto them as he
touched them.
And the multitude heard not the words which he
spake, therefore they did not bear record; but the disciples bare record that he gave them power to give the
Holy Ghost. And I will show unto you hereafter that
this record is true. (3 Nephi 18:36-37; the italicized
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words look ahead to similar words in Moroni 2; see
below)
Although the words spoken by Jesus on this occasion do not
appear in 3 Nephi 18, they were inscribed by Moroni on the plates
as he completed the record of his people. Evidently these words of
Jesus were kept very sacred for almost four hundred years: if the
Lord himself had not wanted the righteous multitude to hear these
words as he spoke them, it would have been hard for the disciples
to justify speaking these words freely in the less sacred settings in
which they routinely worked. Nevertheless, despite the intervening
years and historical changes that eventually occurred among the
Nephites, close relationships between the report of this ordinance
in 3 Nephi 18 and the final account given by Moroni can readily
be seen:
The words of Christ, which he spake unto his disciples, the twelve whom he had chosen, as he laid his
hands upon themAnd he called them by name, saying: Ye shall call
on the Father in my name, in mighty prayer; and after
ye have done this ye shall have power that to him upon
whom ye shall lay your hands, ye shall give the Holy
Ghost; and in my name shall ye give it, for thus do
mine apostles.
Now Christ spake these words unto them at the time
of his first appearing; and the multitude heard it not,
but the disciples heard it; and on as many as they laid
their hands, fell the Holy Ghost. (Moroni 2:1-3; the
italicized words relate back to specific wordings in
3 Nephi 18; see above)
Once again, the text recorded by Moroni is faithfully
dependent upon the earlier account. In both instances, the twelve
are called the "disciples ... whom he had chosen"; the manner
of ordination by the laying on of hands is specified; the operative
words bestowing "power" to "give the Holy Ghost" are the
same; and the certification that the "multitude heard it not" is
consciously repeated. These words add further evidence of the
high degree to which the Nephites venerated the words that Jesus
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spoke while he was with them. Presumably these leaders used these
words of Jesus as they, in tum, conveyed to their successors the
same priesthood power and authority that Jesus had given them.
Moroni goes on, in Moroni 3, to record the manner in which
the disciples, who came to be "called the elders of the church,"
ordained priests and teachers:
After they had prayed unto the Father in the name
of Christ, they laid their hands upon them, and said:
In the name of Jesus Christ I ordain you to be a
priest, (or, if he be a teacher) I ordain you to be a
teacher, to preach repentance and remission of sins
through Jesus Christ, by the endurance of faith on his
name to the end. Amen.
And after this manner did they ordain priests and
teachers, according to the gifts and callings of God
unto men; and they ordained them by the power of the
Holy Ghost, which was in them. (Moroni 3:2-4)
Notably, the procedures utilized here again follow the
instructions given by the resurrected Lord. First, the elders
"prayed unto the Father in the name of Christ," just as Jesus had
originally told the disciples to do: "Ye shall call on the Father in
my name, in mighty prayer" (Moroni 2:2). Second, they began
the ordination by stating that it was performed "in the name of
Jesus Christ," just as he had instructed: "in my name shall ye give
it" (Moroni 2:2). Third, they laid their hands upon those whom
they ordained, just as the Savior had done as he had ordained the
twelve disciples. And fourth, the Nephite elders ordained priests
and teachers "by the power of the Holy Ghost, which was in
them," the power that was bestowed upon them by Jesus himself.
Thus, again, we can see the extent to which the Nephites followed
the instructions and example of the Lord and did as he had
instructed them.

Guidelines for Church Participation and Discipline
Finally, Moroni's guidelines for the conduct of church
meetings and discipline illustrate ways in which Nephite church
practices diligently followed the instructions of Jesus. Here again,
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we encounter many significant points of contact, this time between
3 Nephi 18 and Moroni 6.
Moroni reports that "the church did meet together oft. to
fast and to pray, and to speak one with another concerning the
welfare of their souls. And they did meet together oft to partake of
bread and wine, in remembrance of the Lord Jesus" (Moroni 6:56). In doing this, the church was obedient to the Lord who had
commanded the people to meet together often, to pray for each
other, and to partake of the sacrament:
And behold, ye shall meel together oft; and ye shall
not forbid any man from coming unto you when ye
shall meet together, but suffer them that they may
come unto you and forbid them not;
But ye shall pray for them. and shall not cast them
out; and if it so be that they come unto you oft ye shall
pray for them unto the Father, in my name. (3 Nephi
18:22-23)
And this shall ye always observe to do, even as I
have done, even as I have broken bread and blessed it
and given it unto you.
And this shan ye do in remembrance of my body,
which I have shown unto you. (3 Nephi 18:6--7)
Concerning baptism and church membership, Moroni
records that in order to be baptized, people were required to come
forth with a broken heart and contrite spirit, to take upon them the
name of Christ. detennined to serve him until the end. None were
received unto baptism except
they came forth with a broken heart and a contrite
spirit. and witnessed unto the church that they truly
repented of all their sins.
And none were received unto baptism save they
took upon them the name of Christ, having a determi·
nation to serve him 10 the end. (Moroni 6:2-3)
This report again parallels the words of the Lord in 3 Nephi, when
he commanded, "that ye shall believe in me, and that ye shall
repent of YOllr sins, and come unto me with a broken heart and a
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contrite spirit" (3 Nephi 12: 19; see also Psalms 34: 18; 2 Nephi
2:7; 3 Nephi 9:20; Ether 4:15; D&C 20:37), be "baptized in my
name" (3 Nephi 11 :23; 18:5, 30), and "look unto me, and
endure to the end" (3 Nephi 15:9; see also D&C 20:37).
Although these words and phrases are not unique to the commandments of Jesus in 3 Nephi, it seems evident, as is the case
throughout Moroni 2-6, that the baptismal practices of the
Nephites were consciously grounded in the instructions given to
them by the resurrected Lord.
After baptism, people were then "numbered among the
people of the church of Christ" (Moroni 6:4). As Jesus had said,
"I know my sheep, and they are numbered" (3 Nephi 18:31).
Being so numbered allowed them to partake of the sacrament, for
Jesus had directed his disciples to give the sacrament only to "the
people of my church, unto all those who shall believe and be baptized in my name" (3 Nephi 18:5).
Interestingly, although the requirement that the sacrament
not be given to those who have not been baptized in the name of
Christ is not to be found in the New Testament, another very early
(late first or early second century A.D.) Christian text known as
the Didache, or the Teachings of the Apostles, contains a similar
instruction: "And let none eat or drink of your eucharist, but
those baptized into [the] name of [the] Lord."8 Although this text
was discovered well after the Book of Mannon was translated by
Joseph Smith, this early Christian document compares with the
explicit instruction found in 3 Nephi 18:5. 9
Several other interesting parallels exist between the early
Christian instructions and the Book of Mannon. For example,
Didache 10:6 further dictates: "If anyone is holy let him come: if
any is not, let him repent." Similarly, the Lord in 3 Nephi 18:2931 requires: "If ye know that a man is unworthy, .. . ye shall forbid him ... and if it so be that he repenteth and is baptized tn my
8 Didache 9:5; Hans Lietzmann, Mass and Lord's Supper: A Study ill the
History oj the Liturgy, trans. Dorothea H. G. Reeve (Leiden: Brill, 1953), 743.
Found also in Kirsopp Lake, tT., The Apostolic Fathers (New York: Loeb
Classical Library, 1930), 1:303-33, and in the Apostolic Conslillllions VII.
9
This requirement may have been implicitly understood in Paul's comments to baptized members in 1 Corinthians 11:27, but it is nowhere expressly
stated in the New Testament.
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name, then shall ye receive him, ... but if he repent not he shall
not be numbered among my people."10
Moreover, the broken bread in Didache 9:4 and 10:1 is said
to represent the people of the world "scattered upon the
mountains" to be "gathered from the ends of the earth into my
Kingdom ... and from the four winds." Although not connected
explicitly with the sacrament, 3 Nephi 16:4-5 (shortly before
3 Nephi 18) deals with this very theme, namely, those "who shall
be scattered forth upon the face of the earth ... will I gather in
from the four quarters of the earth."11
Furthermore, Didache 10:1 - 2, 5 declares that "after being
filled" the people should give thanks for particular things,
specifically, for God's "holy name which thou hast made to dwell
in our hearts, and for the knowledge and faith and immortality
which thou didst make known to us through Jesus thy
servant •... but above all that thou art mighty . .. to deliver thy
Church from all evil and to perfect her in thy love and to gather
togelher" those who have been sanctified. Similarly, after the
Nephites "had eaten and were filled" they were instructed
particularly to "watch and pray" (3 Nephi 18:15, 18) to overcome evil, to be delivered from Satan, and to gather "lOg ether
oft" in pure convocations.
In addition, Didache 9:2-3 instructs the communicants to
give thanks after the sacrament by saying, "We thank thee, our
Father, for [that} which thou didst make known to us through
Jesus thy servant. To thee be the glory for ever." After partaking
of the sacrament in 3 Nephi 20:9, the Nephites likewise "did cry
out with one voice and give glory to Jesus whom they both saw
and heard." Perhaps the hymn that was sung in Jerusalem at the
Last Supper (Matthew 26:30) was a hymn of praise.
Finally, one of the specific evils to be avoided, according to
Didache 14:1. is avoiding disputations: "Let anyone who has a
dispute with his fellow not come together with you, until they are
reconciled, that your sacrifice be not defiled." Thus, Jesus
concludes his comments about the sacrament in 3 Nephi by
saying: "Blessed are ye if ye have no disputations among you"
10 Paul Slates a similar requirement in considerably different tenns: "But
lei a man examine Idokimau toJ himselr' (1 Corinthians 11 :28).
11 There is no parallel to this in eucharistic lexts of the New Testament.
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(3 Nephi 18:34). These, and possibly other aspects of the early
Christian sacramental liturgy, may help place many of the words
of Jesus in 3 Nephi 18 in their ancient historical contexts.
Other aspects of the early Christian sacrament may also
prove to be of interest to students of the Book of Mormon . There
is considerable evidence that the feeding of the multitudes with
twelve baskets (Matthew 14:20; Mark 6:43; 8: 19; Luke 9: 17; John
6: 13; cf. the twelve loaves of the shewbread) originally had sacramental undertones. 12 In the Coptic Gospel of the Twelve Apostles,
for example, the feeding of the multitude was clearly eucharistic:
Jesus there took five loaves, gave thanks, broke the bread, and
gave it to the crowd saying, "It is a mystery of my Father who has
a part of my flesh." The multitude there was spiritually filled. 13
Similarly, the sacrament in 3 Nephi 18 and 20 is not administered
as an evening meal to a small group of disciples, but in a covenantal setting to the multitude as a whole (first to the disciples, and
then to the multitude), who ate and drank "to [the] soul
and ... were filled with the Spirit" (3 Nephi 20:8- 9). In 3 Nephi
20:3-8, as in John 6 and in the Gospel of the Twelve Apostles, the
sacramental emblems were miraculously provided for the multitude. 14 The post-resurrection sacramental account in 3 Nephi and
the post-resurrection meals also merit close comparison. 15
The truthfulness of the Book of Mormon, of course, does
not hinge on the existence of early Christian parallels such as
these, but the fact that we find such requirements in both the Book
of Mormon and in very early Christian writings corroborates the
claim that Jesus taught the same gospel originally in the Old and
12 See, e.g., Raymond E. Brown, The Gospel Accordil1g 10 johl1 (New
York: Doubleday, 1966), 274; Hugh W. Nibley, Since Cumorah , 2nd ed. (Salt
Lake City: Deseret Book and FARMS, 1988), 175-77. Cf. also the multiplication of loaves by Elisha in 2 Kings 4:42-44.
13 Eugene Revillout, "Les Evangiles des Douze Apotres et de S.
Barthelemy," Patrologia Orienralis (Paris: Firmin-Didot. 1904). 133- 34
(fragment 2).
14 Consider also John 4:10- 14, "living water," and the practice of the
Ebionites, an early Christian sect, who "celebrated the mysteries with
unleavened bread and mere water," according to Epiphanius, cited in Joseph A.
Fitzmyer, Essays on the Semitic Background of the New Testament (London:
Chapman, 1971),442, in connection with the later.
15 Consider material in Brown, Gospel According to Jolm, 1093- 1100.
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New Worlds and that the Book of Monnon reveals and restores to
the modern world those plain and precious teachings of Jesus,
many of which did not survive beyond the earliest generations of
Christians in the Old World. 16
Jesus anticipated that disputations and disobedience would
arise among his followers. "And I give you these commandments
because of the disputations which have been among you . And
blessed are ye if ye have no disputations among you" (3 Nephi
18:34).1 7 Hence, the need for frequent and sincere chastening,
admonition. exhortation. repentance. and forgiveness. Accordingly, in his last words to his disciples at the temple in Bountiful,
Jesus gave them the following responsibility by way of commandment:
that ye shall not suffer anyone knowingly to partake
of my flesh and blood unworthily, when ye shall miniSler it;
For whoso eateth and drinketh my flesh and blood
unworthily eateth and drinketh damnation to his soul;
therefore if ye know that a man is unworthy to eat and
drink of my flesh and blood ye shall forbid him.
Nevertheless, ye shall not cast him out from among
you, but ye shall minister unto him and shall pray for
him unto the Father. in my name; and if it so be that he
repenteth and is baplized in my name. then shall ye
receive him, and shall minister unto him of my flesh
and blood.

16 Some useful sources dealing with the sacrament in the early church
include Brown, The Gospel According to John, 274; Louis Bouyer, Eucharist:
Theology and Spirituality of the Eucharistic Prayer (Notre Dame: University of
Notre Dame Press, 1968) ; Maurice Goguel, The Primitive Church (New York:
Macmillan, 1964); Joachim Jeremias, The Eucharistic Words of Jesus (New
York: Scribner's Sons, 1966); 1. N. D. Kelly, Early Christian Doctrines (New
York: Harper and Row, 1960 and revised editions); Lietzman, Mass and Lord's
Supper.
17 Similarly, one of the specific evils that the earliest Christians were
also taught to avoid, according to Didache 14:1. was dispulalions: "Let anyone
who has a dispute with his fellow not come together with you, umil they are reconciled, that your sacrifice be not defiled." Compare Malthew 5:23-26.
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But if he repent not he shall not be numbered
among my people, that he may not destroy my people,
for behold I know my sheep, and they are numbered.
Nevertheless, ye shall not cast him out of your
synagogues, or your places of worship, for unto such
shall ye continue to minister; for ye know not but what
they will return and repent, and come unto me with full
purpose of heart, and I shall heal them; and ye shall be
the means of bringing salvation unto them. (3 Nephi
18:28-32)
Here Jesus charged those serving as apostles to prevent people, for
their own good, from partaking of the sacrament unworthily . As
much as one might want to partake of the sacrament, to do so
unworthily would not be a blessing but a condemnation, and "wo
unto him whom the Father condemneth" (3 Nephi 18:33). Nevertheless, the sinner is not to be excommunicated immediately , but
is to be ministered to and given the opportunity to repent. Then, if
repentance does not occur, the sinner is to be numbered no longer
among the people of the church, in order to prevent such parties
from destroying the people of the church. But even at that, Jesus
instructed that excommunicants should not be isolated, ostracized,
or banished (as was the practice under the law of Moses; see
Numbers 12:14; Ezra 10:8), but that they should be allowed to
enter the church's places of worship and should be ministered
unto in hopes that they still might return and repent and come
unto Christ with full purpose of heart, so that he might heal them.
True to the practice we have seen before, the Nephites again
modeled their church procedures on these words of Jesus. The
elders of the church "were strict to observe that there should be
no iniquity among them" (Moroni 6:7). They fulfilled their obligation to protect the people of the church. The guilty were not
convicted by the elders lightly: "three witnesses of the church"
were required in order to "condemn them before the elders"
(Moroni 6:7), implementing the rule of witnesses in Deuteronomy
19:15 most generously toward the accused: "One witness shall not
rise up against a man for any iniquity, . .. at the mouth of two
witnesses, or at the mouth of three witnesses, shall the matter be
established." Observing the precise words of Jesus, the Nephites
would then remove from the records of the church the names of
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those who brought iniquity into the church and would not repent:
"And if they repented nOl, and confessed not, their names were
blotted out, and they were not numbered among the people of
Christ" (Moroni 6:7; compare 3 Nephi 18:31). Still, the hand of
fellowship and the healing embrace of forgiveness, as Jesus
commanded, was extended repeatedly to the sincerely repentant.
forever: "But as oft as they repented and sought forgiveness, wilh
real intent, they were forgiven" (Moroni 6:8; compare 3 Nephi
18:32).

Conclusion
The point of this paper is rather simple, namely. that the
words used by the Nephites in administering the sacrament and in
conducting the affairs of the Church of Christ are virtually all,
solidly and directly. rooted in the words spoken by the resurrected
Jesus in 3 Nephi. In one sense, this observation is nOI surprising.
One would expect this result, namely. that the sacred narratives in
the accounts of the presence of Jesus in 3 Nephi would become
the basis of subsequent religious practices for all the Nephites who
shou ld believe in Christ and in his appearance at Bountiful. In
another sense, however, the degree to which this phenomenon
operates might not have been expected. The precision in usage
and the persistence of the basic terms throughout these texts,
which are separated from each other by many years and pages of
Nephite history, speak highly of the ancient aurhorship, of the
faithful and logical orderliness, of the linguistic sensitivity, and of
the historical validity of this religious textual history . The Nephite
usage bespeaks that of actual experience, enshrining in the
institutional practices of a people the memory of a divine presence
among them.
Numerous phrases in Moroni 2-6 that are exactly the same
as terms in the words of Jesus show that the relationships between
these two texts could not have been random; these interconnections are too extensive, complex, and meaningful for them to have
happened accidentally. And yet one may doubt that Joseph Smith,
during the translation and dictation process, was conscious of
many of these specific details, except perhaps as an overall
.
.
Impression.
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Moreover, detecting the close relationship between the words
of Jesus and the words of these priesthood ordinances and procedures, many of which are still in regular use in the Church today,
enhances our appreciation of these sacred texts. In particular, the
sacrament prayers in Moroni 4-5 have a rich and meaningful
background. When these prayers are read or heard, they should
bring to mind the words and ministrations of Jesus himself at the
meridian of time at the temple in Bountiful. When Latter-day
Saints partake of the sacrament, they observe not only the
"sacrament of the Lord's Supper," but also what one might call
the "sacrament of the Lord's appearance," eaten in remembrance
of his body which was shown unto them (3 Nephi 18:7), in
remembrance of his blood that he alone shed to atone for all sin,
in remembrance of the eternal gospel that he personally preached,
and in remembrance of the blessings that he then bestowed upon
and still extends to all the righteous who will come unto him.

NOTES AND COMMUNICATIONS

Alma's Use of State in the Book of Mormon:
Evidence of Mnltiple Authorship
Philip A. Allred
Joseph Smith claimed the Book of Mormon was a product of
multiple ancient authors. Recent studies of the words and phrases
used by the book's various writers have provided evidence of this
claim.! The following notes on how the word state 2 is employed
in the Book of Mormon suggest that A1ma2 can be singled out as
a distinct author within the record.

Statistical Significance
Eleven individuals in the Book of Mormon used the word
state. 3 Only Alma used the word to any degree of potential

E.g., lohn W. Welch el ai., "Words and Phrases," in Reexp/oring the
Book of Mormon. ed. John W. Welch (Salt Lake City: Deserel Book and
FARMS, 1992). 282-85; Roger R. Keller, "Mormon and Moroni as Authors and
Abridgers," in ibid., 269-71; John L. Hilton, "Wordprints and the Book of
Mormon," in ibid., 221-26; and John W. Welch, 'Three Accounts of Alma's
Conversion," in ibid., 150-53.
2 'The condition of a person or thing, as with respect to circumstances or
attributes," Webster's Encyclopedic Unabridged Dictionary of the English Language (1989), s.Y. "state."
3
Abinadi, A1ma2' Amulek, Benjamin, Jacob, Lehi, the Lord, Mormon,
Moroni. Nephi. and an angelic visitor to Nephi all employed the word slate; cf.
Eldin Ricks. Eldifl Ricks's Thorough Concordance of the WS Standard Works
(Provo, UT: FARMS, 1995), 691-92.
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statistical significance. 4 However, even though an author's use
of a word might potentially qualify for statistical significance,
any statistical model that could be employed to detennine such
significance would necessarily assume normal or similar topic
distribution within the Book of Monnon. Because the different
writers treated diverse subjects, there is no statistical way to compare the probability of the different authors' use of state. 5
Therefore, it is nearly impossible to prove objectively that an
author's word usage is statistically significant on the basis of word
frequency alone.
Aside from the challenges of this statistical qualification, it is
still possible to see Alma as a distinct author in the Book of
Mormon. This can be done by examining his use of state in contrast with other writers on three fronts: unusual concentrations of
the word, resumptive rewording with state, and shared topic companson.

Unusual Concentrations of the Word State
All but two of the eleven writers who used state did so infrequently and sporadically. In contrast, the recorded writings of
Alma, and in one case, Lehi, contain passages that display unusual
concentrations of the word state. For example, Lehi uses the word
four times in three verses when describing Adam and Eve's
paradisiacal existence in 2 Nephi 2:21-23. A far more impressive
concentration of state appears in Alma 40, where Alma is teaching
Corianton about the postmortal existence.
4
An author must display at least one use of the .,vord per one-thousand
total words. Alma is the only author whose use of state qualifies in this preliminary way (Alma used state 35 times in 19,137 total words, which equals nearly
two instances per 1,000 words). The idea for this comparative figure is drawn
from Roger R. Keller's article entitled "Law and Commandments in the Book of
Monnon" (Provo, UT: FARMS, 1991). The full methodology is spelled out in a
forthcoming book by Keller entitled Author Uniqueness within the Book of
Mormon: An Aid to Interpretation.
5 For instance, even though Alma used state an unusual number of times
in Alma 40: 12- 15, he is addressing the topic of the postmortal spirit world.
which is unique to him in the Book of Mormon. Hcnce, no statistical comparison can be made between Alma and the other writers in this case. I am indebted to
Dr. John L. Hilton, BYU, for explaining these critical points on statistical significance.
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Now, concerning the state of the soul between
death and resurrection ....
the spirits of those who are righteous are received
into a state of happiness, which is called paradise, a
state of rest, a state of peace . ...
Now this is the state of the souls of the wicked, yea,
in darkness, and a state of awful, fearful looking for the
fiery indignation of the wrath of God upon them; thus
they remain in this state, as well as the righteous in
paradise, until the time of their resurrection.
Now, there are some that have understood that this
state of happiness and this state of misery of the soul,
before the resurrection, was a first resurrection. (Alma
40:11-12, 14-15)
Here in just five verses Alma employs the word ten times.
Even more remarkable is the concentration in chapter 41 where in
just two verses Alma uses state six times.
And now, my son, all men that are in a state of
nature, or I would say, in a carnal state, are in the gall
of bitterness and in the bonds of iniquity; they are
without God in the world, and they have gone contrary
to the nature of God; therefore, they are in a state contrary to the nature of happiness.
And now behold, is the meaning of the word restoration to take a thing of a natural state and place it in
an unnalUral state, or to place it in a state opposite to its
nature? (Alma 41:11-12)
In chapter 42 Alma clusters his use of state again where it
occurs six times in verses 10-13. In a work which claims to be
written by multiple authors it certainly is consistent to find one of
these authors displaying an unusual usage of a particular word
when the other writers do 001. 6
6 Further evidence for this argument is found in the presence of another
concentration of Slate approximately ninety pages earlier in Alma 12. Here
again Alma clusters his use of the word nine times starting in verse 12. As John
W. Welch has elsewhere noted, even though Alma's words are found scaltered
among other's writings over nearly one-fifth of the Book of Mormon, his words
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Resumptive7 Rewording with State
In several instances Alma displays a tendency to reword with
state. For example. in discussing the preparatory nature of mortal
existence after the fall, Alma writes, "And thus we see, that there
was a time granted unto man to repent, yea, a probationary time, a
time to repent and serve God" (Alma 42:4). Resuming this
thought six verses later, Alma renames this as a probationary
state-"it became a state for them to prepare; it became a preparatory state" (Alma 42: 10). Again three verses later he repeats
this rewording with "Therefore, according to justice, the plan of
redemption could not be brought about, only on conditions of
repentance of men in the probationary state, yea, this preparatory
state" (Alma 42: 13).
Another example of Alma's tendency to reword with slate is
found approximately one hundred pages earlier. While visiting
Gideon, Alma hoped to "find that ye were not in the awful
dilemma that our brethren were in at Zarahemla" (Alma 7:3).
Three verses later Alma defines the dilemma when he resumes the
thought with, "I trust that ye are not in a state of so much unbelief
as were your brethren" (Alma 7:6). After discoursing about the
atonement he returns again to this topic and combines the two
earlier phrases. "For as I said unto you from the beginning. that I
had much desire that ye were not in the state of dilemma like your
brethren, even so I have found that my desires have been gratified" (Alma 7: 18).8 No other author in the Book of Mormon
rewords with state-in this Alma stands completely unique.
bear ·'the unmistakahle imprints of a single distinctive person," in Reexp/oring
the Book of Mormon, 153. For instance, both Ammon and Amulek's words
appear between Alma 12 and Alma 42-both employed state, but neither
displays any concentration of the word; in fact, they only expressed their
message with state on one occasion each; see Alma 26:17 and 34:35
respectively. It is also significant to note that in Alma's initial conversion
account in Mosiah 27 he used state twice (Mosiah 27:25).
7 This is not to be equated with epanaleplic repetition, which is specifically employed for digressions within a single sentence; see Larry G. Childs,
"Epanalepsis in the Book of Mormon" (Provo, UT: FARMS, 1986).
8 Another rewording wilh slate (though not necessarily rcsumptive),
occurs in Alma 41:II-Alma writes that all men "have gone contrary to the
nalUre of God; therefore, they are in a slate contrary to the nature of happiness."
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When only one writer displays this kind of preference for a
particular term when restating, especially a nonessential word like
state, the reasonable reaction is to believe that this writer is distinct
within the larger work authored by other individuals.

Shared Topic Comparison
As noted above, because of the varied topics that the different
writers of the Book of Mormon address, it is difficult to make sta~
tistical comparisons of their use of any given word. On the other
hand, a comparison is available between those passages where
multiple writers address the same topic. One such topic is the
concept of agency. It is here that Alma's preference for state
distinguishes him most clearly from the other writers of the Book
of Mormon.
Because it is reasonable to expect that any given topic will
generate some common language to describe it, it comes as no
surprise that each of the four writers who addressed agency-Lehi,
Jacob, Alma, and Samuel-all used some form of the words act
and choose. 9 Yet when each passage is further analyzed, Alma's
use of state again distinguishes him from other Book of Mormon
writers.
Wherefore, he gave commandments unto men, they
having first transgressed the first commandments as to
things which were temporal, and becoming as Gods,
knowing good from evil, placing themselves in a state
to act, or being placed in a state to aCI according to
their wills and pleasures ....
. . . in the first place being left to choose good or evil;
therefore they having chosen good, and exercising
exceedingly great faith, are called with a holy calling.
(Alma 12:31; 13:3)
It is significant to note that both Lehi and Jacob used state
elsewhere in their writings, so their capacity to have done so in
passages relating to agency is not in question. I0 Further, the pres9

2 Nephi 2:26-27; 10:23; Alma 12:31; 13:3; and Helaman 14:30-31.
10 See 2 Nephi 2:21-23 and 9:27 respectively.
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ence of state is not the only difference between Alma and the
others. Lehi, Jacob, and Samuel each include references to the
word free when discussing agency. I I Alma does not.
Of tangential interest, there is marked contrast between Alma
and Joseph Smith when their writings about agency are compared. 12 In Doctrine and Covenants 93:30-31, Joseph revealed
that "All truth is independent in that sphere in which God has
placed it, to act for itself, as all intelligence also; otherwise there is
no existence. Behold, here is the agency of man." In comparison
with Alma's passage in Alma 12:31, Joseph Smith writes about a
sphere in which agency exists, while Alma writes of a state of
agency; their meanings are the same, but the language is decidedly different. Further, Alma only describes the principle, while
Joseph actually names it as agency. In fact, every major passage
concerning the agency of man in the Doctrine and Covenants is
marked with the words agency, agent, or agents. 13 In direct distinction, the Book of Mannon does not have a single reference to
these words. This suggests that the use of state in the Book of
Mormon was a feature of the original text and not simply introduced by Joseph Smith.
Certainly Alma's distinction from his Book of Mormon
counterparts is clear in the context of agency. He not only displays his preference for state uniquely when addressing this topic,
but he also elected not to use a key word that the other three
authors employed.
II 2 Nephi 2:26-27 (three times); 2 Nephi 10:23; and Helaman 14:30
(two times).
12 Comparison between the four major works that Joseph Smith brought
forth further suggest multiple authorship of the Book of Mormon. While the
Book of Mormon contains the term seventy-seven times (Ricks. Thorough Con·
cordance. 691-92), the books of Abraham and Moses, as well as the entire
Joseph Smith Translation of the Bible lack even a single use of ltate. Of interest
also, the Doctrine and Covenants contains the word only three times (71:1:
93:38; and 130:9) and the Joseph Smith History employs the word only Once
(Joseph Smith-History 1:29). In addition, Joseph Smith's wording in JosephSmith History 1:29-in which he synonymously couples ltate with standingis interesting because the word standing only appears twice in the Book of
Mormon and neither time with lIme; see Mosiah 4: II and Alma 13:5.
13 See Doctrine and Covenants 29:35-39; 58:27-28; 93:30-31; and
101:78. Moses 4:3 and 7:32 also contain references to agency and Moses 6:56
refers to agents.
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Conclusion
Alma certainly stands distinct from the other authors in the
Book of Mormon when his use of state is analyzed. Alma's
unique concentration of slate, his tendency to reword with state,
and his distinctive treatment of a shared topic involving state all
point to him as a unique writer within the Book of Mannon. This
is perfectly consistent with Joseph's claims about the Book of
Mormon. Also, the differences between the Book of Mormon and
the other scriptures produced by Joseph Smith in relation to the
use of state are also what one would expect to find in the various
publications of a prophet who both translated other's writings and
received his own prophetic material.

NOTES AND COMMUNICATIONS

The Iliad and the Book of Mormon
John A. Tvedtnes
The ILiad, an ancient Greek epic written by Homer, tells the
story of the Trojan War. Though Homer probably lived about 800
B.C., the date of the war itself is generally acknowledged to be ca.
1200 B.C. Consequently, Homer's description of weapons and
battle tactics can be said to be authentic for at least 800 B.C. and
perhaps earlier.
One of the results of the Trojan War and other conflicts of the
time was the influx of Anatolian peoples from the area around
Troy into the southeastern Mediterranean-notably Egypt and
Palestine. Known to the Egyptians collectively as the "sea peoples," they included such groups as the Philistines, whose weaponry, annor, and chariots so impressed the Israelites (1 Samuel
13:5. 19-22; 17:5-7).
It is in this light that we note that some elements in the Book
of Monnon have their parallels in the Iliad. For example, Laban's
sword with its sheath, golden hilt, and precious steel blade
(l Nephi 4:9) is reminiscent of the swords of some of the military
leaders in Homer's epic. Menelaus had a silver-studded sword
(Iliad 2.45; 3.361; 13.610; 14.405; 23.807-8) or a gold-studded
sword (Iliad 11.29-30), and Hector is said to have given Ajax a
silver-studded sword with a sheath (Iliad 7.303-4). Achilles'
sword was bronze with silver studs (Iliad 16.135-36) and had a
silver hilt (Iliad 1.219- 20). The god Apollo, who participated in
the war, fought with a golden sword (Iliad 5.509). We can also
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compare Nephi's steel bow (I Nephi ]6:18}1 10 the silver bow
carr;ed by Apollo (Iliad 1.451; 5.517. 760; 7.58; 10.515; 21.229;
24.56. 758-59)-'
When describing the weaponry and armor of the Nephites,
Alma notes that "also they were dressed with thick clothing"
(Alma 43: 19). In the Iliad, there are numerous descriptions of the
bronze weapons and annor, including breastplates and greaves
worn on the arms and legs, as in the Book of Mormon passage. Of
special interest is that Iliad 2.830 draws our attention 10 the use of
a linen breastplate, which might correspond to the "thick cloth~
ing" used by the Nephites.
Some of the baltle tactics noted in the Iliad are also similar [0
those in the Book of Mormon, though there are notable differ~
ences that may be due to different terrain and the passage of lime.
The Achaeans, for example, built a stone fortification wall and
surrounded it by a ditch, placing sharp stakes at the top of the
ditch, to slow down any possible Trojan attack on their camp
(Iliad 12.52-57). The Nephite general Moroni constructed similar
fortifications (Alma 49: 18; Alma 53:3-4).
In 1 Nephi 3:31-4:1. we read that Laban commanded a group
of fifty men plus lens of thousands. Hugh Nibley has elicited evi~
dence that there were, in the lime of Lehi, military units compris~
ing fifty men that were called. "fifty" in Babylonian records and
concludes that Laban was a military commander with a local garri~
son of fifty and a larger force in the field. 3 He notes that this is
borne out by the fact that, when Nephi came across him drunk in
the streets, Laban was dressed in full armor and wearing the pre~
cious sword (I Nephi 4:7-9, 19). Homer tells us that Achilles
brought to the Trojan War fifty ships with fifty men each and bad
five battalion leaders among them (Iliad 16.168- 71).
The term is also found in the Bible in passages where the Hebrew reads
"coPlfrlbronze" (2 Samuel 22:35; Job 20:24; Psalm 18:34).
Weapons made of precious metals are known from even earlier limes.
Tablets from the ancient Syrian city of Ebla (2600-2500 B.C.) speak of gold
daggers. a silver-bladed dagger, and silver bows (TM.75.G.1599 obverse 111.24, VI.3-7. VIl.I-3; TM.75.G.2070 obverse VIII.l7).
3 Hugh W. Nibley, uhi in Ih~ Des~n. The World of Ih~ Jar~dil~s. Ther~
Wtr~ Jar~dil~S (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and FARMS. 1988), 97-98; Hugh
W. Nibley An Approach to Ih~ Book of MOffllon, 3rd ed. (Sait Lake City: Deseret
Bool.: and FARMS. 1988), 126-27.
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The Nephites were wont to fight for their wives, their children,
and their lands (Alma 35:14; 43:9; 44:5; 48:10; 58:12). Indeed,
the Nephite general Moroni rallied his forces with the cry to
defend their religion, their freedom, their peace, their wives, and
their children, writing these values on a piece of cloth that he
called "the title of liberty," which, after girding on his armor, he
carried about (Alma 46:12-13). In a similar manner, during the
Trojan War, Nestor admonished the Achaean troops to remember
their children, their wives. their property, and their parents,
whether dead or alive (Iliad 15.659-66).
There are other similarities as well. For example. just as King
Mosiah's son Ammon smote off the anns of a number of men
who attacked him with clubs (Alma 17:27-39; 18:16), during the
Trojan War King Menelaus cut off the ann of Hippolochus at the
shoulder with a single sword-stroke (Iliad 11 .145-47).
Such parallels lend authenticity to the stories told in the Book
of Monnon and lead me to believe that the Nephite record accurately reflects, to a certain extent, the Old World culture from
which Lehi came. However, it would not surprise me to see the
critics now adding the Iliad to the list of sources from which they
believe Joseph Smith got ideas for the Book of Mannon. Just how
many books can this untutored nineteenth-century farm lad have
read?

NOTES ANO COMMUNICATIONS

Eyewitness Descriptions of
Mesoamerican Swords
Matthew Roper
Recent scholarship on Book of Mormon warfare suggests that
the Mesoamerican weapon the macuahuitl fits the criteria for the
Book of Mormon "sword. "1 Recent critics of this position have
argued that the comparison is faulty. The macuahuitl. they argue,
was merely a club studded with obsidian. 2 "Such flexible
interpretations," insists one recent critic, "suggest a lack of
methodological rigor on the part of those already certain of the
Book of Monnon's ancient historicity,"3 It is noteworthy that

John L. Sorenson, An Ancient American Selting for Ihe Book of
Mormon (Salt lake City: Deseret Book: and FARMS, 1985), 262-63; William J .
Hamblin and A. Brent Merrill, "Swords in the Book of Mannon," in Warfare in
Book of Mormon, ed. Stephen D. Ricks and William 1. Hamblin (Salt Lake
City: Deseret Book and FARMS, 1990), 329-51; John L. Sorenson, "Viva
Zapato! Hurray for the Shoe!" Review of Books on the Book of Monnon 6/1
(1994): 324-3 1; William 1. Hamblin, "An Apologist for the Critics: Brent Lee
Metcalfe's Assumptions and Methodologies," Review of Booh on tlie Book of
Mormon 611 (1994): 481-83.
2 Deanne G. Matheny. "Does the Shoe Fit? A Critique of the Limited
Tehuantepcc Geography," in New Approaches to the Book of Monnon:
Explorations in Critical Methodology, ed. Brent Lee Metcalfe (Salt Lake City:
Signature Books. 1993),292-97.
3 Brent Lee Metcalfe, "Apologetic and Critical Assumptions about Book
of Mormon Historicity," Dialogue: A lOllmal of MomlOIl Thought 2613 (Fall
1993): 161 n. 27.
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early Chroniclers of Mesoamerican culture such as Duran4 and
Clavijero5 unashamedly describe this weapon as a sword. Modern
Mesoamerican historians commonly use similar terminology.6 In
order to shed additional light on the issue I have provided extracts
from Spanish accounts of those who encountered this weapon in
battle. As these examples clearly demonstrate, these witnesses
almost universally describe the macuahuitl as a "sword" and in
some cases these same witnesses distinguish between several kinds
of swords.
The Admiral thanked God for having shown him in a
moment samples of all the goods of that country without exertion or exposing his men to any danger. He
ordered such things to be taken as he judged most
handsome and valuable, such as . . . long wooden
swords with a groove on each side where the edge
should be, in which the cutting edges of flint were fixed

4
Diego Durlin, The History of the Indies of New Spain, trans. Doris
Heyden (Nonnan: University of Oklahoma Press, 1994), 66, 76, 109, 135, 139,
ISO, 152-53, 171, 198,279,294, 323, 375, 378, 412, 428, 437. 441, 451,
519, 552-53; Diego Duron, Book of the Gods and Rites and the Ancient
Calendar, trans. Doris Heyden and Fernando Horcasilas (Nonnan: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1970. 124, 178-80,234, 236.
5 The macuahuitl "was equivalent to the sword of the Old Continent";
Francesco S. Clavijero, The History of Mexico, trans. Charles Cullen, 3 vols.
(Philadelphia: Budd and Bartram, 1804), 2: 165.
6 Hubert H. Bancroft, Native' Races <of the Pacific State$>, 5 vols. (San
Francisco: Bancroft, 1883), 2:409- 10; Philip Drucker, In Vento, Tabasco: A
Study ofG/mec Ceramics and Art (Washington, D.c'; U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1952); 202; Maurice Collis, Cortes and Montewma (New York: Avon
Books, 1954), 41, 91, 94. 97, 202; Jon M. White, Cortes and the Downfall of
the Aztec Empire (New York:: Caroll & Graf, 1971), 115; Ross Hassig, Aztec
Waifare: Imperial Expansion and Political Control (Nannan: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1988),33,45, 50, 75, 80-86, 90, 92, 96, 101 - 2, 111, 116,
121, 143, 172, 290 n. 67; Ross Hassig, War and Society in Ancient
Mesoamerica (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1992),7, 112-14, 12223, 126-27, 137-39, lSD-51, 153, 160. 162, 172-73, 177; Hugh Thomas,
Conquest: Montezuma, Cortes and the Fall of Old Mexico (New York: Simon &
Schuster, 1993), 237.
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with thread and bitumen (these swords
as if they were 0/steel}.7

CUI

naked men

Many bands of Indians came along the coast from the
town of Champoton, as it is called, wearing cotton
armour to the knees, and carrying bows and arrows,
lances and shields, swords which appeared to be rwo·
handed, slings and stones. 8
Then they attacked us hand to hand, some with lances
and some shooting arrows, and others with their rwo·
handed cuuing swords.9
They were carrying their usual weapons: bows, arrows,
lances of various sizes, some of which were as large as
ours; shields, swords l'ingle and double handed, and
slings and stones. JO
Then they altacked us with their rwo·handed cutting
swords.' 1
When we met the enemy bands and companies,
they were anned with large bows and arrows, spears and
shields, swords like ollr rwo·/landed swords, and slings
and stones. 12
They carried rwo·handed swords, shields, lances, and
feather plumes. Their swords, which were as long as
broadswords, were made of flint which cut worse than a
knife, and the blades were so set than one could neither
break them nor pull them out. 13

7
Samuel E. Morison, Journals and Other DocumenlS on the Life and
Voyages of Christopher Columbus (New York: Heritage Press, 1963), 327; in
each guotation the mention of swords is italicized.
8
Bernal Diaz, The Conquest of New Spain, trans. J. M. Cohen (New
York: Penguin Books, 1963),22.
9

Ibid ..

23.

10 Ibid., 29.
J I Ibid., 72.

12 Ibid., 75.
13 Ibid., 142-43.
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They put up so good a defence that they wounded
some of our horses with their swords and lances. 14
These Indians put up a good fight with their arrows and
fire-hardened darts, and did wonders with their twohanded swords.1 5
But the passage was very difficult, for the Indians'
shooting was extremely good, and they did us great
damage with their spears and broadswords. 16
We did not dare break our foonations, however, for any
of our soldiers who was bold enough to break ranks
and pursue their swordmen or captains was immediately
wounded and in great danger. I 7
While we were at grips with this great army and
their dreadful broadswords, many of the most powerful
among the enemy seem to have decided to capture a
horse. They began with a furious attack, and laid hands
on a good mare well trained both for sport and battle.
Her rider, Pedro de Moron, was a fine horseman; and as
he charged with three other horsemen into enemy
ranks- they had been instructed to charge together for
mutual support-some of them seized his lance so that
he could not use it, and others slashed at him with their
broadswords, wounding him severely, Then they
slashed at his mare, cutting her head at the neck so that
it only hung by the skin. The mare fell dead, and if his
mounted comrades had not come to Moron's rescue,
he would probably have been killed also.1 8

14
15
i6
17
18

Ibid., 143.
Ibid., 143.
Ibid., 144.
Ibid., 144-45.
Ibid., 145.
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Their swordsmen and spearmen pressed us hard, and
closed with us bravely, shouting and yelling as they
came. 19
Their charging swordsmen were repelled by stout
thrusts from our swords, and did not close in on us so
often as in the previous battle. 20
Then their swordsmen made a sudden attack on the
fourth side. in the positive certainty that they would be
able to carry off some of our men for sacrifice. But
God provided otherwise.21
Cortes gave them a mild answer. ... "When I remember seeing us surrounded by so many companies of the
enemy, and watching the play of their broadswords at
such close quarters. even now I am terrified . When they
killed the mare with a single sword-stroke we were
defeated and lost. and at that same moment I was more
aware of your matchless courage than ever before ."22
Montezuma had two houses stocked with every sort
of weapon; many of them were richly adorned with
gold and precious stones. There were shields large and
small, and a sort of broadsword, and two-handed
swords set with flint blades that cut much better than
our swords. 23
Then they described the weapons which the Mexicans
used: ... flint-edged two-handed swords. 24
At a difficult pass they attacked us with their broadswords, killing two of our soldiers and one horse. and
wounding almost all the rest. 25
19
20
21
22
23
24

Ibid.,
Ibid.
Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid.,
25 Ibid ..

149.
lSI-52.
158.
228.
180.
303.
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And the dogs fought back furiously, dealing us wounds
and death with their lances and their two-handed
swords. 26
The Tlascalans became like very lions. With their
swords, their two-handed blades, and other weapons
which they had just captured, they fought most valiantly and well. 27
Some of their captains carried scythe-like lances made
from the swords they had captured from us during the
slaughter on the causeway; others had long straight
gleaming lances, which were also made from captured
swords. Then there were archers and warriors with
double-headed javelins, and with slings and stones, and
their two-handed swords. 28
The soldier Olea had been badly wounded by three
sword-cuts and was losing blood. 29
The ensigns waved their banners and standards, and all
carried bows and arrows, two-handed swords, javelins,
and spear-throwers. Some also had double-edged
swords and long or short lances. 3o
The Mexicans had erected many barricades and ramparts, so that it was impossible to cross except by
swimming. Whenever an attempt was made hosts of
warriors were waiting for our men with arrows and
slings and their various kinds of swords and lances. 3!
Many Indians were attacking us, with swords captured
when Cortes was defeated or with flint-edged broad-

Ibid.
27 Ibid., 305.
28 Ibid., 34!.
29 Ibid., 342.
30 Ibid., 355-56.
3! Ibid., 376.
26
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swords, trying to prevent us from
launch.3 2

rescuing

the

They had likewise long Swords, which they used with
both Hands, as we do our Scimitars or Falchions. made
of Wood, in which they fixed sharp Flints.33
As the Spaniards tried to capture one of them to find
out where they were from, the Indians with two blows
of their swords killed two horses, and also wounded two
Spaniards, and so defended themselves that not one of
them was taken alive. 34
The marques ordered all tbe anns taken out of the
arsenal we have mentioned, which were bows and
arrows. spears and slings, and wooden swords with flint
blades. There were about five-hundred cartloads, and
he had them bumed. 35
This Indian gave us signs of a place with many islands
where there were caravels and men like ourselves,
except they had large ears, and he said they bad swords
and shields, and that there were many other provinces
there. 36
Two horsemen who had gone on in front of me percei ved several Indians wearing the feathers which they
are accustomed to wear in time of war, together with
swords and shields. 3?

32

Ibid., 385.

33 Antonio de Solis y Rivadeneyra, cited in Hassig, Aztec Warfare, 15.
34 Andres de Tapia, in The Conquistadors: First-Person Accounts of the
Conquest of Mexico. ed. Patricia de Fuentes (Norman: University of Oklahoma
Press, 1993), 29.
35 Ibid., 42.
36 Juan Diaz, in The Conquistadors. 9.
37 Heman Cortes, Second Letter, 30 October 1520, in Hef1lQndo Cortes:
Five Leiters /5/9-1526, trans. 1. Bayard Morris (1928; reprint, New York:
Norton, 1991 ),41.
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They had neither arrows, darts nor stones with which to
resist us, and they were fighting against our allies
anned with swords and shields. 38
They used ... cudgels and swords and a great many
bows and arrows .... One Indian at a single stroke cut
open the whole neck of Crist6bal de Olid's horse, killing the horse. The Indian on the other side slashed at
the second horseman and the blow cut through the
horse' s pastern, whereupon this horse also fell dead. 39
As soon as this sentry gave the alann, they all ran out
with their weapons to cut us off, following us with great
fury, shooting arrows, spears and stones, and wounding
us with their swords. Here many Spaniards fell, some
dead and some wounded, and others without any injury
who fainted away from fright.40
They have swords that are like broadswords, but their
hilts are not quite so long and are three fingers wide;
they are made of wood with grooves into which they fit
hard stones blades which cut like a Tolosa blade. One
Indian I saw in combat with a mounted horseman
struck the horse in the chest, cutting through to the
inside and killing the horse on the spot. On the same
day I saw another Indian give a horse a sword thrust in
the neck that laid the horse dead at his feet. 41
In another part they cut the stones for knives and
swords, which is something very interesting to see, and
they also make swords and shields.42
The foremost horsemen met with fifteen Indians armed
with swords . ... In this fight the Indians slew two of

38 Heman Cortes, Third Letter. IS May 1522, in Hernando COrles, 224.
39 Francisco de Auguilar. in The Conquistadors, 139-40.
40 Ibid., ISS.
41 The Anonymous Conquistador, in The Conquistadors, 169.
42 Ibid., 179.
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their horses, as the Spaniards do witness., at two blows
they cut off a horse[,s] head, bridle and aU. 43
In their houses [i.e., armories] was great store of all
kind of munitions which they use in their wars; as bows.
arrows, slings, lances, darts, clubs, swords and bucklers,
and gallant targets .... Their swords are made of wood,
and the edge thereof is flint stone, inclosed ... into a
staff, with a certain kind of glue which is made of a
root called zacole and Teuxalli.44
Wilh their swords they cut spears, yea, and a horse neck
at a blow, and make dents into iron, which seemeth a
thing unprofitable and incredible.45

43 francisco Lopez de Gornara. Th~ P/~asant Hi:rlOri~ Qf the CQnqlle:rt Qf
tile Wt'O:r1 [sic] Indio. trans. Thomas Nicholas (London: Bynneman. 1578). 114.
44 Ibid .. 186-87.
45 Ibid.. 187.

NOTES AND COMMUNICATIONS

Knowledge of Christ to Come
John A. Tvedtnes

And behold, he shall be born of Mary. at Jerusalem
which is the land of OUf forefathers, she being a virgin.
And he shall go forth. suffering pains and afflictions and temptations of every kind ....
And he will take upon him death, that he may loose
the bands of death which bind his people; and he will
take upon him their infinnities. (Alma 7:10-12)
To those who deny prophecy, it seems impossible that Alma
could have known details such as these from the life of Christ. who
had not yet been born. The earliest Book of Mormon prophets,
such as Lehi and his sons Nephi and Jacob, were aware of such
things as Christ's name and title, his baptism by John, his teachings, his selection of twelve apostles, his miraculous healings and
casting out of devils. and his death on the cross (l Nephi 10:7-10;
1l:27-33; 2 Nephi 10:3; 25:19).
While the twentieth-century critical mind is hard-pressed to
believe that details of Christ's life could be known long before he
was born, early Christians readily accepted the idea. Other documents indicate that Adam and other prophets knew of Christ's
atonement.
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For example, in the Book of the Rolisl God declares to Adam,
"I will send my dear Son; He will come down to the earth, He will
be clothed with a body from a Virgin of thy race, named Mary."2
The preexistent Christ tells Adam,

I will come down to thee, and in thy house will I
dwell and with thy body will I be clothed .... I will fast
forty days; ... I will receive baptism; ... I will be lifted
up on the cross; ... I wiD endure lies; ... I will be
beaten with the whip; ... I will taste vinegar; . . . my
hands will be nailed; ... I will be pierced with a spear;
... I will thunder in the height; ... I will darken the
sun; ... I will cleave the rocks; ... after three days,
which I have spent in the grave, I will raise up the body
which I took from thee. 3
On his deathbed, Adam told his son Seth,
God will come down to the earth ..
He will be
incarnate of a Virgin girl named Mary .... He will do
wonders and signs openly; He will walk on the waves of
the sea as if walking on the dry land; He will rebuke the
winds in a manifest way, and they will be led by His
command. He will call to the waves of the sea, and they
will answer Him obediently. At His command the blind
shall see, the lepers shall be cleansed, the deaf shall
hear, the dumb shall speak, the deformed shall be
straightened, the lame shall spring up, the palsied shall
rise and walk. Many rebels shall be led to God, those

The Book of the Rolls is a pseudcpigraphic work known only from an
Arabic version. though allributed to Clement, a disciple of Simon Peter. It
reflects the same tradition found in other ancient Christian works about the
earliest generations of mankind, such as the Conflict of Adam and E~'e with
Saran, the CllI'e of Treasures, and The Bee.
2
Book of the Rolls f.96a. in Margaret D. Gibson, Apocrypha Arabica
(London: Clay and Sons, 1901 ), 10.
3
Book of the Rolls f.JOOb-iOla, in ibid" 16; for the thunder, darkening
of the sun, and rending of the rocks at Christ'S crucifixion, see I Nephi 12:4,
Hc1aman 14:20-22; and 3 Nephi 8:17-20.
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who have wandered shall be led aright. and devils s hall
be driven away.4
We are struck with the similarity between these passages and ones
found in the Book of Monnon. especially the prophecy of Alma
cited at the beginning.

4

Book of the Rolls f.lOOa-b. in ibid., 15.

NOTES AND COMMUNICATIONS

Two Notes on Egyptian Script
John Gee
Moroni, at the end of his father's record, states, "we have
written this record according to OUf knowledge, in the characters
which are called among us the reformed Egyptian" (Mormon
9:32).1 Since the publication of this statement many suggestions
have been made concerning the identification of the script. 2 This
note is intended to broaden the base of possibilities thus far
considered by adding two hitherto unconsidered options.

Abnormal Hieratic
Most discussions of refonned Egyptian deal with demotic. 3
Yet "Demotic is ... derived ... from one of two hieratic styles
used in Lower Egypt itself."4 This other style of hieratic script,
Moroni explicitly says that the lenn refonn~d Egyptian refers to the
script rather than the language, I have dealt with the distinction between language and script in John Gee. "La Trahison des Clcrcs: On the Language and
Translation of the Book of Mormon:' Revj~w of Bools on t"~ Boole of Mormon
611 (1994): 79-82. 94-99.
2
A convenient summary of the suggestions is found in William J.
Hamblin. "Reformed Eyptian" (Provo, lIT: FARMS, 1995),
J
Hugh Nibley, LLhi in the D~sert, The World of the Jar~djtes. There Were
Jareditts (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and FARMS, 1988), 15; Stephen E.
Thompson, review of Southwestern Americon Indian Rocle Art and the Boole of
Mormon, by James R. Harris. R~view of Books on th~ Book. of Mormon 4
(1992): 75-76.
4
Ola e1-Aguizy, "About the Origins of Early Demolic in Lower Egypt,"
in Uf~ in a Mufti·Cuft/lral Socj~ry: Egypt from Camb}'s~s to Conslantin~ and
8~yond, ed. Janel H. Johnson (Chicago: Oriental Institute, 1992),94.
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abnormal hieratic,S has not received attention and ought at least to
Egyptian . Michel
Malinine. who did the most work toward deciphering and publishing abnormal hieratic documents, did not like the term himself
and preferred to call it "cursive thebaine tardive" (late Theban
cursive)6 while Georg Moller preferred the term "spathieratische
Kursive,"7 but Griffith's term, "abnormal hieratic," is the one
that has stuck .... Abnormal hieratic' represems the final stage of
the development of cursive writing in the New Kingdom, which
was elaborated and used in the southern half of Egypt and, in
particular, at Thebes, and whose progressive changes can actually
be followed, almost without interruption, from the end of the
Eighteenth Dynasty until the penultimate reign of the Saite
Dynasty."8 An adaptation of hieratic characterized by "wi ld
orthography,"9 abnornlal hieratic in its second phase was used in
Egypt mainly for legal and administrative purposes lO during the
Twenty-fifth and Twenty-sixth Dynasties (727-548 B.C.),11 after
be considered in discussions of reformed

S So named by F. Ll. Griffith, see JarosJav Cerny, "The Abnonnalhieratic Tablet Leiden I 431," in Stlldi~s Pr~5~nt~d to F. U. Griffith (London:
Egypc Exploration Society. 1932), 46; Michel Malinine, Chou des t~xt~s
jllridiqlles en hiiratique anormal et ~n demotique, 2 vols. (voL I: Paris:
Champion, 1953; vo\. 2: Cairo: Institut fran~ais d'archeo[ogic orienlale, 1983),
1:iv.
6 Michel Malinine, ';Une affaire con<;ernant un partage (Pap. Vienne D
12003 et D 12004)," Revue d'Egypt%gie 25 (1973): 192.
7 Quoted in Malinine, "L'hieratique anormal." in Textes et Jangages de
I'Egypte pharaoniqw: Cent cinqULlnte annies de recherches 1822-1972:
Homl1UJg~ 0 leon-Franfois ChampoJlion, 2 vols. (Cairo: Institute Fran~ais
d' Archfologie Orienlale, 1973), 1:31.
8
Malinine, Choix des textes juridiqlles, Lxiv.
9 Georg Moller, Hieratische PaUiographi~: D~ a~gyplisch~ Buchschrift
in ihrer Entwicklung von der fonft~n Dynasti~ bis zur rljmischen K(lis~n~it,
3 vols. (Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1927-36), 3: 1.
10 Malinine, Chou des texles jUridiques, l:iv. For the administrative purposes of early demotic, see ibid., I :xvi.
11 Malinine, Choix des t~xteS juridjques, 1:ix; Sven P. Vleeming, 'The
Sale of a Slave in the Time of Pharaoh Py," Oudheidkundig~ m~deddjngen I/i{ her
Rijksmuseum van Oudheden te lLiden 40 (1980): 4, 13 n. 31. No trace remained
by the second year of Alexander the Great (331 B.C.); see Richard J3snow, '"The
Hieratic Wooden Table! Varille," in For His KJl: Essays Offered in M~mory of
Klaus Boer, ed. David P. Silvennan (Chicago: Oriental Institute of the University
of Chicago, 1994), 100.
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which time it was replaced by demotic.l 2 Though abnormal
hieratic is usually thought only to have been used in southern
Egypt,l3 it has now been dubiously argued that it was used in
northern Egypt as well. 14 Be that as it may, it is yet another
modified Egyptian script available in Egypt in Lehi' s day.

Carved Hieratic
It is important to realize also that demotic, like hieratic (and
abnonnaI hieratic), was usually written with a brush on papyrus
until Ptolemaic times (third century B.C.), when the Greek
kalamos or reed pen began to be used.l 5 Hieratic from the beginning was a script adapted for brush on papyrus; for carving,
hieroglyphics were used. 16 After the conquest of Egypt by the
Libyans ushered in the Twenty-first Dynasty,17 hieratic began to
be used for carving in stone. During the Twenty-second Dynasty,
hieratic stelae containing official royal decrees became common;
but hieratic disappeared from official decrees with the archaizing
fashion of the Saite Period (Twenty-sixth Dynasty).18 The ductus
12 Malinine, Choix du tut~s j/jridiqu~s, I:JIOiJlO-xxi.
13 Ibid .. l:ix-xiv; Michel Malinine, "Vente de tombes tll'epoque salle,"
Revue d'£gyprologie 27 (1975): 169.
14 EI-Aguizy, "About the Origins of Early DemOlic," 91-94.
15 Willy Clur),sse, "Egyptian Scribes Writing Greek," Chronique
d'£srpte 68/13 5-36 (1993): 188-89, 192-93.
6 See Nicolas Grimal, A History of Ancient Egypt, trans. Ian Shaw
(Oxford: Blackwell, 1992), 33-34.
17 The importance of this for Old Testament history can hardly be understated. WithQut the problems caused by its western and southern flanks (Libya
and Nubia), Egypt would certainly have pursued ilS traditional course of dominating the Levantine littoral, which would not have allowed either a united or a
divided Israelite monarchy; the Israelites would have forever been fighting the
Egyptians rather than the Philistines. For Egypt's foreign policy, see Donald B.
Redford, Egypt, Canaan, and Israel in Ancien( Tim ~s (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1992). a book unfortunately marred by the author's obvious
hostili~ toward the Bible and the religions that sprang therefrom.
I
For a recent study of the archaizing tendency of the Twenty-sixth
Dynasty, see Peter Der Manueljan, Living in the Past: Studiu in Archaism of lh~
Egyptian TI'.'~nty.sixth Dynasty (London: Kegan Paullnlernational, 1994). This
tendency is nonnally noted in the art of the period; see Gay Robins, Proportion
and Sly/~ in Ancien( Egypfian An (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1994),
256-57. Although the archaizing tendency of an is nonnall)' associated with the
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of hieratic (and demotic) that has been engraved is altered from
that found on papyrus---carving tends to be more angular,19 while
the brush adapts itself well to rounded forms-which makes it
more difficult to read if one is not used to it. When engraved,
hieratic and demotic are normally engraved in stone, but there are
examples of demotic engraved into metal,20 including a bronze
palette. 21 Though, to my knowledge, no one has raised this objection before, it is worth noting that a tradition of engraving forms
of cursive Egyptian is attested by Lehi's day22 and that engraved
forms of cursive do not necessarily coincide with those forms
produced by brush and ink.
What follows are selected lists of documents in abnormal
hieratic 23 and carved hieratic 24 and a selected bibliography of
works dealing with abnormal hieratic.

Twenty-sixth Dynasty, it started earlier in the Twenty-fifth Dynasty; ibid., 160;
W. Stevenson Smith, The Art and Architecture of Ancient Egypt, rev. William
Kelly Simpson (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1981),408.
19 Greek epigraphers used special tools in carving circular letters; see A.
E. Raubitschek, "The Mechanical Engraving of Circular Letters," American
Journtll oj Archaeology 55 (1951): 343-44; C. G. Higgins and W. Kendrick
Pritchett, "Engraving Techniques in Attic Epigraphy," American Journal of
Archaeology 69/4 (1965): 369-70, plates 97, 99-100.
20 Adel Farid, "Sieben MetallgefliBc mit demotischen Inschriften aus
Kairo und Paris," Revue d'Egyptologie 45 (1994): 117-32 and plates XIII-XVII.
21 Cairo CG 30691 (Roman period), in Spiegelberg, Die demotischen
Denkmiiler, 1:80--82 and Tafel XXVI. This document is a temple inventory; for
other examples sec Jasnow, ''The Hieratic Wooden Tablet Varille," 99-112, and
bibliography in p. lOOn. 10.
22 Moller, Hieratische Paliiographie, 3:8.
23 In 1953 Malinine knew of about 150 documents in early demotic and
abnormal hieratic, of which about thirty at most had been published; Malinine,
Chou des te;xtes juridiques, I:iv. He said there were about fony texts in abnormal hieratic; ibid., 1:ix.
24
This does not include incised hieratic ostraca that came to my
anention (00 late to be included.
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Selected Chronological List of
Abnormal Hieratic Documents
Document
P. Berlin 3063
Berlin "Grundbuch"
P. Berlin 10459
P. Ennitage 2969
P. Vienne 12011 a
P. Vienne 1201lb
P. Vienne 1201lc
P. Vienne 12013
P. Brit Mus 10800
P. Berlin 3048
P. Leiden F 194215.15
Vatican (10.574) 2038 c

I1Jili:25

Ee:~12liaD

21-22 Dyn
21-22Dyn
21-22 Dyn
21-22 Dyn
21-22 Dyn
21-220yn
21-22 Dyn
21-22 Dyn 26
220yn
14.23gt.8
833 B.C. \4
728 B.C. 21.2.Jb.t.8
726 B.C . 22

Dat!:;

?27
Takelat Il28
p y 29
p y30

25 Conversion of the dates to our calendar here. and generally through the
anicle follow those of Kenneth A. Kitchen, The Third Intermediate Period in
Egypt (1100--650 B.C.), 2nd ed. (Warminster: Aris & Phillips, 1986). The format
for the Egyptian date where given is taken from the Egyptian date formula of the
documents themselves, using Egyptian format. Thus the date l7.J.~mw.13
Psammetichus I means: year 17, first month of harvest (summer), day 13 of
Psammeticnus 1. Restorations are in brackets.
26 First eignt items unpublished, see Malinine, "L'ni~ratique anormal,"

1:32.
27 1. E. S. Edwards, "Bill of Sale for a Set of Ushabtis," Journal of Egyptian Archaeology 57 (1971): 120--24; MaHnine, "L'ni~ratique anorma!," 35.
Almost any king of the Twenty-first Dynasty could fit this dale.
28 Malinine, "L'hi~ratique anoonal," 34; Georg MOller, Zwei iigyptische
Ehevertriige aus vorsaWscher Zeit (Berlin: KOnigliche Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1918), 1-16 and Tafeil-II.
29 VI.eeming, 'The Sale of a Slave," 1-17. This was the actual document
tnat led to the rereading of tne name PiankhylPianchi as Py; see Richard A.
Parker, "King Py, a Historical Problem." Zeitschrift flir ligyptische Sprache wuJ
A/lerlllmskunde 93 ( 1966): 111-14; Kitchen, Third Intermediate Period in
Egypt. 370 nn. 730--31, 582 §524; Heinz-Iosef Thissen, "Chronologie der
frtldemotischcn Papyri," Enchoria 10 (1980): 106.
30 Michel Malinine, "Une vente d'esclave a l'fpoque de Psamm~tjque fer
(papyrus de Vatican 10574, en hi~ratiquc «anonnal»)," Revue d'Egyptologie 5
(1946): 119-31; Parker, "King Py, a Historical Problem," 111-14; Malinine.
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Papyrus Louvre E 3228 e
Papyrus Louvre E 3228 b
Papyrus Louvre E 3228 d
MMA 35.3.318 verso
MMA 35.3.318 recto
Papyrus Cairo 30884
Papyrus Louvre E 3228 f
Papyrus Louvre E 3228 c
Papyrus Cairo 30841
Papyrus Cairo 30886
Papyrus Louvre 3168
Cairo CG 30907 + 30909

707
706
688
688
686
686
686
685
686
680

B.C.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C.

669 B.C.

lO.4.smw.'Tqy
13.3.lbt.24
3. l.prt.10
3. Umw.11
5. l.smw.2
5. Umw.16
5.3.smw.19
6.2.smw .6

Shabaka31

[ShabakaJ 32
Taharqa33

[T""",""J 34
[T"""""JJ5
[T""",""J 36
[T""",""J 37

7.4.[xJ

Taharqa38
Taharqa39

13.2.smw.29

[T""",""J 4O

[IOJ

Taharqa41
Taharqa42

22

"L'hieratique anoooal," 33, 34; Kitchen, Third Intermediate Period in Egypt, 370
n. 731, 582 § 524; Vleeming, "Sale of a Slave," 4.
31 Malinine, Chou des textes juridiques, 1:35-42, 2:14-17, plate V;
Malinine, "L'hieratique anoooal." 32, 34; Vleeming, "Sale of a Slave," 4; Abd
el·Mohsen Bnkir, Slavery in Pharaonic Egypt (Cairo: Institut fran~ais
d'arcMologie orientale, 1952), 91-92, plates xii-xiv.
32 Malinine, Choix des textes juridiques, 1:3-14, 2:1-5, plates 1·I1;
Malinine, "L'hieratique anoooal," 34; Vleeming, "Sale of a Slave," 4.
33 Malinine, Choix des textes juridiques, 1:43-49, 2:17-20, plate VI;
Malinine, "L'hieratique anonnal," 34; Vleeming, "Sale of a Slave," 4; Bakir,
Slavery in Pharw.mic Egypt, plales v-vii (misidentified as Louvre E3228a).
34 Jaroslav Cerny and Richard A. Parker, "An Abnoooal Hieratic Tablet,"
Journal of Egyptian Archaeology 57 (1971): 127-31. plate 35; Maiinine,
"L'hieratique anormal," 35; Vleeming, "Sale of a Slave," 4.
35 Cerny and Parker, "An Abnormal Hieratic Tablet," 127-31, plate 35;
Malinine, "L'hieratique anoooal," 35; V1eeming, "Sale of a Slave," 4.
36 Wilhelm Spiegelberg, Die demotischen Denkmaler, 3 vols. (Leipzig:
Druglin, 1904; Strassburg: Fischbach, 1906; Strassburg: Schau berg, 1908;
Berlin: Reichsdruckerei, 1932), 2.1: 194, 2.2:plate LXVII.
37 Michel Malinine, "Transcriptions hieroglyphiques de quatre textes dJ
Musee du Louvre ecnts en hieralique anoooal," Revue d' EgyplOlogie 34 (198283): 94-95 and plate 4; Malinine, "L'hi&atique anoooal," 33; Vlceming, "Sale
of a Slave," 4; Bakir, Slavery in Pharaonic Egypt, plates xv-xvi.
38 Michel Malinine, "Une jugement rendu 11. Th~bes sous la xxve dynastie
(pap. Louvre E. 3228c)," Revue d'Egyprologie 6 (1951): 157-78; Malinine,
"L'hieratique anormaJ," 33, 34; Vleeming, "Sale of a Slave," 4; Bakir, Slavery in
Pharaonic Egypt, plates viii-xi..
39 Spiegelberg, Demotischen Denkmiiler, 2.1:190; 2.2:plate LXV.
40 Ibid., 2.1: 194; 2.2:plate LXVII.
41 Malinine, "L'hieratique anoooal," 32- 33 (dating 10 year 10 of
Taharqa); Vleeming, "Sale of a Slave," 4.
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Papyrus Cairo 30878
668 S.c. 23
Papyrus Cairo 30865
Papyrus Louvre E 3228 g
Cairo CG 500 12

Papyrus Cairo 30894
Papyrus Cairo 30906
Papyrus Wicn 12004

[T""""Ia]43

Taharqa 44
[T""""Ia]45
[faharqa]46
[T""""Ia]4 7

(4)

[T""""Ia]48
Psammetichus 149

Louvre Stele C 101

656 B.C.

8.2.ltJ.t

Psamrnetichus 150

Brooklyn 47.218.3

650 B.C.

14

Papyrus Wien 12003
Papyrus Vatican XL
Papyrus Wien 12002
Papyrus Louvre E 2432

647 R,C.

Psammetichus lSI
Psammetichus 152
Psammetichus 153
Psammetichus 154
Psammetichus 155

17.Umw.I3
643 B.C. 21.3.l\]:t.12
639 B.C. 25
635 S.c. (2]9.3.smw .21

42 Spiegelberg, Demotischen Denkmtiler, 2.1:196, 2.2:plate LXIX;
Lilddeckens, Ag)ptische Ehevtrlri1ge, 12-13; Malinine, "L'hieralique anormal,"
34 (dating to year 12? of Taharqa); Yleeming, "Sale of a Slave," 5 (dating 10 year
22'! of Taharqa); Thissen, "Fruhdemotische Papyri," 107 (dating to year 13 of
Taharqa). MOller, lwei iigyptische Ehevertriige, 7-16 and Tafel III.
43 Spiegelberg, Demotischen Denkmiiler, 2.1:194, 2:2:plate LXVU:
Thissen, "Frtlhdemotische Papyri," 107-8 (perhaps date to Psammetichus I).
44 Spiegelberg, Demotischen Denkmiiler, 2.1:190; 2.2:plate LXV:
Thissen, "FrUhdemotiscbe Papyri," \07.
45 Malinine, "Quatre textes du Musee du Louvre," 96-97 and plate 5.
46 Spiegelberg, Demotischen Denkmiiler, 2.1:329-32, 2.2:plate CXLIII.
47 Ibid., 2.1:195; 2.2:plate LXVIU.
48 Ibid., 2.1: 196; 2.2:plate LXVIII; Thissen, "FIiihdemotische Papyri,"
107.
49 Malinine, "Une affaire con~emant un partage," 92-208; Vleeming,
"Sale of a Slave," 5.
50 Malinine, "Vente de tombes 11. l'epoque Sane," 168-73; el-Aguizy,
"About the Origins of Early Demotic," 102, plate 10.4.
51 Richard A. Parker, A Saite Oracle Papyrus from Thebes in the Brooklyn
Musewn (Providence: Brown University Press, 1962), 1-34; Malinine,
"L'hieratique anonnal," 35; Vleeming. "Sale of a Slave," 5.
52 Malinine, "Une affaire con~emant un partage," 192-208; Vleeming,
"Sale of a Slave," 5.
53 F. Ll. Griffith, "An Early Contract Papyrus in the Vatican," Proceed·
ings of fhe Society of Biblical Archaeology 32 (1910): 5-10.
54 Parker, Saife Oracle Papyrus, 24; Thissen, "FIiihdemotische Papyri, "
108.
55 Malinine. Chou des texfes juridiques, 1: 102-108, 2:48-50, plate
XIV; Malinine, "L'hieratique anonna1," 33 (dating to year 19 of Psammetichus
1),35; Vleeming. "Sale of a Slave," 5 (dating to year 29 of Psammetichus I).
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Papyrus Turin no.
(246) 2118
Papyrus Turin no.
2118 verso
Papyrus Turin no.
(244) 2119
Papyrus Turin no.
(247) 2120
Papyrus Turin no.
(248) 2121
Papyrus Louvre E 7858
Papyrus Louvre E 7849
Papyrus Brit Mus 101l3
Papyrus Louvre E 7861
Papyrus Louvre E 7848
Lciden 1431
Papyrus Brit Mus 10432

634 B.C.

30.4.smw.5

633 B.C. 31.Umw.12

33-42
619 B.C. 45 .1.prt.s
617
609
591
568
567
558
556
555

B.C.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C .
B.C.
B.C.

47.3.smw.18

2
5.4.smw.21
20.2.smw.1O

3
12
14
15

Psammetichus 156
Psammetichus 157
Psammetichus 158
Psammctichus 159
Psammctichus JiiO
Necho U61
Psammetichus U62
Apries 63
Amasis 64
Amasis 65
Amasis 66
Amasis 67

56 Malininc, Choix des textes juridiques, 1:56-71, 2:22-32; Malinine,
"L'hieratique anorma1," 33, 34; V1ecming, "Sale of a Slave," 5.
57 Sergio Pcmigotti, "Un nuovo testo giuridico in ieratico «anormale»."
Bulletin de l'institut franfais d'archeologie orientale 75 (1975): 73- 95.
58 Malinine, "L'hieratique anormal," 33; Vleeming, "Sale of a Slave," 5.
59 Malinine, Choix des texles juridiques, 1:72-84, 2:33-41, Malinine,
"L'hieratique anonnal," 32-33, 34; Vleeming, "Sale of a Slave," 5.
60 Malinine, Choix des texles juridiques, 1:117-124, 2:53-55; Malinine,
"L'hieratique anonna1," 32-33, 35; Vleeming, "Sale of a Slave," 5.
61 Malinine, "L'hieratique anonnal," 33; Vleeming, "Sale of a Slave," 5.
62 F. Ll. Griffith, 'The Earliest Egyptian Marriage Contracts," Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archaeology 31 (1909): 212-20; Malinine,
"L'hieratique anonnal," 33; Vleeming, "Sale of a Slave," H.
63 Malinine, Choix des textes juridiques, 1:15-19, 2:5--6; Nathaniel 1.
Reich. Papyri jurisilischen Inhalrs in hieratischen wuJ demolischen Schrifl GUS
dem Brilish Museum (Vienna: Holder, 1914), 5-8; Malinine, "L'hieratique
anormai," 34, 35; Vleeming, "Sale of a Slave," 6.
64 Michel Malinine, "Deux documents egypticns relatifs au depOt (P.
Louvre E. 7861 et P. Caire 3(657)," Mitreilungen des Deulsche'l Archiiologischen Imtituts Ablei/ung Kairo 16 (1958): 219-29; Malinine, "L'hieratiquc
anormal," 33, 35; Vleeming, "Sale of a Slave," 6.
65 Thissen, "Fruhdcmotisehe Papyri," 110.
66 Cerny. 'The Abnormal-hieratic Tablet Leiden I 431," 46-56 (dating to
Taharqa); Malinine, "L'hieratique anonna1," 34 (dating to Amasis); Vleeming,
"Sale of a Slave," 6.
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Papyrus Louvre E 7845
Papyrus Louvre E 7846
Cairo CG 30657
Papyrus Louvre E 3168
Papyrus Brooklyn
37.I799E

553 B.C. 17
548 B.C. 22.3.smw.5
546 B.C. 24
16.l.Smw.26
?

Amasis68
Amasis69
Amasis 70
171

?
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?

Select Annotated Bibliography on Abnormal Hieratic
el-Aguizy, Ola. "About the Origins of Early Demotic in Lower
Egypt." In Life it! a Mulli-Cullural Society: Egypl from
Cambyses 10 Constanline and Beyond. ed. Janet H. Johnson,
91-102. Chicago: Oriental Institute, 1992. A discussion of the
development of demotic and abnormal hieratic. arguing that
abnonnal hieratic was also available in the north, as evidenced
in Louvre CIOt and several Serapeum stelae.
Bakir, Abd el-Mohsen. Slavery in Pharaonic Egypl. Cairo: Institut
fran~ais d'archeologie orientale, 1952. The standard discussion of Egyptian slavery, it is also the first publication of several abnormal hieratic slave transactions.
Cerny, Jaroslav. "The Abnormal-hieratic Tablet Leiden I 431."
In Studies Presented to F. Ll. Griffith, 46-56 . London: Egypt
Exploration Society, 1932). Publication of an abnormal
hieratic writing tablet.
67 George R. Hughes, Saite Demotic Lond Leases (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1952), 9- 17; Malinine, "L'hieratique anonnal," 34; Vleeming,
"Sale of a Slave," 6.
68 Michel Malinine. "Trois documents de I'epoque d'Amasis relatifs au
louage de terres." RI!\1UI! d·tSypt%sie 8 (195 1): 135---41. Thissen, "FrDhdemolische Papyri." III, does nOI consider this to be abnormal hieralic.
69 Griffilh, "Earliesl Egyptian Marriage Contracls," 212-20; Erich
LUddeckens, .4Syptischl! Ehevutrdgl! (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1960), 14-\ 7;
Malinine. "L'hieratique anonnai," 33 (dating to year 26); Vleeming, "Sale of a
Slave." 6 (dating to year 22): Malinine, "Qualre Textes du Musee du Louvre," 99100 and plate 7.
70 Spiegelberg, Demotischen Denkmdler, 2.1:95 , 2.2:plate XLVIII;
Malinine. "Deux documents egyptiens," 219-29; Malinine, "L'hieratique anormal ," 35: Vleeming, "Sale of a Slave," 6.
71 Malinine, "Quatre texles du Mu~ du Louvre," 98 and plate 6.
72 Richard Jasnow and GUnther Viumann. "An Abnonnal Hieratic Letter to
the Dead (P. Brooklyn 37. 1799 E)," En choria 19120 (1992-93): 23-43.
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Cerny, Iaroslav, and Richard A. Parker. "An Abnormal Hieratic
Tablet." Journal of Egyptian Archaeology 57 (1971): 12731. The publication of a tablet dated archaeoiogically to the
reign of Taharqa containing two sales and a discussion of
grain measures in Egypt at this period of time.
Edwards, I. E. S. "Bill of Sale for a Set of Ushabtis." Journal of
Egyptian Archaeology 57 (1971): 120-24. One of the few
publications of an abnormal hieratic document from the first
period of abnormal hieratic.
Griffith, F. LI. "The Earliest Egyptian Marriage Contracts." Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archaeology 31 (1909):
212-20. The publication of the transcriptions of two marriage
contracts in abnormal hieratic. Griffith had the uncanny ability to crack texts that no one else could; he here demonstrates
it by the first transcription of abnonnal hieratic texts.
Griffith, F. LI. "An Early Contract Papyrus in the Vatican." Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archaeology 32 (1910): 510. The publication of an abnormal hieratic contract.
Hughes, George R. Saite Demotic Land Leases, 9-17. Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1952. The publication of an
abnormal hieratic land lease among a collection of demotic
land leases.
Jasnow, Richard, and Gunther Viumann. "An Abnonnal Hieratic
Letter to the Dead (P. Brooklyn 37.1799 E)." Enchoria 19/20
(1992-93): 23-43. The publication of an abnonnal hieratic
letter to the dead. 73
Liiddeckens, Erich. Agyptische Ehevertriige, 14- 17. Wiesbaden:
Harrassowitz. 1960. A publication of many marriage contracts,
most in demotic, but two in abnormal hieratic.
73 For this genre of texts, see Alan H. Gardiner and Kurt Sethe, Egyptian
Letters to the Dead Mainly from the Old and Middle Kingdom (London: Egypt
Exploration Society, 1928); Alan H. Gardiner, "A New Letter to the Dead," Jour·
nal of Egyptian Archaeology 16 (1930): 19- 22; Siegfried Schott, "Die Bille urn
ein Kind auf einer Orabfigur des frtthen mittleren Reiches," Jounwl of Egyptian
Archaeology 16 (1930): 23 (unrecognized by editor); Michel Mali nine, "Une
lettre dt!motique ~ Amt!notMs fils de Hapou," Revue d'Egyptologie 14 (1962):
37-43; Edward F. Wente, "A Misplaced Letter to the Dead," Orien/alia
Lovaniensia Periodica 617 (1975-76): 595-600; Robert K. Ritner, The Mechan·
ics of Ancient Egyptian Magical Practice (Chicago; Oriental Institute, 1993),
180-83 (with bibliography).
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Malinine, Michel. "Une affaire con~emant un partage (Pap.
Vienne D 12003 et D (2004)." Revue d'EgYPlologie 25
(1973): 192-208. Publication of two cessions in abnormal
hieratic.
Malinine, Michel. Choix des texles juridiques en hieratique anormal et en demolique. 2 vols. vol. 1: Paris: Champion, 1953;
vol. 2: Cairo: Institut fran~ais d'arch~ologie orientale, 1983. A
collection of legal texts in abnormal hieratic and demotic
arranged chronologically according to subject. Volume 1
contains the transliteration, translations, and commentary, as
weD as an introduction to abnormal hieratic, while volume 2
contains hieroglyphic transcriptions and some plates.
MaUnine, Michel. "Deux documents egyptiens relatifs au depot
(P. Louvre E. 7861 et P. Caire 30657)," Mitteilungen des
Deulschen Archiiologischen /nstituts Abteilung Kairo 16
(1958): 219-29. Publication of two legal documents in
abnormal hieratic dealing with deposits.
Malinine. Michel. "L' hieratique anonnal." In Textes et tangages
de f'Egypte pharaonique: Cent cinquante annees de
recherches J822-/972:
Hommage a lean-Franfois
Champollion, 2 vols., 1:31-35, Cairo: Institute Fran~ais
d' Archeologie Orientale, 1973. An historical overview of the
scholarship on abnormal hieratic,
Malinine. Michel. "Une jugement rendu a Thebes sous la XXVe
dynastie (pap. Louvre E. 3228c)," Revue d'£gyptologie 6
(1951): 157-78. Publication of a court case over the ownership of a slave in abnormal hieratic, with an analysis of the
legal processes involved in the slave trade in Egypt.
Malinine. Michel. ''Transcriptions hieroglyphiques de quatre
textes du Mus~e du Louvre &:rits en hi~ratique anormal."
Revue d'£gyptoiogie 34 (1982-83): 93-100. The hieroglyphic transcription of four abnormal hieratic documents in
the Louvre,
Malinine. Michel. "Trois documents de l'epoque d' Amasis
relatifs au louage de terres," Revue d'Egyptologie 8 (1951):
127-50. Publication of three documents concerning the rental
of parcels of land, one in early cursive demotic, one in
abnormal hieratic, and one in early demotic.
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Malinine. Michel. "Une vente d'esclave a l'epoque de Psammetique Ief (Papyrus du Vatican 10574, en hieratique
«anonnal»)." Revue d'Egyptologie 5 (1946): 119-3 1. A
publication of an abnormal hieratic sale of a slave.
Malinine, Michel. "Vente de tombes a l'epoque sane." Revue
d'Egyptologie 27 (1975): 164-74. The publication of two
Saite period stelae containing the sale of tombs, one of which
(Louvre ClOI) was thought to be in abnormal hieratic, which
Malinine denies.
Malinine, Michel, Georges Posener, and Jean Vercoutter. Catalogue des steles du Serapeum de Memphis, 2 vols. (Paris:
Imprimerie Nationale. 1968). Publication of 252 stelae from
the Serapeum of Memphis of which six (nos. 30, 33. 42, 58,
159, and 160) have been argued to have abnormal hieratic.
Moller, Georg. Zwei iigyptische Ehevertriige aus vorsai"tischer Zeit.
Berlin: Konigliche Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1918.
General overview of all Egyptian marriage documents, but
based on two abnormal hieratic documents, as the earliest
examples of the genre.
Parker, Richard A. "King Py. a Historical Problem." Zeitschriji
for iigyptische Sprache und Altertumskunde 93 (1966): 11114. The discussion of the date in P. Leiden F 1942/5.15. This
article forced a rereading of Shabako's predecessor's name
from PianchilPiankhy to Py or Piye.
Parker, Richard A. A Saite Oracle Papyrus from Thebes in the
Brooklyn Museum (Providence: Brown University Press, 1962),
1- 34. Publication of an oracle papyrus in abnormal hieratic,
with an excursus by Jaroslav Cerny on oracles that is the standard work on ancient Egyptian oracles.
Pemigotti, Sergio. "Un nuovo testo giuridico in ieratico
«anonnaie»." Bulletin de l'institut jranfais d'archeologie orientale 75 (1975): 73- 95. The publication of an abnormal
hieratic will .
Spiegelberg, Wilhelm. Die demotischen Denkmiifer, 3 vols.
Leipzig: Druglin, 1904; Strassburg: Fischbach, 1906;
Strassburg: Schauberg. 1908; Berlin: Reichsdruckerei, 1932.
Part of the Catalogue general des antiquites egyptiennes du
Musee du Caire. this important corpus of demotic material
includes several papyri in abnonnal hieratic. (There are three
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volumes, volume two comes in two parts; all parts have been
published by different publishers.)
Thissen, Heinz· losef. "Chronologie der friihdemotischen
Papyri." Enchoria 10 (1980): 105-25. A Chronology of all
186 early demotic papyri including 42 abonormal hieratic
documents that had been published to that point.
Vleeming, Sven P. "The Sale of a Slave in the Time of Pharaoh
Py." Ouheidkundige mededelingen uit her Rijksmuseum van
Oudheden Ie Leiden 40 (1980): 1-17. The publication of
what some consider to be the earliest abnormal hieratic docu·
ment, P. Leiden F 1942/5.15, also including an overview of all
abnormal hieratic documents published to that date.

Selected Chronological List of
Carved Hieratic Documents
Monument

lllll<74

Brit Mus 138
Strasbourg 1588

21st Dyn?75
22nd Dyn 76

Caves IFAG n de sequestre
14456

Leningrad Ennitage 5630
New York MMA 10.176.42
Chicago OIM: 10511

22nd Dyn77
c. 935 S.c. (year 10 of Sheshonq 1)78
c. 918 S.c. (year 6 of Osorkon 1)79
823 S.c. (year 3 of Sheshonq III)80

74 Dates based on Kitchen, Third Intennediate Period in Egypt, 470-72,
75 Georg MOller, Hieratische Lesestlicu for den akademischen Gebrauch.
3 vols. (Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1910-27), 3:33-34. The text, according to MOller,
is a Twenty· first Dynasty forgery; it purports to be from the Middle Kingdom.
76 Dimitri Meeks, "Les donations aux temples dans l'Egyptc dJ Ier
mill~naire avant J,.c.," in Stale and Temple Economy in Ihe Ancient Near East,
ed. Edward Lipinski, 2 vols. (Leuven: Departement Orientalistiek, 1979), 2:665
# 22.0.6.
77 Meeks, "'Les donations aux temples,"' 666 # 22.0.30.
78 Ibid., 666 # 22.1.10; Kitchen, Third Intennediate Period in Egypt, 291
n. 278.
79 MMA 10.176.42 (unpublished), cited in Kitchen, Third Intennediate
Period in Egypt, 303 n. 323, and 304 n. 334; Meeks, "Les donations aux
temples," 666 # 22.2.6.
80 Meeks, "Les donations aux temples," 668 # 22.8.3.
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Glyptotheque Ny-Carlsberg
E.9 17
Louvre E 20905
Brooklyn Mus 67-118
Berlin 7344
Strasbourg 1379
Moscow l1a 5647
Cairo 21f31251l5
location unknown
Moscow I la 5648
British Mus 73965
location unknown
Brooldyn Mus 67-119
Cairo IdE 30972
Farouk collection

818-793 B.C. (reign ofPedubasl 1)81
808 B.C. (year 18 ofSheshonq Ul)82
804 B.C. (year 22 of Sheshonq 1lI)83
798 B.C. (year 28 of Sheshonq IIl)84
796 B.C. (year 30 of Sheshonq lIl)85
795 B.C. (year 31 of Sheshonq 1l1)86
794 B.C. (year 32 of Sheshonq UI)87
784 B.C. (year 2 1 of lupu(1)88
c. 825--773 B.C. (Sheshonq UI)89
761 B.C. (year 7 of Shcshonq V)90
7(1) B.C. (year 8 of Sheshonq V)91
753 B.C. (year 15 ofSheshonq V)92
749 B.C. (year 19 ofSheshonq V)93
732 B.C. (year 36 of Sheshonq V)94

81 Ouo Koefoed-Petersen, Recueil des insciprlions hierog/yplliques tk /a
glypototheque ny Ci:rl.sberg (Brussels: foundation ~gyptologique reine
elisabeth, 1936), plate V; Jean Yoyoue. "Un ~trange titre d'epoque libyenne,"
Bul/etin de l'inSlillll franrais d'archiologie orientale 58 (1959): 97; Kitchen.
Third Intemlediate Period in J!"g)"pt, 339--40 n. 536.
82 Ibid .. 668 # 22.8.18.
83 Ibid .. 668 # 22.8.22.
84 GUnther Roeder, Aegyptische Inschriftell aus den KlJI/iglicilel/ Mllsee"
2:11 Berlil/, 3 vols. (Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1913) 2:209; Meeks, "Les donations ::IUX
temples," 669 # 22.8.28; Yoyotte, "Un ttrangc titre d'epoque libyenne," 98.
85 Meeks, "Les donations aux temples." 669 # 22.8.30.
86 Ibid., 669 # 22.8.31; Yoyolte, "Un ttrange titre d'epoque libyenne."

97.
87 Meeks, "Les donations am temples," 669 # 22.8.32; Yoyoue. "Un
ttrange titre d'epoque Iibyenne," 99.
88 Meeks. "Les donations aux temples," 671 # 23.2.21.
89 Ibid., 681 # B 4.
90 Stephen Quirke and Jeffrey Spencer, The British Musellm Book of
Ancient Egypt (London: Thames and Hudson, 1992), 201; Ian Shaw and Paul
Nicholson, The Dictionary of Ancient Egypt (London: British Museum. 1995),
162.
91 Meek, "Les donafions aux tcmplcs," 670 # 22.10.8.
92 Ibid., 670 # 22.10.15: IGtchen, Third Intermediate Pen·od. 351 n. 609.
93 W. Max Milller, Eg)'pl%gical Researchu, 3 vols. (Washington. DC:
Carnegie Institution of Washington, 1906-20), 1:54-55, plate 18; Meeks, "Les
donations aux temples," 670 # 22.10.19; Cor the correct auribution of the ruler.
see Kitchen. Third Intermediate Period ill Eg)pl, 349-51 esp. 35 1 n.61O.
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788 or 730 B.C. (year 38 of unnamed king,
Sheshonq DI. V?)95
c. 767-730 B.C. (Sheshonq V)96
Cairo JdE 85647
22nd Dyn?97
Louvre 1M 3305
2200 Dyn?98
Louvre 1M 19
22nd Dyn?99
Cairo 27/6/24/3
Ashmolean Mus 1894-107b 724 B.C. (year 24 of Py)IOO
720 B.C. (year 8 of Tefnakht) 10 1
Athens G3. 409
714 B.C. (year 3 of Shabako)102
Stela Zagazig
711 B.C. (year 6 of Shabako) 103
New York MMA 55.144.6
(year 6 of unnamed king)l04
Cairo JdE 28731
646 B.C. (year 19 of Psammetichus I)105
Stela Suez
SaiteIPersian 106
Cairo CG 31086
Cairo CG 31094 (JdE 27145) PtolemaicIRoman? 107
Cairo JdE 45549

94 Meeks, "Les donations aux temples," 670 # 22.10.36.
Ibid., 681 # B 3.

"9.

Ibid., 669 # 22.10.OOa.
97 Malinine. Posener, and VercoUlter, Catalogue d~s Stein du Sirapium de
Memchis, 1:55; 2:plate XIX 61.
8 Ibid., 1:87. 2:plate XXV 87.
99 Bakir. Slavery in Pharaonic Egypt, plates ii-iv.
100 Meeks, "Les donations aux temples," 672 # 23.XV.24.
101 Ibid., 672 # 24.1.8; Kitchen, Third Intermediau Period, 372 n. 741.
102 Meeks, "Les donations aux temples," 673 # 25.4.3; Kitchen, Third
Intennl!dillU Period, 379 n. 772.
103 Unpublished, references in Meeks, "Les donations aux temples," 673 #
25.4.6; Kitchen, Third Inurmediall! Pl!riod, 379 n. 773.
104 Meeks, "Les donations aux temples," 674 # 26.0.6.
105 Ibid .. 674 # 26. 1.19.
106 Spiegelberg. Demotischen Denkmiilu, 1:12. Tafel I.
107 Ibid., 1:25, Tafel V.
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Style Sheet for Submissions to the
Journal of Book of Mormon Studies

I. Please submit your paper on computer diskette and in a
double-spaced hard copy. Macintosh Microsoft Word is
preferred. but files in other systems can be translated. An
abstract of 100-150 words is requested. Unless special
arrangements are made, disks will not be returned.
2. Submissions will be refereed. Please omit your name from the
paper. Include a cover letter with the title of your paper, and
your name, address, phone number, and FAX number if you
have a FAX machine.
3. Spell out all scriptural references for the Bible, Book of
Mormon, Doctrine and Covenants; and Pearl of Great Price
within the text. In parenthetical source citations, references to
the Doctrine and Covenants may be abbreviated D&C. Use
Arabic numerals (I and 2 Nephi) instead of Roman numerals
(I and II),

4. Source citations for quotations from the scriptures or references to them should be placed within parentheses in the text
rather than in footnotes. For quotations that are run into the
text, the reference is placed outside the quotation marks and
before the tenninal punctuation, as follows:
"And we did beat them again, and did slay a great number of
them, and their dead were cast into the sea" (Mannon 3:8).
However, at the end of a block quotation, the punctuation precedes the reference:
And we did beat them again, and did slay a great
number of them, and their dead were cast into the
sea. (Mormon 3:8)
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5. Any quoted material should be verified with the original
source. Longer quotations (6 lines or more) should be in a
block quotation format. Ellipses should be used in the middle
of quoted material where words have been deleted. There
should be a space between all ellipsis points: "And we did
beat ... a great number." Ellipses are not necessary at the
beginning or end of a quotation, even though the quotation
begins or ends in the middle of a sentence. Uppercase or lowercase letters at the beginning of a quotation need not be
bracketed if context requires different capitalization than the
original. Any editorial comments added in the middle of a
quotation should appear within brackets.
6. Pronouns referring to deity are preferably not capitalized. The
adjectives biblical, apocryphal, scriptural, and talmudic are
not capitalized; Koranic and Mishnaic are.
7. Spell out (in lowercase letters) references to particular centuries and decades, i.e., "the twentieth century," "during the
sixties and seventies." The apostrophe in 1980s, 1920s, etc., is
omitted. The abbreviation A.D. properly precedes the year
number, whereas B.C. follows it:
Britain was invaded successfully in 55 B.C. and A.D. 1066.
8. Citation information for footnotes:
a.

Give the full name of the author (first. middle initial, Jast).

b. Give the title of each book in full.
c. If a book within a series can be located without the series
title. the series title should be omitted.
d. For an article in a journal, the title of the article is given
within Quotation marks. and the title of the magazine or
journal is italicized (underlined).
e. If a book or article by Nibley is cited and has already
appeared in the Collected Works, then the original citation
need not be given.
f.

Required publication infonnation for books includes:
(place: publisher. date). Do not include such words or
abbreviations as Company, Co., Inc .• or Press (unless the
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reference is to a university press. i.e .• Cambridge University Press).
g. Page numbers should be given exactly-do not use! orff.
Omit p . and pp. unless it would be confusing or misleading to do so. The general number format (for dates and
page numbers) is as follows:
for numbers between and including 1 and 99. use no
abbreviations: 25-29. 89-92
when first number is 100 (or a multiple of 100), use all
digits: 100-109,200-206
when first number is between 101 and 109 (or 201 and
209. etc.). use changed part only (omit unneeded zeros):

101- 9, 203-5
when first number is between 110 and 199 (or 210 and
299, etc.), use two digits or more as needed: 111- 18.
1536-38
h. Subsequent citations within an article should be given a
shortened form consisting of the author's last name. a
short title of the book or article, and volume, page. and
edition number as necessary to make the reference unambiguous. "Ibid." should be used if a subsequent citation
immediately follows a reference to the same work.
"Ibid." takes the place of the author's name, the title, and
as much of the succeeding material as is identical.
1.

Where the author has introduced italics within a quotation,
"emphasis added" should appear following the page
number and a comma. "Emphasis added" need not be
appended to quotations from the Book of Mormon. the
Doctrine and Covenants, or the Pearl of Great Price. since
italics rarely occur in these volumes. Do use "emphasis
added" with biblical quotations when appropriate.

Examples of First Citations
I Harold H. Rowley, The Zadokire Fragments and the Dead Sea
Scrolls (Oxford: Blackwell, 1952), 1-3.
2

Augustin Bea, "Divino Afflante Spiritu," Bibfica 24 (1943): 316,

emphasis added.
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3 Erwin R. Goodenough, Jewish Symbols in the Greco-Roman
Period, 2nd ed. (New York: Pantheon Books, 1953), 1:25.
4 Henry 1. Cadbury, "Acts and Eschatology," in The Background of
the New Testament ("JJUi Its Eschatology, cd. William D. Davies am
David Daube (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1956),319.
5 Hugh W. Nibley, Lehi in the Desert; The World of the Jaredites;
There Were laredites (Salt Lake City: Descret Book and FARMS,

1988), 153-282.
Examples of Subsequent Citations
6

Rowley, The Zadokite Fragments, 1-3.

7

Bea, "Divino Amante Spirilu," 315.

8

Goodenough, Jewish Symbols, 1:25.

9

Cadbury, "Acts and Eschatology," 319.

10 Ibid.,318.
II Nibley, Lehi in the Desert, 153-282.

9. Refer to the Chicago Manual of Style, 14th ed., for further
matters of style.
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